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« What we have been seeing is really not a down
market, this is our new reality. The stakes are
high, but the rewards are even higher and it is
more important than ever that we put our heads
down and do some of our most meaningful work.
To us, the future looks bright. »

DEAR READER,
2018 has been a remarkably tough year for our industry, but one that has helped define how the
future will look in terms of supply and demand. The impact of Expo 2020 on the business landscape
is at the forefront of my mind, but, individual perspectives will define how that landscape is going to
look over the coming years.
Some may have written this year off as another down year, while rental prices and sales prices were
on the low side, transaction volumes receded further in most areas, oil prices were still suppressed
and rising interest rates put additional pressure on the market. But, if we recall the storm that was
the global financial crisis ten years ago, we can remind ourselves that it was those that were truly
innovative that were able to come out stronger. At Property Finder, the tougher economic climate
allowed us to recreate our business model to gain the advantage over our competitors.
In times like these, it is vital that all of us, whether at property portals or as real estate agents on the
ground, work hard in order to deliver impeccable service, as market conditions make the competition
ever more fierce. As the economy is diversifying and maturing, profit margins will become smaller,
but the market is growing in different ways and in fact, that translates to new opportunities and
horizons. In a dynamic and fast moving market such as Dubai, you have to constantly be on your toes
in order to stay on top.
As businesses have absorbed VAT, we are hopeful that we are going to start reaping the benefits of
increased government investment. Real estate, construction and manufacturing are all industries to
watch, as they are sectors with high growth rates, which will also fuel the economy.
Looking ahead to 2019, this will be the year of market leaders. If you’re amongst the players that
shape your industry, and you have a belief that many of your competitors don’t have what it takes to
survive in the market, you need to further define what ultimately sets you apart and use it to drive
your business forward. 2019 will also be the year of preparation, as Dubai, and therefore all of us,
will be on the world’s stage in 2020. It is time to start putting plans and structures in place to gear up
for the projected increase in economic activity that the Expo is going to bring to the country.
Looking beyond the number crunching for a moment, 2019 has also been designated as the Year
of Tolerance in the UAE. This initiative makes me so proud to live in a country that enshrines such
principles into a nation-wide mandate. The Year of Tolerance, along with the confirmation of the
Pope’s visit in the coming months is a real signal of openness and acceptance. As other parts of the
world become increasingly isolated as they entrench themselves in ideology, this wave of renewed
tolerance sounds a rare note of optimism and has the potential to further boost the UAE’s status as a
haven, not just for business, but as a safe and peaceful place to live for people of all nationalities and
cultures.
At Property Finder Group, 2018 came to a close on a tremendous high point, as the company closed
a historic $120 million funding round last November. Funds will be invested into building our most
innovative products yet, which will continue to support our mission of bringing more transparency
and information to the six million property seekers visiting our platform each and every month. This
is a major milestone, not only for our company, but also for the PropTech industry in the region.
What we have been seeing is really not a down market, this is our new reality. The stakes are high,
but the rewards are even higher and it is more important than ever that we put our heads down and
do some of our most meaningful work. To us, the future looks bright.
Enjoy the read,

Michael Lahyani
CEO and Founder
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CONTRIBUTORS
In this issue, we are thrilled to feature our valuable clients, the most powerful
industry leaders, share their real estate expertise and market knowledge.

Abdullah Alajaji

Ali Tumbi

Angela Gegg

Founder and Managing Director,
Driven Properties

CEO & Founder,
Aqua Properties

Head of Commercial,
Edwards and Towers

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market speciality?
16 years combined experience in strategy, banking,
private equity, VC investments and real estate.
What’s your educational background?
MBA from London Business School, two Bachelor
of Science Degrees from the Pennsylvania State
University, Computer Engineering and Economics.
Why did you write on ‘market competitiveness’?
By instilling the right tools and practices into the
business model, one can understand how to make
their business as competitive as it can be.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
Sentiment will be the name of the game. Chinese
investors have continued to invest in the Dubai
market, and I predict Chinese investors will be
amongst the top three investors in the Dubai real
estate market by 2020, further fueling demand for
property.
Read Abdullah’s article on page 52

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market specialty?
I have been the CEO of Aqua Properties for over 15
years.
What’s your educational background?
Degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering
from the University of Texas, Austin, USA.
Why did you write on blockchain?
I have firsthand experience in the benefits of the
merger of blockchain and real estate through
our newest venture, Global REIT. I’m passionate
about the transformative growth potential that this
technology can provide.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
End users and investors alike can benefit from the
tremendous value being provided by the UAE real
estate market in 2019. With various incentives from
developers, access to finance from banks, and a
wealth of options to choose from in all segments and
price ranges, I believe the time to buy is now.
Read Ali’s article on page 100

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market specialty?
6 years, large scale asset sales and retail.
What’s your educational background?
Suny Cortland, College of Arts and Sciences
Bachelor of Arts.
Why was it important to you to write on the key
points to consider when buying an office in
Dubai?
While buying a home is pretty straight forward,
there are many more things to consider when
buying an office; as a commercial specialist I feel
it’s my responsibility to bring more awareness to
the steps and procedures involved in the purchase
process, hence my current contribution.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
There is no doubt that in 2018 the market has been
in favour of buyers, in 2019 the market will balance
out and become an equal playing field for both
buyers and sellers.
Read Angela’s article on page 122

Anna Sheremet

Ben Crompton

John Lyons

Head of Sales,
Sweid & Sweid

Managing Partner,
Crompton Partners

Head of Sales & Leasing,
Espace

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market specialty?
12 years in off-plan.
What’s your educational background?
I graduated in Banking & Finance from the Emirates
Institute for Banking and Financial Studies (EIBFS).
Why did you write on branded residences?
For investors and end users nervous about taking
a gamble on an off-plan purchase, a branded
residence could offer reassurance – and guarantees
a property with style.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
UAE real estate marked by 2018, has developed a
variety of affordable options suitable for almost all
budgets. This factor has dramatically increased
the competition within the region between the real
estate giants and emerging boutique developers.
Read Anna’s article on page 134

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market speciality?
6 years.
What’s your educational background?
Masters in Law from Cambridge University.
Why did you write about ‘off-plan versus ready
built’?
I think it’s an important topic that most people don’t
have a clear understanding of, especially around the
opportunity cost.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
In 2019 I hope we will reap the rewards of the UAE
government investment decisions taken this year.
Read Ben’s article on page 130

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market speciality?
8 years experience in UK commercial property
management and investment brokering and
thereafter, 7 years experience in Dubai residential
real estate.
What’s your educational background?
St.Columba’s School, Kilmacolm, Scotland and
Strathclyde University, Glasgow.
Why did you decide to write about the ‘power of
fiscal stimulus’?
In my opinion, the current economic policies are
even more relevant to the Dubai property market
than would usually be the case.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
I expect price stability in prime location
communities but we could experience further
erosion of value in some secondary locations due
to the increased supply of new residential units. A
divergence in value between prime and secondary
locations is possible.
Read John’s article on page 60
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Katie Savage

Matthew Bate

Mohanad Alwadiya

Director,
The Urban Nest

CEO, 		
Engel & Völkers

CEO, 		
Harbor Real Estate

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market specialty?
10 years in residential real estate in Dubai.
What’s your educational background?
BA/Bsc Marketing & Psychology at De Montfort
University, Leicester.
Why did you write an article on the ‘importance of
finding the right agent’?
In a dynamic market where prices swing and new
properties pop up quickly, the value in using a real
estate agent who has the experience and the level
of confidence to find the right property for you is
essential.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
Dubai always questions the norm, it pushes to
progress in the quest to build the most aesthetically
pleasing product. The Dubai landscape is a world
renowned phenomenon, a work in progress we
are all proud to be a part of daily. We live where the
magic happens.
Read Katie’s article on page 108

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market specialty?
16 years of global real estate experience in 27
countries.
What’s your educational background?
I graduated in Civil Engineering from Sydney
Institute of Technology and in Corporate Leadership
from University of Melbourne.
Why did you decide to cover the topic of
government’s new visa initiatives?
As the industry evolves and matures, this topic is an
essential part of that evolution.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
Maturing, diversifying, stabilising.
Read Matthew’s article on page 46

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market specialty?
18 years in the fields of real estate investment and
property management.
What’s your educational background?
Masters in Real Estate & Property Management
from the University of Salford, UK.
Why did you want to write about UAE’s economic
initiatives?
Operating in a post-recession environment can
be risky, especially for those looking to invest in
property in the UAE. This topic depicts the current
market sentiment.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
The Dubai market is, having seen a period of
falling values, rapidly approaching the bottom of its
contraction phase, making 2019 a pivotal year for
the industry.
Read Mohanad’s article on page 44

Muhammad BinGhatti

Rabiah Shaikh

Richard Larmer

CEO & Head of Architecture,
BinGhatti Holding

Principal Partner,
Square Yards

Senior Development Director,
IMKAN

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market specialty?
I have 10 years of experience in the real estate
sector.
What’s your educational background?
Bachelor of Architecture from the American
University of Sharjah.
Why did you write on affordable housing?
Affordable housing allows for continued growth,
development, and competition while providing
an element of long-term market stability and
sustainability. The UAE’s progressive leadership
is undoubtedly committed to the country’s success
and the recent focus on affordable housing.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
The latest economic and legislative reforms, the
recent improvement in oil prices, the proximity of
Expo 2020, and the growth of the UAE’s population
are all indicators of an increase in market activity.
Read Muhammad’s article on page 48

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market specialty?
I hold over 15 years of experience in the real estate
industry across various markets such as the UK,
Canada, Singapore, Hong Kong and the UAE.
What’s your educational background?
I hold an MBA in International Business Management.
Why did you write on the benefits of investing in
off-plan?
As Square Yards is one of the largest players in the
Dubai primary market, we wish to educate clients
on the benefits of investing in off-plan, in the current
market scenario.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate
market in 2019
We expect softness in the real estate market to
continue into 2019. 2018 has seen reduction in
rentals led by strong supply and and a much needed
healthy correction in yields, both of which will
remain factors this year as well.
Read Rabiah’s article on page 129

How many years’ experience do you have in real
estate & market speciality?
Over 25 years of end-to-end property development and
real estate experience.
What’s your educational background?
I’m a Fellow of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors (FRICS) and hold an MBA from Reading
University, specialising in Construction and Real Estate
and a Post-Graduate Diploma in Project Management
from the College of Estate Management.
Why did you write on the ‘importance of
placemaking’?
By creating projects that cater to people, developers
offer more than just a place to live, but rather a place
that encourages human interaction and offers a home
for many generations to come – and as a result greater
ROI.
In just a few words, describe why people should
invest in Abu Dhabi in 2019?
Abu Dhabi is proving itself as a true cultural hub in the
region. Abu Dhabi is equipped with the right principles
and values to prosper and become the leading
metropolis in the region.
Read Richard’s article on page 132

Shaun Robison

Zarah Evans

Director,
Education Intelligence Group

Owner and Managing Director,
Exclusive Links Real Estate

How many years’ experience do you have in the educational sector?
I have 11 years’ experience in the UAE education sector.
What’s your educational background?
I have a Masters in Education from Newcastle University and I have just recently
submitted my PhD thesis which explored the lives of teachers in the UAE over a 6
year period.
Why did you write on the topic of ‘education’ in Dubai?
Education is my passion and I care deeply about improving all aspects of the
sector in the UAE. It’s important that we address the challenges head on and
we’re honest in our assessment of the sector and the solutions to the problems
we face.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate market in 2019
Highly competitive on every level.
Read Shaun’s article on page 62

How many years’ experience do you have in real estate & market specialty?
18 years as a market professional specialising in boutique and bespoke brokerage
including sales, leasing, commercial and property management.
What’s your educational background?
BBA Travel and Tourism.
Your article focuses on brokers, and why they should work hard to explain the
benefits of positive new policies in Dubai. Why’s that?
I felt it was time for all stakeholders to be more consistent in their message to stimulate
buyer sentiment. Create a more ‘steady state’ feel good factor.
In just a few words, describe the UAE real estate market in 2019
The market clean up of brokers and listings will continue with more focus on quality
rather than quantity. More automation and tightening of systems and processes and of
course a year closer to Expo will bring another interesting, exciting and rewarding few
months ahead.
Read Zarah’s article on page 50
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MARKET SNIPPETS
As a global leader, the UAE continues to attract expats, tourists, entrepreneurs, and
many of the Fortune 500. Here is a roundup of attractions and residences, that will
give the country staying power for decades to come.

ALJADA BY ARADA
Arada is making a big splash with its ‘city within a city’
development just inside the Sharjah-Dubai border. Since
officially launching last October, the development has
pushed forward with the first of ten phases and has an
overall completion date of 2025. The two million square
metre project is a master plan of the future that incorporates
placemaking elements that tie in residents’ needs when
it comes to a holistic lifestyle. From living, to working, to
education, the project boasts architectural designs such as
the Central Hub, designed by Zaha Hadid Architects. The
development aims to rival communities such as Dubai’s
Business Bay and Dubai Marina.

MOHAMMED BIN RASHID AL
MAKTOUM SOLAR PARK
The UAE’s plan to be a global leader of large clean energy
projects is powering ahead as the Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum Solar Park expands its Phase 4 to 950-megawatt
capacity. It is now also selling power at a world-record low
of $0.024/kWh. Among its many achievements, Phase 4 will
see the world’s tallest solar tower and the world’s largest
thermal energy storage capacity. The park is central to the
Dubai Clean Energy Strategy 2050, which aims to move
Dubai to producing 75% of its energy requirements from
clean energy sources. So far, the project has seen AED 50
billion ($18.82 billion) worth of investments.

DEIRA BRIDGES DEVELOPMENT
All eyes are on Deira in Dubai as much-anticipated plans
for three new bridges leading to Deira Islands move
forward. The Roads and Transport Authority (RTA)
and property developer Nakheel aim to improve the
entrances and exits of the islands – at a cost of AED 447
million ($122 million). The Deira Islands project has been
described as a “world-class hub for tourism, leisure, retail
and entertainment” and is expected to be a key contributor
to the government of Dubai’s tourism vision. The new
bridges are designed to ease the notoriously bad traffic
issues in the area.
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PIXEL TOWERS BY IMKAN
The UAE capital’s skyline is to see a further alteration as Abu
Dhabi real estate developer IMKAN begins work on its seventower ‘Pixel’ project on Reem Island. Pixel is phase one of a
mammoth mixed-use development – Makers District – which
is due for completion at the end of 2020. Pixel has been
designed to appeal to the next generation of UAE resident
for whom finding a work/life balance will be central to the
property hunting process. The community will offer residential
apartments, co-working spaces, restaurants and retail, and
will be surrounded by water features that “infuse a sense of
creativity and wellbeing into everyday living”, according to the
developer.

AL GHADEER COMMUNITY
BY ALDAR
Once thought to be a risky prospect due to its isolated
location, the community of Al Ghadeer on the border
of Abu Dhabi and Dubai is buzzing after a decade
of development – and a new AED 10 billion Aldar
master plan will take things to the next level. The
ambitious project consists of 14,408 units, including
villas, townhouses, and maisonettes, and will be
complemented by office space, retail space, hospitality,
education and community amenities. But the icing on
the cake is the plan to build the region’s first hyperloop
line in Al Ghadeer itself by 2020, extending to Yas Island,
Abu Dhabi airports and beyond.

EMAAR MALLS
IN DUBAI SQUARE
As plans for Dubai Square get underway, developers
Dubai Holding and Emaar Properties have tantalised the
market with details of a ‘tech-driven’ retail project that
will take shopping into a new era. The mall will promote
‘omnichannel retailing’ and offer facilities such as
personalised AI recommendations, 3D printed clothing,
and quick checkout solutions. Located at the Dubai Creek
Harbour development, Dubai Square will offer over 8
million square feet of gross floor retail space and have
nearly doubled the gross leasable area of Dubai Mall,
which just celebrated its 10th anniversary.
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PRICE TRENDS ANALYSIS

PRICES HAVE RETREATED
EVEN FURTHER IN 2018
Are they the new normal?

Overall, 2018 was in line with what Dubai has witnessed
for the past couple of years as far as the property market
is concerned. A sustained contraction in prices was
evident across nearly all of the communities. While
many assert this is a correction in prices, as they have
been inflated in years past, this reality does bore some
uncertainty for investors when combined with other
market factors.
Our view is that these are healthy market movements
as affordability is important when residents are
factoring in the long-term viability of making Dubai
home. Consequently, this contraction has allowed many
residents to consider whether they are better off getting
into a home of their own rather than continuing to throw
money away on rent. This question has been a trend for
the past year, and will continue in the years to come.
We take a look at how both the local and global economy
affected the property market this year, as well as what
Property Finder’s users are searching for and where.
We will also take a look at how we think 2019 will fare,
inching another year closer to the Expo in 2020.
THE PROPERTY LANDSCAPE IN 2018
Dubai’s property market is (un)fortunately affected
by the successes and failures of global markets given
the diversity of investors in the real estate sector.
Due to volatility in nearly every key market with the
major exception of the United States, Dubai property
transactions dipped 14% below what 2017 brought in.
This can be attributed to the US Dollar’s strength, many
non-resident Indians (NRI) investing into the Indian
property market and the strength of other markets
attracting foreign capital such as southeast Asia and the
UK. The price of oil is also undoubtedly a factor for fewer
transactions as GCC nationals were more strapped for
cash in 2018.
As a result, some of the biggest players in real estate
have seen double digit declines in stock value in 2018.
Emaar Properties PJSC, owner of the Burj Khalifa and
Dubai Mall as well as tens of thousands of mid to high
range residential properties, saw third quarter revenue
drop 29%. Overall, their decline has had the biggest
impact on the stock index as their stock is down 25%
for the year. Other developers have seen even tighter
constrict like DAMAC Properties PJSC who saw a slump
of 68% in earnings and an overall drop of 38% in stock
value. Similarly, Union Properties PJSC, the master
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LYNNETTE ABAD
Director, Research & Data
Property Finder

« While many believe we
are in a slump and property
prices will go back to pre2016 levels, the reality is that
with the considerable amount
of supply already released into
the market, and the upcoming
supply through 2022, the
prices we are experiencing
today are the new normal. »
developer of the Motor City community, stock value has
declined 36%. State owned developer Nakheel has staved
off bigger declines and has thus only seen a marginal
decrease in earnings of 3.5%.
Despite the volatility in the oil market, preparations for
Expo 2020 are full steam ahead. Increased government
spending in 2018 will carry over into 2019 with a total
budget of AED 56.8 billion ($15.5 billion), AED 9.2 billion
of which is allocated for infrastructure spending for Expo
2020. Land sales for 2018 were also abundant with about
800 more transactions in comparison to 2017.
PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS FOR 2018
Looking at the full picture of property transactions, the
Dubai Land Department reports 34,942 property sales
transactions for 2018 with a total value of AED 76 billion,
a 14% decrease from 2017. Of those transactions, 33,103
are attributed to the residential market considering both
off-plan sales and secondary transfers for apartments,
villas and townhomes.
The top transacted areas were Mohammed Bin Rashid
City with 3,342 transactions, a 53% increase from 2017.
Business Bay with 2,945 transactions, a 7% increase
from 2017. International City with 2,560 transactions, a
77.9% increase from 2017. Jumeirah Village Circle with
2,305 transactions, a 19.5% decrease from 2017 and
Dubai Marina with 2,040 transactions, a 19.8% decrease
from 2017. Compared to 2017, overall transactional
volume declined by 14% for 2018.

Property Finder research found that amongst a pool of our
users, sentiment toward the off-plan sector was relegated
strictly for investment purposes, as the majority preferred
the secondary market when it came to purchasing for
personal use. Given that prices have come down further
throughout the year, ready homes are more affordable
than they have been in the past. While, off-plan sales were
robust in areas such as Business Bay, Mohammed Bin
Rashid City, Jumeirah Village Circle and International City,
off-plan transactional volume was down 27.7% for 2018
when comparing to 2017.
Although transactional volume declined this past year, there
have been other achievements such as the expansion of
affordable housing developments, financial support from
developers such as rent-to-own and post-payment plans
as well as leading numbers of projects coming to fruition
faster.
PROPERTY FINDER DEMAND DATA
Proprietary demand data from Property Finder adds
depth to the market’s insights as it shows what people are
searching for and where. For those looking to buy, statistics
from the first half of 2018 show Dubai Marina with double
the amount of searches as Downtown Dubai. The Palm
Jumeirah, Arabian Ranches and Jumeirah Village Circle
rounded out the top five. For the second half of 2018, the
top four do not change, but Jumeirah Village Circle fell four
spots and was replaced with Jumeirah Lakes Towers.

and is expecting to be handed over soon. Next door, the
Burj Khalifa area saw 2,015 apartments added through a
few major projects. Additionally, 394 villas were completed
in Dubai Properties’ Arabella project in Mudon, adding to
the emirate’s more affordable housing projects. Jumeirah
Village Circle saw 2,228 apartments and townhomes
completed and ranked as both one of the most transacted
communities as well as one of the most in demand by
Property Finder’s users.
Overall, the southeast and southwest parts of Dubai
are seeing the most activity with ongoing developments
such as Reem’s Mira Oasis, which will have 1,393 units
in three phases once it is complete. Remraam saw the
addition of 2,641 units by Dubai Properties in the Remraam
Housing Community. The master planned community of
Town Square by Nshama saw 231 apartments and 730
townhomes released in Hayat earlier in the year. Out of the
six additional projects in Town Square that were expected by
the end of 2018, all are still being executed and are expected
to complete in the first quarter of 2019. Another favourite
is Motor City, which saw the completion of 137 villas in
the Casa Flores project, 136 units in Eden Apartments,
95 townhouses in Casa Familia and 269 apartments in Oia
Residence.

For those looking to rent in the the first half of 2018, Dubai
Marina, Downtown Dubai, the Palm Jumeirah, Jumeirah
and Al Barsha made the top five. For the second half of the
year we see Al Barsha move to the fourth spot and Business
Bay to the fifth. Unsurprisingly, the demand for rent
seekers outweighs those looking to purchase. An additional
observation is Dubai Marina’s continued popularity, it
consistently pulls in double the amount of demand as any
other area.
While demand remains popular in some of Dubai’s
historically trendy areas like Dubai Marina, the popularity
of more familial communities like Jumeirah Village Circle
and the affordability now of Arabian Ranches have increased
searches in these areas.
As more supply gets handed over in some newer
communities such as Town Square and Dubai Hills Estate,
we can expect to see more demand generated in those
areas as the population will expand and spread out from the
centre.
SUPPLY STATISTICS AND NOTABLE COMPLETIONS
Despite difficult economic times, developers are completing
construction and handing over projects with speed. Some
of 2018’s notable handovers include 3,761 apartments
and serviced apartments in Dubai’s most transacted area,
Business Bay, including the 1,200 unit Paramount Towers
by DAMAC. The much awaited project designed by Zaha
Hadid, The Opus, completed construction earlier this year
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Property Finder research found 21,014 residential
units, comprising of apartments, villas and townhomes,
completed by the third quarter of 2018. As of October 2018,
there were an additional 14,707 residential units within
projects that had a 95 to 99% completion status and were
scheduled to be completed by the end of the year. However,
even with a high completion status, only 1,187 of those units
were completed. We should expect the other 13,520 units to
be completed in the first half of 2019.
Total residential supply for 2018 amounted to 28,890 units
for both the freehold and non-freehold sectors.
While new residential supply boasts well for tenants as
they have more leeway to negotiate prices, an influx of
new supply year-on-year without really robust demand,
will inevitably suppress prices for the medium to longterm. In December 2018, Bloomberg reported that the Abu
Dhabi Securities Exchange (ADX) and the Dubai Financial
Market (DFM) are “set to end 2018 in opposite territory”.
The reason cited for Dubai’s declining market performance
is pressure on the index due to growing concern about
property oversupply within the residential market.
While many believe we are in a slump and property prices
will go back to pre-2016 levels, the reality is that with
the considerable amount of supply already released into
the market, and the upcoming supply through 2022, the
prices we are experiencing today are the new normal. We
can expect prices to decline further in 2019 as the market
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absorbs the immense amount of supply that came in 2018,
and what will complete in 2019.
REGIONAL UPDATE THROUGH 2022
In November 2018, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
published its regional update for the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC), which is comprised of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
Qatar, Oman, Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates, where
it noted that the outlook for 2019 improved with expected
growth for 2019 to be 3%. Due to large public investments
in preparation for major events such as Expo 2020 in Dubai
and the FIFA 2022 in Qatar coupled with an improved
outlook for the price of oil, markets are projected to recover
somewhat. However, production cuts from OPEC and
decreased demand for oil will place a cap on the price of oil,
so to speak. Additionally, the absence of wide scale wage
growth and a decline in GDP per capita has an effect on
consumer spending.
2019 INSIGHTS
Looking forward to 2019, the supply story will continue as
we will see an unprecedented amount of residential supply
coming in. At the end of 2018, Property Finder research
found 33,982 residential units that were under construction
in Dubai with a completion status of at least 65% and
completion scheduled for 2019. 29,115 of those units are
apartments and 4,867 units are villas/townhouses. Adding
the 13,520 units that were to finish in 2018 and have been

pushed for 2019 completion to the figure already slated for
2019, we can expect to see the completion of 47,502 units by
the end of 2019. Although materialisation is not always full,
the rate has increased over the past year and that will also
be true in 2019 as projects are urged to be completed for
Expo 2020.

points. Due to the dirham peg to the US dollar, interest rates
rose in the Emirates as well. Previously, three hikes were
expected for 2019, but due to an expected plateau in the
American economy later this year, analysts have revised
that figure to two, and it may only be one. Those revisions
will immediately correlate to rate hikes in the UAE.

Within that, some notable statistics include 2,296 units
across a few projects in Town Square, 5,652 apartments,
villas and townhouses from Emaar between the areas of
Arabian Ranches 2, Downtown Dubai, Dubai Creek and
Dubai Hills Estate.

In late 2018, President Sheikh Khalifa replaced legislation
from 1980, allowing the UAE Central Bank to have some
flexibility when it comes to determining how much banks
can lend to various sectors. We could begin to see the
effects of this revised legislation as banks now have
the ability to lend more capital to the real estate sector.
Consolidation in the banking sector is still afoot, with Abu
Dhabi already finalising a tie-up between National Bank
of Abu Dhabi and First Gulf Bank to form First Abu Dhabi
Bank (FAB). Another merger is expected between Abu
Dhabi Commercial Bank, Union National Bank and Al Hilal
Bank that would combine regional assets of $110 billion.
This is an important space to watch as this will keep lending
competitive despite the overall slump in oil prices and
reduced production.

As the property picture is tied to the overall economic
outlook, we note that the 2019 macroeconomic picture for
the Emirates is plagued by no growth in the oil sector and
overall stagnating growth in the non-oil sector. In its year
end report, Emirates NBD revised its previous figure of
3.1% growth for the non-oil sector in 2019, to 2.8%. Based
on previous data from the monthly Purchasing Managers
Indices (PMI), a lack of both hiring and wage growth
dampen the market.
Nonetheless, preparations for Expo 2020 are full steam
ahead and thus construction, manufacturing and real estate
are industries to keep your eye on.
In 2019 we can also expect to see more interest rate hikes.
Again in December, fiscal tightening for US monetary policy
saw an increase in interest rates by an additional 25 base

With all of the positives, there is still an air of uncertainty in
the market for some. However, it is useful to remain focused
on what factors helped the market pick up this past year as
well as to look toward the industries that are growing and
thus will propel us toward 2020 and well beyond.
Co-written: Carla Maria Issa, Senior Research Analyst
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2018 IN REVIEW
AND OUTLOOK
FOR 2019
UAE property prices continued to decline in 2018. This
ongoing market correction is creating challenges for the
industry and UAE property owners alike but continues
to be a big win for consumers, who are now more than
ever, spoilt for choice.
Those of us who’ve been here a while are so used to the
good life that we’ve grown a bit soft. During the tough
times when we fret about falling asset values, negative
equity and reduced yields, our moans often took place in
exquisite beachfront restaurants over perfectly seared
scallops.
The head of one of Dubai’s leading brokerages recently
told me that property prices are now below construction
costs, so regardless of what you think will happen in
2019, buying in this market represents fabulous intrinsic
value. A nice sales pitch perhaps, but with rents at 2010
levels with seemingly endless options for both buyers
and renters there’s a big silver lining to this ongoing
correction.
Over the past year we’ve seen developers engaging
in more aggressive marketing strategies and agents
competing in what has become an increasingly crowded
market place with several new projects launches and
handovers. Pay 10% and move in. 2 year, 5 year and 10
year post handover payment plans! Pay 1% per month.
Guaranteed finance (insert shock face emoji), plus DLD
and maintenance fee waivers to mention a few.
Critics will tell you that there’s no such thing as a free
lunch and the more freebies on offer, the less likely the
underlying property purchase price will stack up to an
independent bank approved valuation. While advocates
claim that a post handover payment plan is effectively
a developer funded interest free mortgage, so the extra
you pay on the purchase price, you’ll save in mortgage
interest.
Both are valid arguments but whichever side of the
fence you sit, high agent commissions, overly generous
payment plans and endless fringe benefits are clear
signs of an oversupplied market, which is likely to see
further corrections.
Dubai’s winning of the 2020 Expo has massively
boosted Dubai’s international profile. The economy has
also benefited from hundreds of new residential and
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« UAE property prices have been
falling for four and half years, but
I continue to be bullish about the
country’s broad appeal to a wide
demographic and longer term
viability. »
commercial launches as well as infrastructure work and
cultural projects. But it’s been a double-edged sword.
Given the current challenges of regional and global
economies as a whole, a strong USD and historically low
oil prices, it’s not surprising that demand has lagged
behind supply. At least in the interim - but eventually it
will catch up.
UAE property prices have been falling for four and half
years, but I continue to be bullish about the country’s
broad appeal to a wide demographic and longer term
viability. Here in Dubai, we are witnessing the creation of
one of the world’s greatest cities. And when making an
omelette you have to break a few eggs.
This is arguably the best time ever to be a tenant in the
UAE. Dubai apartments advertised rental asking prices
have dropped almost -30% in the last 2 years, with more
than half that in the last 12 months alone.
Abu Dhabi apartment rents have fallen even further,
dropping almost -37% in the last 2 years, with over 20%
in the last 12 months. Drops in asking rental prices in
the Northern Emirates have not been as dramatic but
all Emirates, bar RAK, saw double digit apartment rent
declines in 2018.
The median asking price for an apartment for rent in
Dubai is now just AED 80k per annum, AED 71k in Abu
Dhabi and AED 38k in RAK and Sharjah. In Ajman it’s just
AED 26k - down 27% from 2 years ago.
APARTMENTS FOR SALE
Apartment sale prices held firmer than rents. An annual
drop of -4.2% in Dubai and -5.5% Abu Dhabi is modest
by recent standards. There were bigger declines in the
Northern Emirates - Ajman seeing the biggest drop in
2018 with -10.5%.

The median price per sqft for an Ajman apartment is now
just AED 280; 77% lower than Dubai which means for the
cost of renting the typical Dubai apartment for three years,
you could purchase a large one bedroom apartment in
Ajman, in cash.
Food for thought.
VILLAS FOR RENT
More and more families are taking advantage of the current
market situation to get out of their apartment and upgrade to
a villa with more space and a garden. It’s no longer a case of
where one can find a suitable property, but deciding which
to choose.
Villa rents in Dubai dropped -11.3% over the past 12 months
and -22.2% over the past 2 years.
Abu Dhabi villa prices appear to be flattening, dropping just
-1.8% over the past 6 months. Villas in Abu Dhabi are now,
once again, slightly more expensive than Dubai.
Villa rent declines in Sharjah have been the largest in the
country over the past 2 years, with falls of almost -23%.
The average villa in RAK has now fallen below AED 100k,
while in Ajman they’ve actually started to creep up in the
past 6 months. At just AED 79k per year, Ajman is the most
affordable place to rent a villa in the UAE.

Many buildings within Dubai’s original freehold communities
such as Dubai Marina, JBR, JLT and others are now 10-15
years old and are not looking as fresh as they once did.
Their aged appearance is also dragging prices down.
In H2 2018, we witnessed declines in advertised apartment
rents across all of Dubai’s most searched communities. The
biggest falls were seen in Green Community (-9.3%), JLT
(-8.7%) and DIFC (-7.5%). While JBR (-1.7%) and City Walk
(-1.8%) held better than others.
Over a 12 month period, Al Furjan (-25.7%), Green
Community (-25.2%) and Culture Village (-22.9%) saw the
largest declines while rents in DSO held steady, falling just
-0.6%.
Dubai Marina continues to be the most searched community
in the country. Its median advertised rents fell -8.3% in
2018.
Once again, International City is the cheapest place to rent
an apartment in Dubai with a median advertised annual rent
of AED 32,998. While City Walk is by far the most expensive,
with a median of AED 189,674 per annum.

VILLAS FOR SALE
In 2018, villa sale price declines have been in the high single
digit percentages in Dubai (-7.8%), Abu Dhabi (-9%) and
Ajman (-7.7%). While in Sharjah, they fell -19.5%, but were
more stable towards the end of the year, falling just -1.4% in
H2 2018.
RAK villa prices were the most stable in 2018 and seemingly
turned the corner later in the year with an increase of 3.6%
in H2.
Dubai villas were the most expensive in the country at AED
896 per sqft. More than 2.5 times more expensive than
villas in Ajman, which recorded a median advertising price
of just AED 348 per sqft.
DUBAI APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Sometimes median prices at the emirate level can be
misleading in a market amass with new projects in brand
new communities across varied price ranges. Hidden
within these emirate-wide figures is the fact that more new
affordable offerings, often smaller and further out, have
been developed, handed over and are more prevalent in the
market. This naturally drags the emirate-wide median price
down and exaggerates the overall decline.
Community specific numbers in general show smaller
declines and are a better indicator of the state of the market.

TRENDS
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DUBAI APARTMENTS FOR SALE
Dubai apartment advertised sale prices also fell
throughout 2018 but in general held better than rents.
Low to high single digit percentage declines were
seen throughout Dubai’s most searched apartment
communities over the past 6 months.
Falls over the past 12 months have been greater but still
in single digit percentages, excluding International City
(-18.5%), Culture Village (-12%), and Remraan (-10.3%).
Apartments in Town Square held their value better than
others in 2018, falling just -0.1%.
Downtown Dubai continues to be the most expensive
community to buy an apartment with a median advertised
price of AED 2,067 per sqft, ahead of City Walk (AED
1,781 per sqft) and Old Town AED 1,772 per sqft).
At the other end of the spectrum International City (AED
536 per sqft) was by far the cheapest place to buy an
apartment in Dubai. Dubai Land (AED 662 per sqft) and
DIP (AED 690 per sqft) were the next two most affordable
options.
DUBAI VILLAS FOR RENT
Almost everyone will tell you that there’s never been
a better time to rent a villa in Dubai. Over the past six
months big drops in median advertised rents were seen
in DAMAC Hills (-19.3%), Victory Heights (-16.2%) and
DSO (-8.3%). However, a few communities, The Lakes
(+3.7%), Arabian Ranches (+2.2%) and Arabian Ranches
2 (+1.5%) bucked the trend witnessing small increases in
their median advertised price.
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Despite these few modest price increases, the reality
on the ground is that UAE landlords have never been so
flexible with prices, rent free periods and payment terms.
At least in recent memory.
DUBAI VILLAS FOR SALE
Dubai villa community advertised sale prices have fallen
across the board in the past six months. Not a single
community recorded an advertised price increase with
most showing double digit percentage declines in 2018.
The biggest falls were in Living Legends (-16.3%), JVT
(-16.1%) and MBRC (-13.5%).
At just AED 646 per sqft, JVC is the most affordable
place to buy a villa in Dubai. It fell -11.1% in 2018. Green
Community (AED 663 per sqft) and Town Square (AED
738 per sqft) were the next most affordable options.
Unsurprisingly, Emirates Hills was once again the most
expensive, falling -6.4% in 2018 to AED 2,547 per sqft
ahead of Palm Jumeirah (AED 2,081 per sqft). Villas in
the Palm dropped -9% in 2018; some starting to show
considerable wear and tear. Nakheel’s policy of charging
owners AED 400 per sqft to build or renovate their own
properties coupled with falling prices and yields has no
doubt discouraged some owners to invest further into
their properties.
ABU DHABI APARTMENTS FOR RENT
For those of us who’ve been here long enough to
remember when an old Abu Dhabi on-island two
bedroom apartment with the AC mounted on the window
would demand AED 200k+ in a single cheque will be

pleased to see that things have dramatically changed
over the past ten years.
Abu Dhabi renters now hold the power and have a
multitude of options in both new and old communities
with prices softening further in 2018. In the past six
months Al Bateen (-12.4%) and Yas Island (-11.9%)
have seen the biggest falls, while Al Reef (+4.4%) and
Saadiyat Island (+2.3%) saw modest increases.
The Abu Dhabi economy and real estate sector is
far more reliant on the petrodollar than Dubai. In
early October 2018, WTI Crude hit $76 per barrel, a
near four year high, which gave Abu Dhabi landlords
some optimism. Though this was short lived, as by
Christmas the price had dropped to just $46 per
barrel; its lowest level in 26 months.
ABU DHABI APARTMENTS FOR SALE
Apartment prices in Abu Dhabi fell steadily in 2018
across most popular communities. Only Saadiyat
Island showed a modest increase of +1.1% in the
second half of the year. At AED 1,496 per sqft, it was
once again Abu Dhabi’s most expensive place to buy
an apartment, ahead of Yas Island (AED 1,312 per sqft)
and Al Raha Beach (AED 1,310 per sqft).
Al Reef remains to be the cheapest community to buy
an apartment in Abu Dhabi, costing AED 779 per sqft.
Al Reem Island, is still the most searched community
in Abu Dhabi. It saw a -6.5% price decline in 2018,
dropping to AED 1,133 per sqft.
ABU DHABI VILLAS FOR RENT
Advertised villa rents in Abu Dhabi varied in
performance. Saadiyat Island and MBZ City showed
increases in the second half of the year, while the rest
saw modest declines. Recently handed over villas
in Yas Island being the exception seeing a big drop
of -17.4% as a raft of new landlords competed for
tenants.
Saadiyat is by far the most expensive community on
our list with a median advertised villa price of almost
AED 396k per annum. Al Reef is again the cheapest,
costing just AED 122k per annum.

NORTHERN EMIRATES APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Renters in the Northern Emirates saw significant
drops in asking advertised apartment prices in 2018
with the most searched communities all witnessing
double digit percentage declines.
In Ras Al Khaimah, the median asking price for
apartments in Al Hamra Village fell -11% in 2018 and
is now just AED 35,799 per annum. Fantastic value.
As are apartments in Al Marjan Island, which fell over
-10% in 2018 to a median price of 40k per annum.
Most of them with pristine water views as far as the
eye can see.
In Sharjah apartment rents in Al Nadha, right on the
Dubai border, fell -15% in 2018. Now asking just AED
35,400 per annum with rent free periods, payment in
12 cheques and no commission offers. Neighbouring
Al Taawun saw apartment rents fall over -20% in 2018.
Apartment rents in Ajman Downtown fell -12.4% in
2018 and -10.4% in Al Naemiyah.
NORTHERN EMIRATES APARTMENTS FOR SALE
As we’ve seen in the rest of the country apartment
sale prices in the Northern Emirates held firmer than
rents, yet still significant declines were seen across all
popular communities in 2018. Al Marjan Island, RAK
saw the biggest decline, with prices falling -16.1% in
2018.
Al Khan Sharjah was the one exception where new offplan waterfront stock edged its medium price up +1.1%
in the second half of 2018.
TRANSACTIONS
Transaction volumes fell by -11% to 34,942 in 2018
across Dubai. Villa transactions declined by -26.1%
to 4,285 and apartment transactions fell by -16.6% to
25,998.
Despite increasingly aggressive and seemingly
generous incentives, off-plan transactions were down
-30.2% in 2018.
Off-plan transactions represented 53% of total
transactions in Dubai in 2018.

ABU DHABI VILLAS FOR SALE
Median advertised villa sale prices in Abu Dhabi were
also a mixed bag. In the past six months, they edged
higher in Saadiyat (+4.1%) and Khalifa City (+2.9%)
while they dropped elsewhere, most notably in Yas
Island (-7%) and Al Raha Gardens (-5%).
Vendors are asking AED 1,498 per sqft in Saadiyat
Island and just AED 672 per sqft in Al Reef.

Mohammed Bin Rashid City saw the most transactions
in 2018 with 3,342 in 2018; up +53% compared to
2017, ahead of Business Bay (2,945 transactions),
International City (2,560 transactions), JVC (2,305
transactions) and Dubai Marina (2,040 transactions).
International City saw a significant increase in
transactions in 2018 (+78%) as did DAMAC Hills
(+61.5%) and Akoya Oxygen (+273%).
Transactions in JVT more than halved down -53%.
Downtown saw 927 fewer transactions in 2018 down
35%.
TRENDS
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PRICE TRENDS
These graphs depict the rental and sales price trends for 2016 through 2018 for
Dubai, Abu Dhabi and the Northern Emirates.
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« Declines continued across most of the emirates as tough global economic conditions
prevailed. This is mostly due to volatility in the oil market, trade tensions and major
fluctuations in key currencies, all of which constrained capital flow. Inflation in the UAE
reached peaks in both 2015 and 2018 further constraining property prices. »
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Rental prices are based on the annual median asking prices displayed on Property Finder. Sale prices are based on the median asking price per sqft
displayed on Property Finder. The data is based on the median advertised price on propertyfinder.ae and may not reflect the actual transacted price.
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« Notably, prices in Sharjah have declined due to migration into Dubai and Ajman.
However, the introduction of free-hold status on property in Sharjah in 2018 will have
an affect on prices in the years to come. »

MEDIAN RENTAL PRICES - NORTHERN EMIRATES
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PRICE TRENDS
APARTMENTS FOR RENT - MEDIAN ANNUAL RENTAL PRICE (AED)
EMIRATE

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

Dubai

80,000

-4.6%

-15.2%

-20.7%

-29.9%

Abu Dhabi

71,000

-6.0%

-20.4%

-28.6%

-36.9%

Sharjah

37,780

-5.0%

-19.0%

-15.4%

-22.5%

Ras Al Khaimah

38,200

-4.5%

-9.6%

-14.3%

-17.7%

Ajman

26,400

-8.2%

-14.8%

-20.0%

-27.0%

24 MONTHS

APARTMENTS FOR SALE EMIRATE

MEDIAN SALES PRICE PER SQFT (AED)

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

Dubai

1,212

-2.4%

-4.2%

-8.0%

-14.8%

Abu Dhabi

1,178

-2.4%

-5.5%

-8.2%

-10.6%

Sharjah

480

-3.2%

-7.2%

-5.7%

-9.1%

Ras Al Khaimah

601

-7.3%

-9.6%

-10.0%

-10.2%

Ajman

280

-4.1%

-10.5%

-16.9%

-18.1%

VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT - MEDIAN ANNUAL RENTAL PRICE (AED)
EMIRATE

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

Dubai

173,800

-4.7%

-11.3%

-10.1%

-22.2%

Abu Dhabi

176,000

-1.8%

-5.5%

-7.1%

-11.3%

Sharjah

99,500

-18.5%

-18.8%

-21.4%

-22.7%

Ras Al Khaimah

97,000

-4.2%

-6.9%

-11.1%

-17.4%

Ajman

79,000

3.6%

-1.8%

-3.3%

-1.3%

VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR SALE EMIRATE

MEDIAN SALES PRICE PER SQFT (AED)

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

Dubai

896

-3.7%

Abu Dhabi

816

Sharjah

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

-7.8%

-7.9%

-15.2%

-6.2%

-9.0%

-11.1%

-10.1%

507

-1.4%

-19.5%

-27.5%

-21.3%

Ras Al Khaimah

641

3.6%

-2.0%

-6.0%

-8.2%

Ajman

348

-4.4%

-7.7%

-6.5%

-5.2%

« Sustained declines continued across the Emirates albeit at a gradual pace. In contrast to
the first 6 months, apartment sales have held better than apartment rents for the latter half of
2018. The same is true for villas, with a double digit decrease for Sharjah rents in particular. »
Percentage change of the average price in the past 6 months (Jul-Dec’18), vs 6 months before (Jan-Jun18), vs 12 months before (Jul-Dec’17), vs 18
months before (Jan-Jun’17) vs 24 months before (Jul-Dec’16). Rental price is based on the annual median asking price displayed on Property Finder.
Sales price is based on the median asking price per sqft displayed on Property Finder. See page 153 for notes.
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DUBAI APARTMENTS FOR RENT - MEDIAN ANNUAL RENTAL PRICE (AED)
H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

Al Barsha

77,999

-6.7%

-6.2%

-14.4%

-19.1%

Al Furjan

75,512

-6.2%

-25.7%

-26.6%

-20.5%

Al Quoz

63,146

-2.7%

-7.9%

-11.1%

-17.5%

77,891

-4.3%

-11.3%

-20.9%

-21.6%

54,574

-3.8%

2.8%

13.7%

3.1%

89,056

-4.1%

-10.6%

-17.2%

-21.6%

189,674

-1.8%

-7.5%

-5.9%

-23.9%

Culture Village

123,251

-7.3%

-22.9%

-28.0%

-46.9%

DAMAC Hills

63,120

-5.9%

-8.2%

-14.4%

-26.3%

DIFC

126,155

-7.5%

-7.7%

-9.7%

-11.3%

43,533

-4.0%

-12.9%

-17.8%

-20.1%

131,639

-3.0%

-4.9%

-11.6%

-12.8%

147,792

-4.0%

-11.5%

-11.7%

-11.6%

Dubai Investment Park

58,163

-7.2%

-15.8%

-17.1%

-19.1%

Dubai Land

50,558

-3.9%

-10.1%

-21.6%

-17.6%

114,564

-5.5%

-8.3%

-11.9%

-19.8%

55,274

-1.7%

-0.6%

-9.8%

-10.8%

40,417

-2.4%

-4.9%

-12.6%

-

54,709

-5.2%

-11.4%

-18.5%

-19.8%

71,921

-9.3%

-25.2%

-17.8%

-15.9%

43,266

-2.5%

-13.0%

-18.8%

-15.1%

32,998

-2.6%

-5.3%

-14.2%

-18.1%

142,265

-1.7%

-3.8%

-7.1%

-9.7%

Jumeirah Lakes Towers

81,714

-8.7%

-15.1%

-18.7%

-19.8%

Jumeirah Village Circle

60,373

-2.1%

-9.4%

-12.3%

-11.4%

Jumeirah Village Triangle

63,813

-5.8%

-6.2%

-18.3%

-18.3%

Mirdif

73,029

-4.1%

-4.5%

-9.7%

-14.2%

78,070

-7.4%

-15.8%

-19.1%

-19.2%

131,863

-2.5%

-9.1%

-16.5%

-16.3%

155,639

-3.8%

-5.0%

-12.7%

-14.7%

Remraam

62,003

-6.7%

-3.0%

-11.8%

-1.6%

The Views

121,035

-3.3%

-6.3%

-12.7%

-15.8%

79,029

-2.7%

-

-

-

173,438

4.9%

-7.9%

-24.1%

-17.2%

AREA

1

Al Sufouh
Arjan

2

Business Bay
City Walk

3

4

5

Discovery Gardens
Downtown Dubai
Dubai Festival City

Dubai Marina

6

7

Dubai Silicon Oasis
Dubai South

8

Dubai Sports City
Green Community
IMPZ

9

10

International City

11

Jumeirah Beach Residence

Motor City

12

Old Town
Palm Jumeirah

Town Square

A
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13

14

World Trade Centre

15

DUBAI APARTMENTS FOR SALE - MEDIAN SALES PRICE PER SQFT (AED)
H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

Al Barsha

1,120

-8.7%

-9.2%

-11.0%

-5.3%

Al Furjan

990

-2.4%

-4.8%

-2.2%

1.2%

Al Quoz

777

-3.8%

-7.7%

-7.4%

-10.9%

1,382

-5.0%

-3.7%

-1.1%

-1.3%

923

-11.3%

-8.2%

-7.9%

-12.4%

1,399

-3.0%

-9.3%

-13.5%

-12.8%

1,781

-2.0%

-4.7%

-6.6%

-6.4%

Culture Village

1,522

-6.0%

-12.0%

-8.0%

-21.4%

DAMAC Hills

1,137

-4.9%

-8.3%

-13.5%

-13.3%

DIFC

1,563

-5.7%

-8.5%

-11.7%

-14.0%

740

-7.3%

-5.4%

-10.7%

-11.5%

2,067

-3.0%

-6.6%

-8.1%

-12.0%

1,057

-1.5%

-9.3%

-18.7%

-25.7%

Dubai Investment Park

690

-1.7%

-3.1%

-3.5%

-4.7%

Dubai Land

662

-2.2%

-7.8%

-12.2%

-16.1%

1,423

-5.7%

-9.7%

-13.2%

-13.9%

769

-4.0%

-9.5%

-9.1%

-7.8%

893

1.8%

-1.7%

-

-

820

-5.6%

-9.3%

-8.7%

-6.9%

869

-6.9%

-9.7%

-15.0%

-14.0%

843

-1.7%

-6.5%

-9.6%

-9.4%

536

-9.9%

-18.5%

-21.1%

-23.1%

Jumeirah Beach Residence

1,425

-4.4%

-6.9%

-8.9%

-10.1%

Jumeirah Lakes Towers

1,105

-4.5%

-9.2%

-11.2%

-11.3%

Jumeirah Village Circle

858

-3.9%

-6.8%

-7.9%

-7.0%

Jumeirah Village Triangle

885

-3.5%

-2.2%

-5.0%

-11.0%

1,008

-2.4%

-9.2%

-10.6%

-13.3%

823

-6.1%

-9.5%

-11.3%

-12.8%

1,772

-4.1%

-8.8%

-14.8%

-15.9%

1,696

-4.1%

-6.8%

-7.7%

-8.6%

Remraam

798

-3.3%

-10.3%

-0.9%

0.8%

The Views

1,411

-5.5%

-9.0%

-13.7%

-14.3%

965

-1.3%

-0.1%

2.7%

9.2%

1,259

-6.6%

-13.6%

-20.6%

-22.8%

AREA

1

Al Sufouh
Arjan

2

Business Bay
City Walk

3

4

5

Discovery Gardens
Downtown Dubai
Dubai Festival City

Dubai Marina

6

7

Dubai Silicon Oasis
Dubai South

8

Dubai Sports City
Green Community
IMPZ

9

10

International City

Mirdif
Motor City

11

Old Town
Palm Jumeirah

12

Town Square
World Trade Centre

13
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PRICE TRENDS ANALYSIS

DUBAI VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT - MEDIAN ANNUAL RENTAL PRICE (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

Al Barsha

207,191

-7.8%

-9.5%

-12.2%

-21.8%

Al Furjan

149,778

-6.5%

-10.5%

-7.3%

-23.8%

206,151

2.2%

-2.9%

-5.6%

-15.9%

193,067

1.5%

-6.1%

-6.8%

-12.2%

174,173

-19.3%

-7.1%

-6.1%

-

Dubai Silicon Oasis

167,333

-8.3%

-17.7%

-8.9%

-12.8%

4

194,239

-16.2%

-26.5%

-21.1%

-28.1%

789,973

-2.8%

-19.3%

-29.6%

-13.5%

202,030

-2.0%

-4.7%

-14.3%

-15.5%

356,506

0.0%

2.2%

7.7%

-3.9%

269,825

0.3%

-3.2%

-3.9%

-10.8%

Jumeirah Park

192,296

-0.4%

-9.2%

-9.5%

-17.5%

Jumeirah Village Circle

128,795

-3.1%

-9.2%

-15.7%

-22.8%

Jumeirah Village Triangle

134,571

-2.9%

-7.3%

-13.6%

-16.3%

Living Legends

156,200

-1.1%

-4.3%

-8.4%

-20.6%

Meadows

244,061

-3.0%

-5.5%

-12.8%

-9.6%

376,500

-5.1%

-10.5%

-6.5%

-

154,286

-4.1%

-16.9%

-18.0%

-24.1%

371,000

-3.7%

-10.8%

-14.5%

-19.7%

Reem - Mira

136,262

-1.1%

-9.1%

-3.6%

-11.0%

10

201,843

3.7%

1.8%

-2.2%

-7.9%

The Springs

132,960

-2.9%

-9.2%

-11.0%

-19.9%

The Villa

197,400

0.9%

-7.8%

-10.0%

-16.3%

116,500

-2.9%

-6.8%

-

-

Arabian Ranches

1

Arabian Ranches 2
DAMAC Hills

2

3

Dubai Sports City
Emirates Hills

Green Community

5

Jumeirah Golf Estates
Jumeirah Islands

6

7

Mohammed Bin Rashid City
Mudon
Palm Jumeirah

The Lakes

Town Square

11

9

8

« Villa rentals saw steeper declines than apartments with DAMAC Hills and Dubai
Sports City seeing -19.3% and -16.2% declines respectively. This is undoubtedly due to
the immense amount of newly released supply in these communities. Additionally, as
brand new communities, such as Mohammed Bin Rashid City and Town Square, are
added to Dubai’s map, consumers have more flexibility. »

A
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DUBAI VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR SALE - MEDIAN SALES PRICE PER SQFT (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

1,073

-2.7%

-3.8%

-1.4%

-1.6%

838

-2.9%

-7.4%

-13.0%

-12.6%

1,041

-4.1%

-9.3%

-12.6%

-15.6%

1,085

-2.4%

-6.8%

-8.2%

-10.0%

1,001

-4.7%

-6.2%

-5.2%

-2.3%

779

-2.4%

-7.6%

-11.3%

-15.3%

1,048

-4.7%

-9.0%

-12.7%

-13.8%

2,547

-4.6%

-6.4%

-9.0%

-11.5%

663

-2.5%

-13.0%

-19.8%

-21.1%

1,085

-5.7%

-9.1%

-14.4%

-19.2%

1,170

-5.5%

-8.6%

-12.9%

-17.1%

Jumeirah Park

953

-5.3%

-11.3%

-14.4%

-16.3%

Jumeirah Village Circle

646

-4.3%

-11.1%

-13.1%

-10.3%

Jumeirah Village Triangle

795

-8.8%

-16.1%

-18.3%

-19.5%

Living Legends

737

-9.6%

-16.3%

-20.0%

-19.4%

1,198

-6.4%

-9.9%

-13.5%

-17.0%

1,628

-5.7%

-13.5%

-15.4%

-12.7%

806

-4.4%

-5.2%

-8.1%

-10.3%

2,081

-3.9%

-9.0%

-11.2%

-12.6%

810

-3.1%

-5.8%

-3.5%

-0.5%

1,201

-5.4%

-7.7%

-10.4%

-14.3%

The Springs

943

-4.5%

-10.4%

-14.3%

-17.2%

The Villa

767

-5.1%

-10.0%

-12.4%

-10.2%

738

-2.5%

-1.9%

10.6%

19.0%

Al Barsha

1

Al Furjan
Arabian Ranches

2

Arabian Ranches 2

3

DAMAC Hills
Dubai Silicon Oasis
Dubai Sports City

4

Emirates Hills
Green Community

5

Jumeirah Golf Estates
Jumeirah Islands

6

7

Meadows
Mohammed Bin Rashid City
Mudon
Palm Jumeirah
Reem - Mira
The Lakes

10

Town Square

11

9

8

« Villa sales in all communities also saw declines attributable to a number of factors
including new supply in surrounding areas as well as economic factors such as a lack
of consumer confidence in the overall economy, both globally and domestically. »

TRENDS
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PRICE TRENDS ANALYSIS

ABU DHABI APARTMENTS FOR RENT - MEDIAN ANNUAL RENTAL PRICE (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

Al Bateen

123,958

-12.4%

-11.3%

-13.2%

-25.1%

Al Ghadeer

46,550

-7.6%

-10.7%

-13.7%

-18.7%

Al Khalidiya

107,565

-4.0%

-14.9%

-16.7%

-25.4%

Al Raha Beach

144,175

0.1%

-7.2%

-16.8%

-24.1%

1

75,684

4.4%

-7.2%

-17.1%

-22.4%

Al Reem Island

91,203

-2.9%

-9.7%

-12.6%

-23.3%

Corniche Road

132,228

-2.9%

-10.7%

-11.2%

-18.6%

Electra Street

83,632

-0.6%

-8.9%

-9.2%

-15.5%

76,735

-7.3%

-18.6%

-22.2%

-24.8%

60,471

-3.2%

1.9%

9.0%

-11.2%

170,450

2.3%

-1.4%

-3.0%

-6.3%

85,643

-11.9%

-22.1%

-

-

Al Reef

Hamdan Street
Muroor Area

3

Saadiyat Island
Yas Island

4

2

ABU DHABI APARTMENTS FOR SALE - MEDIAN SALES PRICE PER SQFT (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

878

-7.5%

-11.0%

-14.2%

-15.1%

1,301

-3.3%

-8.0%

-10.3%

-14.4%

779

-3.7%

-7.4%

-10.5%

-13.9%

Al Reem Island

1,133

-2.5%

-6.5%

-8.6%

-12.5%

Saadiyat Island

1,496

1.1%

-1.3%

1.1%

-11.2%

Yas Island

1,312

-4.0%

-2.9%

-3.5%

-8.6%

Al Ghadeer
Al Raha Beach
Al Reef

A
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ABU DHABI VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT - MEDIAN ANNUAL RENTAL PRICE (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

167,911

-2.6%

-6.5%

-9.8%

-15.8%

237,750

-2.9%

-7.9%

-8.9%

-13.5%

Al Reef

122,364

-0.9%

0.1%

-8.3%

-11.4%

Khalifa City

189,316

-3.3%

-5.4%

-3.0%

-12.1%

Mohammed Bin Zayed City

159,069

2.4%

-3.3%

-4.7%

-9.3%

Saadiyat Island

395,560

5.2%

-6.6%

-14.3%

-11.7%

256,000

-17.4%

-

-

-

Al Raha Gardens
Al Raha Golf Gardens

Yas Island

1

2

ABU DHABI VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR SALE - MEDIAN SALES PRICE PER SQFT (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

806

-5.0%

-8.6%

-7.8%

-14.2%

944

-0.2%

-4.7%

-7.5%

-14.6%

Al Reef

672

-4.1%

-7.6%

-11.5%

-15.9%

Khalifa City

950

2.9%

5.4%

18.8%

2.2%

1,498

4.1%

4.2%

6.4%

-2.5%

923

-7.0%

-6.1%

-7.2%

-3.9%

Al Raha Gardens
Al Raha Golf Gardens

Saadiyat Island
Yas Island

1

« Abu Dhabi rents for villas remained more stable than apartments, whereas the inverse
was true for the first half of 2018. Saadiyat Island (+5.2%) and Mohammed Bin Zayed City
(+2.4%) saw positive growth for the second half of the year juxtaposed by a steep decline for
Yas Island (-17.4%), which can be attributed to the completion of the West Yas project that has
over 1,000 villas. »
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PRICE TRENDS ANALYSIS

N. EMIRATES APARTMENTS FOR RENT - MEDIAN ANNUAL RENTAL PRICE (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

Ajman Downtown - Ajman

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

29,200

-6.8%

-12.4%

-17.9%

-23.2%

Al Hamra Village - RAK

35,799

-6.6%

-11.0%

-17.9%

-26.6%

Al Khan - Sharjah

43,600

-0.2%

-13.4%

-18.6%

-15.3%

Al Majaz - Sharjah

38,190

-6.3%

-25.1%

-27.7%

-15.6%

Al Marjan Island - RAK

40,000

-4.9%

-10.1%

-11.8%

-12.6%

Al Naemiyah - Ajman

23,700

-7.1%

-18.7%

-21.0%

-8.8%

Al Nahda - Sharjah

35,400

-5.6%

-15.0%

-17.8%

-26.3%

Al Taawun - Sharjah

40,800

-11.5%

-20.1%

-23.6%

-26.8%

Mina Al Arab - RAK

41,700

-5.2%

-14.5%

-8.2%

-10.3%

N. EMIRATES APARTMENTS FOR SALE - MEDIAN SALES PRICE PER SQFT (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

272

-6.5%

-13.4%

-20.9%

-22.1%

527

7.3%

-9.1%

-

-

Al Hamra Village - RAK

567

-7.0%

-7.8%

-8.5%

-10.3%

Al Khan - Sharjah

479

1.1%

-3.6%

-4.0%

-6.8%

Al Majaz - Sharjah

429

-4.9%

-10.3%

-12.1%

-16.9%

Al Marjan Island - RAK

704

-6.9%

-16.1%

-21.2%

-20.1%

Al Nahda - Sharjah

461

-5.7%

-14.8%

-18.4%

-15.9%

Mina Al Arab - RAK

588

-3.1%

-10.1%

-13.0%

-10.6%

Ajman Downtown - Ajman
Al Bustan - Ajman

1

« As prices continue to decline in Dubai, the Northern Emirates have seen further
price reductions for apartments as many renters are moving. However, rental prices
in some of Sharjah and Ajman’s communities have been hit harder than Ras Al
Khaimah. The same is true for apartment sales, although the introduction of freehold
property and other government initiatives could change this. »

A
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N. EMIRATES VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT - MEDIAN ANNUAL RENTAL PRICE (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

Al Hamra Village - RAK

118,400

14.5%

Mina Al Arab - RAK

94,000

-10.5%

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

8.3%

1.5%

0.8%

-9.9%

-17.1%

-29.1%

N. EMIRATES VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR SALE - MEDIAN SALES PRICE PER SQFT (AED)
AREA

H2 2018

6 MONTHS

12 MONTHS

18 MONTHS

24 MONTHS

Al Hamra Village - RAK

475

-9.4%

-15.0%

-22.0%

-24.8%

Al Mwaihat - Ajman

356

-2.5%

-4.6%

-4.3%

-2.5%

Mina Al Arab - RAK

707

-0.3%

-0.3%

-1.9%

-2.8%

« Rental prices for villas have been more resistant to price declines as median rental
prices for villas in the Northern Emirates still remain far below those of Dubai. Villa sales
have seen marginal declines as there was little new supply introduced over the year. »
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PRICE TRENDS ANALYSIS

SALES TRANSACTION DATA
Based on data from the Dubai Land Department, here is a snapshot of
residential sales transaction information for 2018.

TOTAL SALES TRANSACTIONS 2017 VS 2018
2017

2018

% Change

Apartments

31,174

25,988

-16.6%

Villas/Townhouses

5,796

4,285

-26.1%

Land

1,910

3,318

73.7%

Commercial

1,769

1,351

-23.6%

40,649

34,942

-14.0%

37,202

33,103

-11.0%

Grand Total

(residential, commercial and
land)

Residential Only

(apartments, villas and
townhouses)

including off-plan and secondary

APARTMENTS & VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES

OFF-PLAN
SECONDARY

49.9%

VOLUME OF TRANSACTIONS

2,500

2,001

2,000
1,734

1,500

1,366
1,307

1,354

1,665

1,609

1,599

50.1%

1,588
1,421

1,493

1,441

1,397
1,355
1,264

1,169

1,350 1,350

1,256 1,272

1,251

1,120

1,000

959
782

500

0

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

2018

A
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JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

APARTMENTS

OFF-PLAN
SECONDARY

38.6%
2,000
1,830

VOLUME OF TRANSACTIONS

1,653
1,546

1,530

1,500

1,504
1,357

61.4%

1,245

1,247

1,185
1,089

1,066

1,000

970

965

942

902

881

828

880
815

733

820

728

712
560

500

0
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

2018

VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES

OFF-PLAN
SECONDARY

65.2%
300

287

VOLUME OF TRANSACTIONS

269
257

256

252

243
229

200

200

34.8%

224
204

198

188
171

167

183
165

161

152
136

100
81
69
60

63

MAR

APR

70

0
JAN

FEB

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

2018
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PRICE TRENDS ANALYSIS

SALES TRANSACTION DATA
Based on data from the Dubai Land Department, these tables highlight the
average transaction prices for popular communities in Dubai. These prices can
be contrasted with the median asking price data reflected in the previous tables.

AVERAGE SALES PRICE FOR SELECTED APARTMENTS (AED)
Community

H2 2018

H1 2018

Al Furjan

539,981

650,292

Barsha Heights

1,211,526

1,385,500

Business Bay

1,342,302

1,231,652

City Walk

4,565,442

4,276,667

DAMAC Hills

1,123,349

1,263,031

Discovery Gardens

487,539

527,191

Downtown Dubai 1

3,709,735

3,124,538

Dubai Marina

2,010,342

1,695,052

541,488

587,950

1,000,425

835,937

IMPZ

390,968

456,603

International City

416,535

404,749

Jumeirah Beach Residence

1,713,106

1,832,622

Jumeirah Lakes Towers

990,627

1,105,505

Jumeirah Village Circle

767,747

735,380

Liwan

663,092

633,568

Motor City

1,170,350

1,111,997

Palm Jumeirah

3,299,225

3,719,196

644,474

681,711

The Views and Greens

1,556,145

1,528,851

Town Square

1,136,941

971,888

Dubai Silicon Oasis
Dubai Sports City

Remraam
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AVERAGE SALES PRICE FOR SELECTED VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES (AED)
Community

H2 2018

H1 2018

Al Barari Villas

13,500,000

13,325,081

Al Furjan

3,235,752

3,048,356

Arabian Ranches

3,741,194

3,678,775

Arabian Ranches 2

4,655,794

4,255,839

DAMAC Hills

4,569,344

4,837,630

Emirates Hills

23,275,000

28,351,917

Green Community

3,217,000

3,320,625

Jumeirah Islands

5,022,906

5,311,766

Jumeirah Village Circle

2,115,086

2,367,258

Jumeirah Village Triangle

2,090,846

2,200,792

Mudon

2,054,402

1,960,834

Reem - Mira

2,246,418

2,241,731

The Fronds

16,213,080

15,625,000

The Meadows

4,827,826

5,220,682

The Springs

2,353,846

2,565,063

Town Square

1,667,178

1,711,686

Victory Heights

5,229,545

4,657,813

« The average prices displayed here are an aggregate and don’t take bedroom-level into
account. However, we can see an notable price increase in City Walk where demand has
outpaced supply. Some other communities see an increase because more expensive
units have been introduced to already existing developments with a lower price point. »
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RENTAL YIELDS

Rental yields are the rental income (the money a tenant pays to the landlord) divided by the
purchase price of the property. Displayed in order of highest returns for H2 2018.

DUBAI

APARTMENTS H2 2018
APARTMENTS H2 2017

COMMUNITY

Arjan
International City
Dubai Silicon Oasis
Jumeirah Village Triangle
Town Square
Al Barsha
Dubai Investment Park
Green Community
Dubai Sports City
Al Quoz
Dubai South
Jumeirah Village Circle
Remraam
Al Furjan
DAMAC Hills
Dubai Land
Discovery Garden
IMPZ
World Trade Centre
The Views
Jumeirah Lakes Tower
Motor City
Dubai Marina
Business Bay
Dubai Festival City
DIFC
Jumeirah Beach Residence
City Walk
Palm Jumeirah
Al Sufouh
Old Town
Mirdif
Culture Village
Downtown Dubai
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GROSS RENTAL YIELDS

12.4%
8.7%
10.1%
9.2%
9.0%
8.6%
8.7%
8.1%
8.7%
8.6%
7.7%
8.6%
9.0%
8.3%
10.1%
8.3%
8.1%
8.2%
8.9%
8.1%
9.6%
8.1%
8.1%
8.1%
8.0%
8.0%
9.3%
7.9%
7.7%
7.7%
7.5%
7.5%
7.3%
7.4%
7.7%
7.0%
5.9%
6.8%
6.5%
6.6%
6.7%
6.5%
6.7%
6.3%
5.9%
6.2%
6.2%
6.2%
6.6%
6.0%
5.7%
6.0%
5.7%
5.7%
5.7%
5.7%
5.5%
5.4%
5.1%
5.2%
5.8%
5.0%
5.0%
4.7%
5.3%
4.5%
4.8%

VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES H2 2018
VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES H2 2017

COMMUNITY GROSS RENTAL YIELDS

Town Square
Mudon
Reem - Mira
The Springs
Jumeirah Village Circle
Jumeirah Golf Estates
The Lakes
Al Barsha
Jumeirah Village Triangle
Al Furjan
Green Community
Jumeirah Park
DAMAC Hills
Arabian Ranches
Dubai Silicon Oasis
The Villa
Meadows
Dubai Sports City
Living Legends
Arabian Ranches 2
Jumeirah Islands
Mohammed Bin Rashid City
Palm Jumeirah
Emirates Hills

7.2%
7.5%
6.8%
6.4%
6.7%
7.0%
6.7%
6.2%
6.1%
6.0%
5.7%
5.2%
5.6%
5.4%
5.5%
6.7%
5.5%
5.6%
5.5%
5.8%
5.4%
5.4%
5.4%
5.0%
5.4%
5.9%
5.2%
5.2%
5.1%
5.7%
5.0%
5.0%
4.9%
4.4%
4.8%
5.5%
4.8%
4.5%
4.6%
4.4%
3.9%
4.0%
3.4%
3.2%
3.1%
3.2%
2.3%
2.9%

ABU DHABI

APARTMENTS H2 2018
APARTMENTS H2 2017

COMMUNITY GROSS RENTAL YIELDS

Al Ghadeer 8.3%
Al Reef
Al Reem Island
Al Raha Beach
Saadiyat Island
Yas Island

NORTHERN
EMIRATES

Al Raha Gardens
Saadiyat Island
Al Raha Golf Gardens

Al Nahda - Sharjah
Al Majaz - Sharjah
Al Khan - Sharjah

6.5%
5.5%
5.9%
4.9%
5.7%
4.7%
5.2%

APARTMENTS H2 2018
APARTMENTS H2 2017

Ajman Downtown - Ajman 8.5%

Al Marjan Island - RAK

COMMUNITY GROSS RENTAL YIELDS

Al Reef 7.2%

7.6%
8.0%
7.9%
7.1%
7.1%
6.8%
6.9%
6.0%
6.0%
4.3%
6.0%

COMMUNITY GROSS RENTAL YIELDS

Al Hamra Village - RAK

VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES H2 2018
VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES H2 2017

7.6%
8.0%
7.5%
7.6%
6.2%
6.1%
6.2%
5.0%
5.9%
4.7%
5.7%

VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES H2 2018
VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES H2 2017

COMMUNITY GROSS RENTAL YIELDS

6.1%

Al Hamra Village - RAK 5.2%
Mina Al Arab - RAK 4.4%
4.3%

« For another year, property in the UAE provides some of the highest returns around the
world. Arjan topped Dubai’s list with 12.4% returns and International City improved to
10.1% from an already high 9.2% due to healthy demand from those migrating from other
emirates.
In Abu Dhabi, we can see more affordable communities outperforming the more expensive
ones. Despite price declines across the Emirates overall, strong rental demand means
yields stay high. »
Gross rental yield = annual median asking price for rent / annual median asking price for sale. The data is based on the median advertised price on
propertyfinder.ae and may not reflect the actual transacted price
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AFFORDABLE SNIPPETS
Villa or apartment, these are the top 10 most affordable places to save on
in Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

DUBAI
APARTMENTS FOR SALE
MEDIAN ASKING PRICE

1 Persia
Cluster

2 Morocco
Cluster

Greece
3 Uniestate
Millennium Tower 4 Cluster

5 France
Cluster

INTERNATIONAL
CITY

INTERNATIONAL
CITY

DUBAI SILICON OASIS

INTERNATIONAL
CITY

INTERNATIONAL
CITY

AED 286,000

AED 310,400

AED 315,000

AED 317,800

AED 318,800

(AED 522 per sqft)

(AED 518 per sqft)

(AED 873 per sqft)

(AED 544 per sqft)

(AED 572 per sqft)

6 England
Cluster

7 Spain
Cluster

8 Indigo
Tower

Emirates
Royal
9 The
10
Cluster
Estates

DUBAI RESIDENCE
COMPLEX

DUBAI INVESTMENT
PARK

INTERNATIONAL
CITY

AED 332,400

AED 339,750

AED 340,000

AED 340,200

(AED 542 per sqft)

(AED 642 per sqft)

(AED 670 per sqft)

(AED 588 per sqft)

INTERNATIONAL
CITY

INTERNATIONAL
CITY

AED 322,000
(AED 540 per sqft)

VILLAS FOR SALE
MEDIAN ASKING PRICES

1 Sahara
Meadows

2 Sama
3 Badrah
Townhouses

Warsan
4 Hayat
Townhouses 5 Village

DUBAI INDUSTRIAL
PARK

TOWN SQUARE

DUBAI WATERFRONT

TOWN SQUARE

INTERNATIONAL
CITY

AED 1,053,571

AED 1,250,000

AED 1,261,538

AED 1,526,667

AED 1,566,000

(AED 444 per sqft)

(AED 570 per sqft)

(AED 998 per sqft)

(AED 675 per sqft)

(AED 768 per sqft)

6 Mirabella

7 Fortunato

8 Zahra
Townhouses

9 Mulberry
10 Arabella
Townhouses
Park

JUMEIRAH VILLAGE
CIRCLE

JUMEIRAH VILLAGE
CIRCLE

TOWN SQUARE

JUMEIRAH VILLAGE
CIRCLE

MUDON

AED 1,584,348

AED 1,622,000

AED 1,624,000

AED 1,730,000

AED 1,730,000

(AED 470 per sqft)

(AED 552 per sqft)

(AED 738 per sqft)

(AED 452 per sqft)

(AED 849 per sqft)
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ABU DHABI
APARTMENTS FOR SALE
MEDIAN ASKING PRICES

1 Al Waha

Sabeel
2 AlBuilding

Khaleej
3 Leonardo
4 AlVillage
Residences

5 Baniyas
East

AL GHADEER

AL GHADEER

MASDAR CITY

AL GHADEER

BANIYAS

AED 477,000

AED 590,000

AED 591,750

AED 615,600

AED 748,333

(AED 932 per sqft)

(AED 934 per sqft)

(AED 1,192 per sqft)

(AED 794 per sqft)

(AED 913 per sqft)

6 Oasis
Residences

of
7 City
Lights

Reef
8 AlDowntown

Jamam
9 Najmat
Abu Dhabi 10 Residence

MASDAR CITY

AL REEM ISLAND

AL REEF

AL REEM ISLAND

AL RAHA BEACH

AED 855,000

AED 948,000

AED 949,660

AED 1,255,714

AED 1,276,000

(AED 1,240 per sqft)

(AED 1,030 per sqft)

(AED 805 per sqft)

(AED 1,125 per sqft)

(AED 1,180 per sqft)

VILLAS FOR SALE
MEDIAN ASKING PRICES

1 Zone 8

Reef
2 AlDowntown

3 Zone 7

4 Zone 5

Khaleej
5 AlVillage

HYDRA VILLAGE

AL REEF

HYDRA VILLAGE

HYDRA VILLAGE

AL GHADEER

AED 897,000

AED 900,000

AED 1,120,000

AED 1,150,000

AED 1,184,000

(AED 468 per sqft)

(AED 650 per sqft)

(AED 598 per sqft)

(AED 570 per sqft)

(AED 750 per sqft)

6 Zone 4

7 Al Reef Villas 8 Oasis
9 Manazel
10 Khannour
Residences
Al Reef 2
Community

HYDRA VILLAGE

AL REEF

MASDAR CITY

AL SAMHA

AL RAHA GARDENS

AED 1,274,000

AED 1,707,600

AED 1,822,000

AED 1,938,000

AED 2,620,000

(AED 686 per sqft)

(AED 674 per sqft)

(AED 1,092 per sqft)

(AED 712 per sqft)

(AED 772 per sqft)

Prices are based on the median asking price per sqft displayed on Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
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LUXURY SNIPPETS
Villa or apartment, these are the top 10 most expensive places to splash out
in Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

DUBAI
APARTMENTS FOR SALE
MEDIAN ASKING PRICE

1 Palme
Couture

2 Volante

Alef
3 The
Residences

4 Le Reve

at Palm
5 One
Jumeirah

PALM JUMEIRAH

BUSINESS BAY

PALM JUMEIRAH

DUBAI MARINA

PALM JUMEIRAH

AED 37,030,000

AED 29,125,000

AED 25,867,857

AED 16,850,000

AED 15,748,000

(AED 3,910 per sqft)

(AED 3,753 per sqft)

(AED 3,042 per sqft)

(AED 2,664 per sqft)

(AED 4,090 per sqft)

6 Palazzo
Versace

7 The 118

8

The Address BLVD
Sky Collection

CULTURE VILLAGE

DOWNTOWN

DOWNTOWN

AED 8,368,000

AED 8,270,000

(AED 2,644 per sqft)

(AED 1,912 per sqft)

9 Bvlgari

10 II Primo

JUMEIRAH

DOWNTOWN

AED 6,775,000

AED 6,440,000

AED 6,325,455

(AED 4,088 per sqft)

(AED 3,278 per sqft)

(AED 2,358 per sqft)

VILLAS FOR SALE
MEDIAN ASKING PRICES

1 Sweden

3 Sector V

4 Sector J

5 XXII Carat

THE WORLD ISLANDS

EMIRATES HILLS

EMIRATES HILLS

EMIRATES HILLS

PALM JUMEIRAH

AED 77,100,000

AED 65,666,667

AED 64,833,333

AED 57,800,000

AED 51,605,000

(AED 3,334 per sqft)

(AED 2,480 per sqft)

(AED 3,388 per sqft)

(AED 2,146 per sqft)

(AED 4,308 per sqft)

6 Sector HT

A
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2 Sector L

7 Sector R

Hills
8 Dubai
Grove

9 Sector P 10 Signature
Villas

EMIRATES HILLS

EMIRATES HILLS

DUBAI HILLS ESTATE

EMIRATES HILLS

PALMJUMEIRAH

AED 45,166,667

AED 38,396,000

AED 38,266,000

AED 34,190,000

AED 32,312,364

(AED 2,656 per sqft)

(AED 2,984 per sqft)

(AED 1,246 per sqft)

(AED 2,514 per sqft)

(AED 3,563 per sqft)

ABU DHABI
APARTMENTS FOR SALE
MEDIAN ASKING PRICES

1 West Yas

Marina
3 Saadiyat
2 Fairmont
Residences
Beach

5 Al Zeina

4 Maryah
Plaza

YAS ISLAND

THE MARINA

SAADIYAT ISLAND

AL MARYAH

AL RAHA BEACH

AED 4,810,000

AED 3,196,000

AED 2,928,000

AED 2,542,000

AED 2,487,000

(AED 840 per sqft)

(AED 2,080 per sqft)

(AED 1,510 per sqft)

(AED 2,526 per sqft)

(AED 1,231 per sqft)

6 Al Bandar

7 Al Muneera

8 Guardian
Towers

9 Ansam

Raha
10 AlLofts

AL RAHA BEACH

AL RAHA BEACH

DANET ABU DHABI

YAS ISLAND

AL RAHA BEACH

AED 2,301,250

AED 1,917,250

AED 1,720,000

AED 1,644,000

AED 1,526,000

(AED 1,485 per sqft)

(AED 1,219 per sqft)

(AED N/A)

(AED 1,378 per sqft)

(AED 1,280 per sqft)

VILLAS FOR SALE
MEDIAN ASKING PRICES

1 Beachfront
Residence

2 Beachfront
Residences

NURAI ISLAND

NURAI ISLAND

NURAI ISLAND

MARINA VILLAGE

AED 50,300,000

AED 45,000,000

AED 22,250,000

AED 19,650,000

AED 17,990,000

(AED 2,754 per sqft)

(AED 1,690 per sqft)

(AED 1,738 per sqft)

(AED 2,255 per sqft)

(AED 2,760 per sqft)

Gurm
6 AlResort

7 Marina
Sunset Bay

3 Water
Villas

8 Sunset
Villas

Muneera
Marina
4 Royal
5 AlIsland
Villas
AL RAHA BEACH

9 Saadiyat
10 Hills
Abu Dhabi
Beach

AL GURM

THE MARINA

NURAI ISLAND

SAADIYAT ISLAND

AED 17,700,000

AED 13,876,000

AED 12,575,000

AED 12,496,818

AED 10,625,000

(AED 988 per sqft)

(AED 1,074 per sqft)

(AED 2,165 per sqft)

(AED 1,624 per sqft)

(AED 1,450 per sqft)

AL MAQTAA

Prices are based on the median asking price per sqft displayed on Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
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HAVE $1 MILLION?
DXB VS TOP CITIES
In a globalised world, people have more
options than ever when it comes to investment.
However, the most astute investors will look
where they can maximise their return on
investment.
In the globalised system, the success or failure of most
markets is relative to the success or failure of other
markets. When the US and China have trade disputes,
everywhere from Mexico to the Middle East is affected.
Additionally, when China decides to tighten its monetary
policy and to curb capital flight, property markets in the
UAE, England and a host of other countries see their
numbers decline as well.
Global property consultancy Knight Frank looks at how
many square feet of space can be purchased with $1
million dollars. The good news is that over the past few
years, prices worldwide have remained relatively stable
in the main cities surveyed. Of course when you look at
the data more granularly, you will see shifts. Adding on,
when assessing the reports over the past three years,
we see that one major city has joined the scene; Dubai.
What all the cities have in common is the idea of luxury
living, whether it’s in London’s Knightsbridge district,
Paris’ 15eme or Dubai’s Palm Jumeirah, these are some
of the top destinations for investors to sink their capital
into property.
The data assessed in the report is for property
transactions that are considered “super-prime” and
were completed between 2015-2017. Consistently, the
famously uber wealthy principality of Monaco accounts
for having the most expensive real estate worldwide.
$1 million USD will get you a mere 183 square feet
in Monaco. Across 2015 and 2016, Hong Kong takes
the number two spot, offering 215 square feet for $1
million; 237 square feet in 2017. New York overtook
London for the third spot in 2016 and 2017 thanks to the
Brexit referendum. Despite the influx of foreign capital
into that property market as a result of the depreciated
Pound, London’s property prices took a dive as analysts
speculated about the consequences of the referendum
on the overall economy. Nonetheless, you can get 290
square feet in New York or 323 in London for $1 million.
Geneva rounds out the top five most expensive cities
offering 431, 452 and 441 square feet from 2015, 2016
and 2017 respectively. In 2017 Geneva was overtaken in
the top five by Singapore.

Knight Frank. “The Wealth Report”. 12th Edition. 2018.

8
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CARLA MARIA ISSA
Senior Research Analyst
Property Finder

« The newcomer on the block, and
a global favourite is Dubai. While
it didn’t make the chart in 2015, it
did the latter two years. In 2016,
$1 million could buy you 1,744
square feet, appreciating in 2018
to 1,485. »
In spots six through ten, the only constant is Paris in
the middle of the pack offering 592 square feet in 2015,
57 in 2016 and appreciating to offer only 452 in 2017
for $1 million. From 2015 to 2016 and 2017, Singapore
jumped from the seventh most expensive to the sixth
spot in 2016 and then into the top five in 2017. From
the sixth spot in 2015, Sydney took a dive to the tenth
spot in 2016, presumably as a cause of Chinese foreign
capital moving elsewhere, and appreciated one place
in 2017. China’s biggest and most prosperous city,
Shanghai, saw a jump from the eighth spot in 2015
to sixth in 2016 and sliding into tenth in 2017. As for
China’s capital, Beijing, it was tenth in 2015, ninth in
2016 and fell into the top 15 in 2017.
Spots 15 through 20, see a lot more movement
than the top 10. Tokyo remains in this category, but
sporadically offering 893 square feet in 2015, 980 in
2016 and 818 in 2017. Los Angeles, another popular
American destination for both domestic and foreign
capital, appreciated year-on-year offering 700 square
feet in 2015, 657 in 2016 and appreciating into the top
10 in 2017 with 624. Miami remains constant over the
three years offering just under 861 square feet yearon-year for $1 million. Both Rome and Moscow make
appearances in 2015 only to fall off the charts the
latter two years meaning property has become more
affordable in both of those locales.
It is the latter five cities of this top 20 chart that offer
the most consistency and also a lot more for your
money. Cape Town and São Paulo appear across
the three years and offer the most for your money.
São Paulo stood at 2,206 square feet in 2015, only to

How many square feet
can $1 million get you
in some of the world’s
hottest spots?
appreciate to 1,894 in 2016 and 1,862 in
2017. Cape Town, the city that saw the
biggest appreciation across all three
years of any city on the list, offered
2,745 square feet in 2015, 2,250 in
2016 and 1,690 in 2017. If you bought
a property in Cape Town in 2015 for
$1 million, that was a pretty wise
investment. The newcomer on the
block, and a global favourite is Dubai.
While it didn’t make the chart in
2015, it did the latter two years.
In 2016, $1 million could buy you
1,744 square feet, appreciating in
2018 to 1,485. That translates to
an apartment in the multicultural
Marina neighborhood, complete
with views of Dubai’s Palm. If you
prefer skyline views, that same
million will buy you an apartment
in the city’s most prestigious
address, Downtown Dubai,
complete with views of the Burj
Khalifa, the world’s tallest
tower. Or you could settle into a
2-bedroom villa in the Anantara
on the Palm, with views of the
Arabian Gulf.
While $1 million was the
standard measurement
used, similar logic applies
irrespective of how much you
have to spend.
Ultimately, it is up to the
individual and their own
circumstances as to where
they decide to invest. Some
are looking for a quick
return, while others can
invest for the long haul.
However, in this global
economic climate, finding
property that provides
the maximum return on
investment is one of the
safest and most lucrative
investments one can
make.
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THE MARKET

FORTUNE FAVOURS
THE BRAVE
“We simply attempt to be fearful when others
are greedy and to be greedy only when others
are fearful.” Warren Buffett

2018 was a fearful time for many investors. If not
fearful, it was certainly a time of significant concern. We
learnt that in 2018, the world is much more complex and
more intricate with ever-increasing interdependencies
between nations, cultures, societies, sciences,
industries and economies. Considering globalisation,
the number of factors that can affect local economies,
and the industries and markets that operate within those
economies, has increased dramatically in both number
and complexity.
In the face of such global disruption and uncertainty,
there is only so much that policy makers can achieve.
The major global players, once aligned in policy and
viewpoint when tackling global issues, have now
disbanded, focusing more on satisfying national
interests at the expense of the global good. This is
unfortunate, and one only hopes that those with longer
term and broader perspectives will eventually prevail.
Dubai, with an economy that has tourism, trade,
construction and financial services as primary drivers
of economic and population growth, will continue to
be affected by global machinations, whether they be
political, diplomatic, financial or otherwise. Local
industries will be affected by global events. It is
inescapable and something that we all, as diligent
investors, need to understand.
In 2019, Dubai’s real estate industry will be further
shaped by events which affect population growth. The
UAE’s ability to provide opportunities for business
and individuals alike; such as the disposable income
of its residents and visitors, the affordability of the
UAE dirham, the levels of available liquidity to its local
and foreign investors, its governments revenues, its
relationships with other countries or its commercial
infrastructure will have an effect on our industry. These
are facts that professionals in the industry have to
contend with.
So, we need to look at the variables that will drive the
industry.
Our first consideration is population growth. A growing
population is the fuel of any property industry and it will
be Dubai’s population growth that bodes well for the
market in the next three years, particularly as a spike

A
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MOHANAD ALWADIYA
CEO, Harbor Real Estate
Senior Instructor & Advisor at
the Dubai Real Estate Institute

« The picture is not as bleak as some
may surmise. Quite the contrary.
Taking a broader perspective and
looking at all the major influences
individually and logically, the picture
suggests beckoning opportunities,
particularly when taking a medium to
long-term view. »
in population growth is expected as the “Expo effect”
takes hold.
It may come as a surprise to some that Dubai’s
population hovers around three million. This is up
almost 134% since the turn of this century. This
amazing growth has been consistent, and is expected
to continue at a rate of 6.5% over the next five years.
This is fantastic news for Dubai’s property industry,
and the economy overall, especially when other
nations are facing stagnating population growth or, in
the case of countries like Japan, falling populations.
Many come to Dubai as they are seeking to progress
and improve their economic well-being by taking
advantage of the superior opportunities that Dubai
will continue to offer. This growth, is in part, courtesy
of such major initiatives as the 2020 Global Expo.
Additionally, are the time proven economic pillars of
trade, finance and tourism. Certainly, opportunities
are present to capitalise on this population growth and
resurgence in demand for property.
Our second consideration is the disposable income of
residents and visitors. 2018 saw property values and
rents decline significantly. Put simply, these changes
may effectively increase, not only the purchasing
power of the individual, but also one’s disposable
income. The decline in property values, combined with
the slew of developer purchasing plans, have created
value propositions that will not be repeated for quite
some time.

And, as our friend Warren Buffet is so fond of saying,
“Price is what you pay. Value is what you get”, and value in
2019 is unlikely to be better at any other point in the future.
Our third consideration is the affordability of the UAE
dirham. There is no doubt that the fiscal policy decisions
taken in the US have had an impact for many foreign
buyers. Given that the UAE dirham is pegged to the US
dollar, interest rate hikes in the past couple of years have
placed additional strain at a time when the market is
already tough.

However, the US Federal Reserve is likely to tighten it’s
monetary policy marginally this year. The recent concern
in world markets about the effect that an overly hawkish
US monetary policy might have on US and global economic
growth is causing the Fed to exhibit a more dovish tone
when talking about interest rates increases in 2019.
In addition, the recent fall in oil prices, while reducing the
revenues of oil producing nations, has had a positive effect
in helping the Indian rupee to stabilise, essentially stopping
its freefall in value. By October of 2018, the Indian rupee
had fallen to an historic low, taking over 20 Indian rupees
to buy 1 UAE dirham. Investing in Dubai suddenly became
expensive for one of the UAE’s most important investor
groups. Ultimately, repatriating Dubai’s currency back
home was becoming a far better proposition than spending
in Dubai. But already, the rupee has strengthened by over
5% and is expected to continue strengthening through

2019, thereby increasing the attractiveness of investing
in Dubai once again.
Similarly, the Chinese economy, markets and its
currency, the yuan, have been in decline since the US
inspired trade issues emerged. China is an important
source of foreign direct investment for the UAE and
the possibility of a full-blown trade war between China
and the United States could slow the rate of Chinese
investment in the UAE.
However, as at the time of writing, it appeared that
tensions may be easing and the beginning of productive

and positive negotiations are foreseeable. Needless
to say, a resolution would be significantly beneficial
to world economic growth, investor confidence and
renewed investor activity.
The real remaining concern is Brexit. This continuing
saga appears to be headed for an outcome which, in the
short-term, will see a further weakening of the British
pound, thereby making investment in Dubai a more
expensive proposition for the Brits, who make up a
significant portion of property investors.
Meanwhile, the UAE banking sector is liquid and strong,
with the UAE Central Bank forecasting credit growth to
the private sector to increase by 6.5% in the first nine
months of 2019. In addition, Islamic banking is growing
at a rate of 9% annually leading the Governor of the
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UAE Central Bank to state that “the banking sector is
in a very good position to excel and support economic
growth” and that the banking sector is not being
impacted by the correction in real estate values with
banks continuing to provide credit to the industry. “The
property market is in a good position, more than before,
and lending continues.”
Dubai’s spending on infrastructure continues with a
total budget of AED 56.8 billion budgeted for 2019.
Heavily focused on infrastructure projects for Expo
2020, the budget comes in line with Dubai Strategic
Plan 2021’s targets and future commitments. The
budget features a rise in infrastructure spending, which
makes up 21% of the total government expenditure.
This reflects the directives of Sheikh Mohammed to
raise infrastructure efficiency in Dubai for the emirate
to become the preferred destination for residents,
tourism, and businesses across all sectors.
And finally, notwithstanding some inflationary effect on
consumer prices, the concerns that were being opined
about any significantly negative effect of last year’s VAT
implementation do not appear to have materialised. VAT
is not a new phenomenon. It has been implemented in
many economies around the world and is considered an
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efficient and equitable way for governments to collect
tax revenue to invest, innovate, develop infrastructure
and provide services that are required for sustainable
economic growth. The IMF predicted that the UAE may
improve GDP by as much as 1.5% by implementing a 5%
VAT. Some countries have applied 20% VAT to generate
the revenues required by their governments without
detriment to their property industries. Yet. Some
investors were concerned and, as has been shown
in other economies that have introduced VAT, those
concerns eventually proved baseless with time.
So, the picture is not as bleak as some may surmise.
Quite the contrary. Taking a broader perspective and
looking at all the major influences individually and
logically, the picture suggests beckoning opportunities,
particularly when taking a medium to long-term view.
There is no doubt that the market is nervous, but I
believe that 2019 will be viewed as the year of the brave
investors as they take advantage of a market that has
achieved almost full correction, that is offering fantastic
value and that will benefit from an economy that looks
primed for sustainable long-term growth. Complex, it
may be, but unfathomable it is not.
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THE MARKET

A NEW ERA
ON THE HORIZON
With the population of Dubai set to rise to
five million by 2027, the government’s new
visa initiatives and a modernising property
market are reasons to be positive.
In early 2002, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President & Prime Minister
of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai issued a decree allowing
foreigners to buy property on freehold ownership. This
visionary advancement created a fundamental change
for the country and was the catalyst for Dubai’s modern
property investment market.
Given that the decree was issued only some sixteen
years ago, it can be said that the development of the
Dubai property market is in its infancy. However, with
the latest report issued by Dubai Land Department
(DLD), Dubai’s real estate market recorded 39,802
real estate transactions worth AED 162 billion from the
beginning of the year till the end of September 2018.
This is a significant statistic and reflects the healthy size
of our market.
Although 39,802 transactions in nine months is
impressive we must not look at this in isolation, our
business must review, predict and change through the
broader cycles of the market. However, identifying such
trends in Dubai’s market is somewhat challenging due to
its age. As the simple definition of a trend is “a pattern
of gradual change that occurs over a period of time,
causing a statistically noticeable change,” it will take
many more years for us to truly identify historical trends
over varying cycles.

MATTHEW BATE
CEO
Engel & Völkers

« It wasn’t long ago that many expats
would only live in Dubai for two to four
years, however as the city evolved so
did the quality of living. Many expats
now see the long-term viability of
calling Dubai home. »
For instance, we see a shift in those Dubai residents
previously known as the ‘long-term renters’ who are now
deciding to buy their own homes rather than remaining
in the rental pool. This is as a result of two main factors.
The first being that the market now offers incredibly
attractive opportunities in the mid to lower property
segments. Such opportunities are located in established
communities that provide both affordable and desirable
living experiences.
The second factor relates to the desirability of Dubai as
a long-term destination to call home. It wasn’t long ago
that many expats would only live in Dubai for two to four
years, however as the city evolved so did the quality of
living. Many expats now see the long-term viability of
calling Dubai home. This changes the equations when
assessing the options to buy or rent, the result being
many expats swinging to buy and invest in a home.

In saying this, as a global company Engel & Völkers
Dubai has the ability to draw upon international
experiences from mature markets in order to forecast
growth areas and to highlight segments that provide
opportunities.

In addition, the continued increase in Dubai’s population
year on year which is actively being supported by new
government initiatives, are successfully increasing
tourism, strengthening the rental sector and contributing
positively to the overall UAE economy.

With this international intel and our extensive local
market knowledge, we believe we are approaching an
era where the market is stabilising – one where there
is an equal number of buyers and sellers. In 2018,
Dubai has been described as a buyer’s market which
has been strengthened by softening of both rental and
sale prices. There is also a wider range of segments
on offer, ranging from exclusive waterfront apartments
through to more affordable living options in desirable
communities. This is all contributing to a stabilisation of
the market.

Although not all details of new government initiatives
have been announced, the overall response has had an
immediate positive effect on the market. Some of the key
initiatives encouraging new investment are:
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• 10-year visas for certain individuals and the
changes to foreign ownership rules for companies
• 5-year residence visa for retirees and 6 month job
seekers visa
• The exemption of transit passengers from all entry
fees for the first 48 hours and transit visa extension
for up to 96 hours for a lower fee
• New changes to the visa regulations include extension
of entry permits for visitors and visas for women

• Abolishment of mandatory bank guarantee for labour
recruitment and replacement with cost effective
options. These changes secure workers’ rights in the
private sector and reduces business operating
expenses. It allows businesses to recover
approximately AED 14 billion, representing the value
of current guarantees paid by employers, which will
enable them to further invest in the development of
their business
• The system also enhances the ease of doing business
in the UAE, which effectively contributes to market
prosperity and growth
• New visa facilitation procedures for visitors, residents,
families and people overstaying their visa also adopted
Dubai is a special place for individuals and families alike
and it draws expats in with its fantastic lifestyle, safe
environment, year round sunshine, attractive tax breaks
and brilliant career opportunities that are more competitive
than in many of our home countries. In reality, most expats
end up staying much longer then they first anticipated, and
soon adopted Dubai as their new home.
Per some of the changes and initiatives above launched
this year by the government, many other tranches of
measures were also announced to help expat citizens feel
at home here in Dubai. This coupled with the softening of
sale prices has led to many deciding to finally put deeper
roots down into the country and become a first home
buyer.

three to seven years.
Developers have not stopped there. In addition, many
developers are also helping buyers by sweetening the deal
and taking care of the 4% transfer fee and the broker’s
commission, thus freeing up more cash for the buyer.
Some developers have reinstated the rent-to-own scheme
which was pioneered several years ago. This again helps
the buyer to raise the necessary 25% deposit by allowing
the occupant to pay rent over a set period, typically three
years. This rent goes on to become the deposit, assuming
the buyer chooses to proceed with the purchase by then
arranging a mortgage for the remaining 75% or simply
walks away should they choose not to go ahead.
Other trends to entice the buyer (investor) come in the
form of guaranteed ROI by offering a set percentage over a
period of one to three years with no service charges to pay
during this period.
All these offerings, coupled with better prices, has led to
many new buyers entering the property market, which
has clearly helped to absorb the available property stock
whether on the primary or indeed secondary market.
Today, the outlook for the Dubai property market remains
positive and stable. As residents remain in the country for
an extended period of time, making Dubai their new home,
investing in a home makes financial sense. Sellers are
also reacting in a measured way and we anticipate that the
market will become a win-win scenario for all concerned.

Investors too have been and continue to be, attracted to the
Dubai property market due to its very favourable return
on investment (ROI), when compared to other major cities
around the globe.
According to the Dubai statistics centre, 3,086,000 people
are living in the Emirate as of October 2018 and this figure
is set to hit five million by 2027.
As rental rates have become more competitive, properties
are quickly absorbed, ensuring the landlords are adapting
to more flexible offerings, and are generous in the number
of acceptable rental cheques. In this stage of the cycle,
renters look for quality, location, space and of course value
for money - but not necessarily in that order!
Despite the many new developments, developers are
playing their part in encouraging investment by creating
quality living environments across all segments.
Additionally, competitive payment plans for projects that
are under construction make investments more attractive.
However, it is the trend of post-handover payment plans
that really needs a special mention. We know that getting
a mortgage can potentially be challenging and certainly
raising the required 25% in order to qualify for a mortgage
has caused many would be homeowners to remain longterm tenants. Developers have effectively taken over
the mantle of the banks by providing attractive finance
arrangements in the form of post-handover plans for ready
properties. Typically, one pays 5% and can move in, the
remaining 95% is currently repaid over a period of between
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EMPOWERING
THE PEOPLE TO
PURCHASE
Several recent project launches show that
developers are finally tackling the huge
demand from lower and middle income
residents who want to buy their own home.
Until mid-2014, real estate project launches were aimed
toward the luxury segment. However, there has been
a positive shift toward more affordable projects due to
a strong demand from the growing middle class in the
region. These projects typically consist of smaller units
and more creative layouts and finishings, both factors
that help to lower prices.
Affordable housing projects are extremely important
as they ultimately end up serving as products for the
majority of the population, which consist of lower
to middle income households. We know that many
residents in Dubai are ultimately renters, but could have
the potential to convert to homeowners via affordable
projects.

MUHAMMAD BINGHATTI
CEO & Head of Architecture
BinGhatti Holding

« Affordable properties provide
better investment returns than
luxury properties which are often
held as trophy assets. »
The middle income population – earning between AED
15,000 to AED 30,000 per month – has been the target
segment for most of the affordable housing projects
launched by developers in recent months. Most of the
new projects in the market offer smaller unit sizes in
order to keep prices attractive, along with providing
financial incentives such as payment plans with limited
commitments ranging between 20-30% due during
pre-construction periods. Additional features include
prolonged post-handover payment possibilities and
Dubai Land Department (DLD) fee waivers. However, a
gap in the market still exists for households earning less
than AED 10,000 per month. Most often, that segment
of the population is left with housing that includes only
studios or some one-bedroom options.
There is an increasing number of projects dedicated to
middle income classes; however, in the homeownership
market, less than 20% of the middle income projects
are affordable to households earning less than AED
15,000 per month. Although developers are increasingly
targeting the mid income segment.
Overall, the latest project launches are a clear sign that
developers are adapting to meet the market demand.
As the market continues to mature and stabilise itself
for the long-term, developers are becoming more
sophisticated and responsive to market conditions.
With this recent shift towards affordable housing in
the market, developers must now adopt innovative and
practical ways to provide luxury features and amenities
in affordable projects which typically consist of smaller
common areas and units. For instance, developers could
improve space usage in affordable housing projects
by including integrated space-saving equipment and
furniture that easily changes functions. Developers
should also think of ways to offer units that convey high
quality without having to increase pricing.

8
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In addition, developers would be smart to devise housing
supply for the largest segment of the population, which
are those that earn below AED 10,000 monthly. In
reality, supply for this segment is limited to studios and
one-bedroom apartments, which is not conducive for
families. Although developers are increasingly targeting
the mid-income segment, they are mainly focusing on
building projects targeting households earning between
AED 15,000 and AED 30,000.
While the Dubai government has made progressive steps
towards defining affordable housing, the market still
needs a clearer and more nuanced definition of the term,
which may include classifying households by income
level such as very low, low, and middle income.
Other elements of classification could comprise
household size and the amount allocated to renting
or buying a home compared to the gross household
income. The implementation of a low income housing
policy may tackle this gap and allow the large number of
low income and middle class families to benefit from real
estate developments in Dubai. Ultimately, addressing the
serious shortage of affordable housing options in Dubai,
could help to tackle traffic congestion caused by daily
commuters who prefer to live in the Northern Emirates
while they are most often working in Dubai.
In terms of pricing, affordable housing differs from
one project to another, depending on the cost of plot,
cost of design, cost of engineering, size of units, cost of
materials, featured amenities, and location.
Numerous developers have structured payment plans
that respond to the rising demand for affordable housing.
This trend is highly popular amongst developers as they
look to offer long-term payment plans and are more
enticing to first time buyers.

The target market for BinGhatti projects are those
earning between AED 15,000 to 30,000 monthly.
As the main developer in Dubai Silicon Oasis, we
planned a state-of-the-art Technology Park as well as
infrastructure spanning over 7.2 square kilometres. This
area hosts a population of more than 160,000 residents.
The suburban community offers a kaleidoscope of
schools, parks, shopping centres, and international
restaurants while hosting a number of offices for
multinational companies.
Our focus on the affordable segment of the market also
reflected the reality that affordable properties provide
better investment returns than luxury properties which
are often held as trophy assets. This means that the
property would attract institutional investors seeking
consistent rental returns for their real estate investment
funds.
At the same time, smaller units in the heart of the city
and affordable housing are a global trend. Cities around
the world are realising the impact of the millennial
generation and their desire to live in the city centre.
Mixed-use communities are in high demand with people
living, working, and entertaining themselves within a
very localised area.
The Expo 2020 is an important catalyst for Dubai’s
economy. This event will create a lot of employment
opportunities and will attract top talented professionals
from all over the world. A whopping 300,000 new jobs
are expected to be created between 2018 and 2021, as a
result of organising such an immense worldwide event
in Dubai. As a result, demand for affordable housing will
rise in the coming years.
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GETTING THE
MESSAGE ACROSS
The state of the global economy is making
some potential property buyers nervous.
Which is why brokers must work hard to
explain the benefits of positive new policies
in Dubai.
There have been numerous informative press reports
over the last six months related to the state of the Dubai
real estate market – in particular, the gradual downturn
in prices and transactions over recent years.
This has resulted in some very positive initiatives by
the government to incentivise potential buyers, some
attractive offers by major developers, financiers being
more creative, and brokers adopting a more effective
business model.
Rather than repeating most of this well-informed
commentary, I want to look at things from a slightly
different perspective so that all parties – government,
developers, financiers, brokers and buyers – may take a
more balanced view.
The first factor, which has a significant impact on this
equation is the general state of the world economy. Over
the past year or two we have witnessed a situation of
deteriorating economic confidence brought about by a
wide range of factors: trade disruption, shifts in national
competitiveness, and regional conflict – to name just a
few.
The general lack of economic confidence equates to
potential buyers being unsure, wanting to re-assess
needs and priorities, and in some cases lowering their
aspirations. It is generally accepted that this is the
underlying reason for the downturn in the Dubai real
estate market. This atmosphere does, of course, need
to be counterbalanced by making this market more
attractive.
The government has already announced initiatives that
will remove some of the constraints in the market, and
the recent move to allow expatriates to qualify for a
new ten-year resident visa will certainly help generate
more interest in property. Most prospective clients are,
however, wanting to know the details on this and we are
advising them that more clarification is expected from
the government later this year.
The government announcement about investors being
able to own 100% of UAE-based companies has also
been quite significant, as we have been responding
to potential clients who, again, see the advantages of
matters being streamlined. Many foreign investors
and business partners view this development as very
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ZARAH EVANS
Managing Partner and Owner
Exclusive Links Real Estate

« The government has already
announced initiatives that will remove
some of the constraints in the
market, and the recent move to allow
expatriates to qualify for a new tenyear resident visa will certainly help
generate more interest in property. »
positive as they will not need to find sponsors.
The new visa rules are expected to change some of
the dynamics of Dubai because it has the potential to
offer people more security of tenure. The ‘feel good’
factor always has an impact on property demand and
these initiatives will, in my opinion, be positive. In my
18 years of experience, potential property buyers have
always been interested in the ability to come and go
as they wish and have residency visas with a longer
validity.
Financiers have also responded positively, supported
by the government. We are pleased to see lenders in
the market offering a range of incentives that include:
• Reduction in the interest rate for final payments on
handover
• Valuations based on the original Sales & Purchase
Agreement price
• DLD/agent fees added to the mortgage
• Reduced/zero processing fee
• Free property insurance year one
• Reduction of in-house life insurance premiums
• Free valuation
But the one change we are all waiting for is the
reduction in the LTV (Loan to Value) requirements.
First-time buyers won’t struggle to make the monthly
repayments but it’s usually one step too far to find the
25% down payment, together with the associated fees.
The other issue related to financing an acquisition
is the role played by foreign exchange fluctuations.
Against the background of some significant shifts in
exchange rates associated with a range of impacts,
potential overseas buyers can see a significant

potential saving in the cost of acquisition. There is
evidence that this is having a significant effect on the
market.
The major developers are certainly playing their part
in stimulating the market with wide based incentives
including:
•
•
•
•
•

5-year free finance
5-year property management
DLD fee waiver
Zero service fees
Post-handover payment plan

All of these incentives are very positive but there are two
issues related to buyer sentiment that various parties
need to recognise. The first matter is that some of the
announced incentives still need to be detailed, and in
turn explained carefully by buyer lawyers and brokers.
This requires a “steady state” – clear and unequivocal
regulations and conditions that are not questionable in
the mind of the buyer. This places a great responsibility
on us as brokers to be able to interpret and convey
the meaning, impacts and advantages of these new
regulations and conditions across all languages and
cultures.
The second matter is one of security and financial
stability over which we as industry partners have much
less control. The government does, however, emphasise
the security and financial stability that the potential
property buyer in Dubai requires.
In my eighteen years in the Dubai real estate brokerage
business, there is one matter that still impacts buyer

sentiment. After a perfect property/home/investment
has been found and everything has been explained to
the prospective buyer you can almost hear them thinking
“I’m unsure, maybe we could get more clarity on the visa
situation, maybe the exchange rate will shift more in my
favour and maybe I can buy at a better price.”
In order to overcome these final doubts, it is time for all
stakeholders in the industry to adopt more of this “steady
state” approach I mentioned. Based on my experience
this will incentivise buyers more and will naturally
stimulate our market, as we all take a more unified
positive and stable approach and attitude.
Judging whether to buy or to wait is about judging
the state of the market, and although the state of the
Dubai market is undoubtedly positive we all have a joint
responsibility to get this message out clearly – locally
and internationally.
Within Exclusive Links Real Estate Brokers we are
experiencing an upturn in enquiries, but to continue
converting them into sales we must maintain conditions
where buyers support our view, that this is the best
possible time to make a real estate purchase in Dubai.
Dubai is a unique investment opportunity that offers a
wide range of incentives, stability, safety – and is simply
a lovely place to live.
Ultimately it is all about remaining competitive and
building on varied and trusted revenue streams. It is
about brands thinking outside the box and creating a
space that is a worthwhile customer experience.
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TRICKS OF
THE TRADE
How to build a sustainable, successful
business in a highly competitive real estate
industry and achieve high economic moats
– look to the experts.
Warren Buffet is an example of great business success
for millions of people around the globe. Through his
experience he popularised the term ‘economic moat,’
which Investopedia defines as “a business’ ability to
maintain competitive advantages over its competitors
in order to protect long-term profits and prohibit
competing firms from taking away market share.”
Indeed, Buffet only invests in businesses where there
are high economic moats. This includes companies with
high barriers to entry, cost advantages, size advantages,
market advantages, innovation and research and
development.

ABDULLAH ALAJAJI
Managing Director
Driven Properties

« If all real estate agencies in Dubai
were listed – and assuming he
wanted an entry to this market –
which stocks would Warren Buffet
buy? »
Let’s look at regional household names which have high
economic moats, to qualify this with an example in our
everyday lives.
SABIC: The Saudi Arabia Basic Industries Corporation
enjoys subsidised feedstock and government support.
SABIC is considered the largest listed company in the
MENA region. It is challenging to achieve economies of
scale the way SABIC does. Therefore, this is a company
with high economic moats.
Emirates Airlines: Large barriers to entry, governmentbacking, size advantages, and airport links coupled
with fuel advantages, all make this a company classified
as one with very high economic moats, and the kind of
company Warren Buffet would consider investing in if it
were ever to go public.
Aramex: Given its size and reach in the Middle East, as
well as significant barriers to entry – both regulatory
and commercial – this is yet another example of a
company with high economic moats.
Global examples with very high economic moats include
PepsiCo, Visa, and Amazon.com.
Let’s now dive into real estate. The industry is highly
competitive with absolutely no barriers to entry. The only
advantages you can get are related to size, innovation,
and cost structure. Economic moats? Hardly any.
So how can you build a sustainable business with
a proven successful model, in a highly competitive
industry, and achieve high economic moats?

1. INNOVATION:
A
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THERE ARE FOUR THINGS YOU NEED
TO KEEP IN MIND:
INNOVATION: Proptech is the next big thing in Silicon
Valley, and many companies in this space exceed the $1
billion value. With this in mind, one obvious way to protect
your brand is by investing in innovation, research, and
development to ensure you always stay ahead.

1.

To qualify this with an example, let’s look at modern age
FMCG companies, whose products we use on a daily basis.
Procter & Gamble (P&G) and Unilever are two of the largest
consumer goods companies in the world. Some everyday
P&G products include; Tide, Ariel, Pantene, and Crest.

Driven Properties built a real estate innovation lab, located
in Bay Square, Business Bay. With an area that spans over
18,000 square feet on a full floor, this lab strives to create
a co-working environment in the real estate market. The
effort is aimed to encourage advancement in the real
estate start-up ecosystem. It was clear from the start
that we wanted to take an active role in striving to lead the
change.

Unilever brands include; Omo, Persil, Dove, and Close
Up. Today, the market share of both companies in core
markets moves a percentage up or down on an annual
basis.

While Unbox, our incubation lab, has yet to formally
open its doors, we received several applications and
already have a few entrepreneurs setting up. We have
one entrepreneur in particular, an app developer, who is
looking to bridge the gap between property managers,
owners and tenants in combination with a real estate
crowdfunding platform.
Some great examples of global innovation in this space
include: ‘Purplebricks’ out of the UK, and ‘Opendoor’ out
of the US. Both have valuations well over $1 billion. These
are different plays across the real estate spectrum that
goes to show the vast opportunity.

2. NEW MARKETS:

Competing for the same pool of clients or investors in
the same markets is dull and gets dictated by customer
service standards – no economic moats whatsoever.
However, finding hidden gems in new markets that no one
is looking at, is what gets you ahead.

Where is the growth coming from? Emerging markets.

3. COMPANY CULTURE:

By all standards, an intangible asset is to build a longterm sustainable loyalty to the brand. No matter how
much the people love your product, loyalty will only occur
if you give your team members a piece of your business.
For example: creating an equity program is why many
large and successful companies are where they are today.
Examples of this include Amazon, Facebook, Google,
among many other success stories.

4. SIZE AND COST ADVANTAGES:

As a company grows and gains a larger slice of the
market share, it starts becoming easier for that business
to compete in the marketplace and continue to generate
long-term profits due to economies of scale. This strategy
makes it difficult for new companies to enter the market in
the traditional sense. In the same manner, business cost
metrics drop significantly making the business model a
very competitive one. Examples of this include Emirates
Airlines and Apple, among others.
So the intriguing question is: if all real estate agencies in
Dubai were listed – and assuming he wanted an entry to
this market – which stocks would Warren Buffet buy?
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MAKING
THE MOVE
If ever there was a time to swallow your
fear about buying property in Dubai, now
could be it.
Over 2018, I have noticed the market has shifted
somewhat with more studio, one and two-bed
apartment sales. Indeed, they seem to be dominating
the sector right now.
This indicates it is now affordable for renters to get on
the property ladder, which is a fantastic sign for firsttime buyers and those wanting to put down roots in
Dubai.
Providing more affordable housing in the market,
including the release of new build units, has ultimately
reduced the price of housing making it more affordable
for people to commit to the city.
With the recent interest rate increase of 25 bps from
the Central Bank, we will closely monitor the effects
on lending rates for the next quarter and see if this will
impact consumers’ decision to buy.
However, with lending rates still as low as 3.24%, buying
in the Middle East right now is still very attractive,
similar to when the EIBOR was at its lowest point in
January 2015.

CANDICE REED
Senior Mortgage Consultant
Mortgage Finder

« Each bank has their own position on
these events and many haven’t directly
defaulted to the maximum 3% charge.
This is one of the many good reasons
why it is so important to engage with a
mortgage consultant. »
There are currently three different ways someone can
close their mortgage:
• Settlement from their own funds
• Sale of the property
• Buy-out (moving their mortgage)
to a different bank
The Central Bank had released a decree whereby
banks could charge up to 3% of the outstanding
balance to close a mortgage.

EARLY SETTLEMENT CHARGES AND THEIR IMPACT

Each bank has their own position on these events and
many haven’t directly defaulted to the maximum 3%
charge. This is one of the many good reasons why it is
so important to engage with a mortgage consultant.

The decision to increase early settlement charges
has caused some turbulence, along with the possible
increase in loan-to-value (LTV) ratios. The mortgage
market has certainly had a shake-up.

Having access to the whole of the market to assess
every product, my ultimate goal is to tailor a mortgage
to suit each client’s need. As banks only have access to
their own products, they cannot remain impartial.
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Further to the above, last September the Central Bank
released an update to the rule defaulting back to 1%,
capped at AED 10,000. It is important to be aware of
these updates as they unfold across the market.
EQUITY RELEASE

For a true reflection of whether it is cheaper to buy than
rent, make sure you find out the expected rental income
of where you are looking to buy, not where you currently
live. Please refer to our online tool that will provide you
with results of renting versus buying:
propertyfinder.ae/en/rent-vs-buy-calculator

Although the shift in the market has been towards firsttime buyers, I have also seen a sharp incline of investors
who bought their properties in cash and who are now
releasing some funds from their units to increase their
portfolios.

Personally, figures weren’t of optimum importance
when I was looking at buying my own property.
Investment is different, however. With my own
purchase, I wasn’t considering if I would beat the market
or sell double what I paid for it, that just isn’t realistic.

Whilst now may not be the best time to sell, it is an
extremely fruitful time to buy. This allows investors and
end users alike to benefit from the low market and not
have to sell their assets in a decreasing market.

Since moving here six years ago I have moved six or
seven times. Buying your own place puts an end to
unreasonable landlords, change in your housemates’
circumstances and generally being tired of lining
someone else’s pocket.

For your first property, at present you can avail 75% of
your first purchase for expatriates and 80% for locals.
For your second unit, this is restricted to 60%.
Many people are looking to upsize, whilst keeping
their current property they are living in, and effectively
releasing cash to use as their down payment on their
new purchase - putting little or no cash in themselves.
RENTING VERSUS BUYING
Finally, the question of whether to rent or buy is a
common but important topic I come across daily with
my clients. For example, currently, the average price
of a three-bed in the Springs ranges from AED 2.25
million to AED 2.5 million. Taking the average of this,
AED 2,375,000, and comparing it to the average rental
value of AED 150,000 per annum, it is 4% cheaper to
buy than it is to rent.

Since moving a couple of years back, I’ve made my
house a home and now see my time in Dubai as
being even longer term. Without the annual pain of
renegotiating rent and the fear of having to move, which
comes with their own stresses and costs, it made sense
to buy than rent for more than just monetary reasons.
Luckily, however, this also made financial sense for me.
Every market has its dips and peaks, so don’t be afraid
of committing because you speak to people who will
never have the confidence to buy. Many people have
made very wise decisions and are now benefiting from
those decisions as they move back home.
For independent mortgage advice to decipher whether
buying is better for you, speak to one of Mortgage
Finder’s qualified consultants to guide you through.
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THERE’S NO
PLACE LIKE HOME
For most expats this city represented a chance
for some fun in the sun and a way to boost their
savings. But as the years roll by, the ‘Dubai
effect’ leaves many hoping to settle down.
If you’re new to Dubai, beware of all the clichés foreign
residents here utter, such as: “I’m going to get really
healthy soon” (straight after the next brunch), or “I’m
going to start saving all my money” (straight after the
next desert staycation).
The one that gets the most guffaws is undoubtedly
when newcomers say: “I’m only going to live here for
two to three years, maximum.” The reason this amuses
residents is simple: most people who come to Dubai for
a new adventure, or to boost their career, get so used to
the lifestyle on offer – the weather, the lack of crime, the
tax-free salaries, and the sheer glamour – that months
very quickly turn into years. Years can even turn into
decades.
There are certainly many people who try to make
the UAE home in a more permanent, fixed sense.
Historically, one problem has been the concern that
living in Dubai could only be temporary due to the
short-stay visas that vanish if your employment situation
changes.
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SIMON COMINA
Chief Finance Officer
Property Finder

« It’s not uncommon for people to
leave the emirate to “go back home”
only to return a short while later
because they couldn’t cope anymore
with the realities of life back in their
native land. »
But things are about to change that will have a huge
effect on the number of people putting down roots,
which in turn will give a substantial boost to the
property sector.
For a start, the UAE is enacting sweeping changes to its
residency system in which investors and key workers
will be offered visas of up to ten years, to attract
sought-after professionals. Doctors and engineers and
their families are among those who will be eligible for
these long-stay visas. Specialists working in medicine,
science, research and technical fields will also be

eligible. At the same time, students will be able to secure
five-year visas and exceptional graduates could remain
in the country for ten years; at present they must apply to
renew their visa each year.
We underestimate how Dubai can get under your skin. In
fact, it’s not uncommon for people to leave the emirate to
“go back home” only to return a short while later because
they couldn’t cope anymore with the realities of life back in
their native land.
Thankfully, a more ‘open door’ approach is being
spearheaded by His Highness Sheikh Mohammad Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime Minister
of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, who stated recently that:
“...an open environment, tolerant values, infrastructure
and flexible legislation are the best plan to attract global
investment and exceptional talents to the UAE.”
As for the hotly discussed mortgage question, under
the current rules an expat can take out a first mortgage
up to the value of AED 5 million with a 75% loan to value
rate. For any property purchase above AED 5 million, the
maximum loan to value for expats is 65%, and for off planproperty the maximum amount loaned would be 50% prior
to completion.
But there is a rumour that the Central Bank may soon relax
these terms.
If they did, there is sure to be a rush on secondary market
properties because there are many potential owneroccupier buyers waiting for such a move. These buyers
continue to be renters due to the problem of raising the
25% deposit.
Will it happen? Only time will tell, but real estate industry
insiders appear confident.
It may have taken some time, but Dubai has come around
to the idea that embracing the expats who have been part
of the emirate’s incredible global success story is not
only a positive thing to do socially, but also makes sense
economically. Aside from the effect it would have on the
property market, it would certainly boost the economy
overall.
Expats typically channel their money into property or
savings schemes overseas; funds that could be spent in the
local economy if they had the option to settle here longterm. A more permanent, rather than transient, workforce
would also bring economic benefits.
Further appreciation of the contribution expats have
made to Dubai’s success came recently when the UAE
Cabinet approved a law to provide special residency-visa
privileges for expats retirees over the age of fifty-five years
for a period of five years, with the possibility of renewal,
according to specific conditions. This is great news and will
certainly offer reassurance to those who have resided here
a while, or who are thinking long-term.

As for me, I moved to Dubai from Switzerland in December
2014, a short time after my son was born. In my previous
job, I was spending more than six months a year travelling
and, after the birth of my son, I wanted things to change.
Taking the plunge, both my wife and I resigned to try
something totally different – thus we moved to Dubai.
How long did we plan to stay? Just two or three years of
course...
It has now been four years and we are really happy living
in this vibrant, ever-changing city that still holds such a
strong connection to its traditions, while being a forwardlooking beacon of progress for the region. Our families
love to visit us here, and we love to return to Switzerland
(especially in summer!), and we often find ourselves
wondering at how fast time is flying.
Today, we call Dubai our home and we are looking to buy
our first house, a decision I should have taken long ago.
For our son, this is really the only home he has ever known
and there is a quality of family life here that we know we
are blessed to enjoy.
Indeed, this is a feeling many families across Dubai have.
So, let’s see whether even more policies and initiatives
will be put into place in the future to encourage people to
permanently unpack their suitcases and start thinking of
this shiny, inspiring city as ‘home’.
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THE POWER OF
FISCAL STIMULUS
With monetary policy currently tightening and
interest rates rising, the UAE government’s
new financial initiatives are crucial.
Those of you who have been keeping a close eye on the
economic landscape of the UAE will have recently seen
a robust and expansive approach to fiscal policy. This
is in the face of the tightening of monetary conditions,
and the associated headwinds created by rising interest
rates.
With the dirham pegged to the US Dollar, changes
implemented by the United States Federal Reserve have
a direct impact on interest rates within the UAE. These
factors have required the UAE to be adaptive and agile in
a cautious economic environment.
Many of you will know that the UAE has a broad fiscal
policy which is geared towards the promotion of high
GDP and population growth. Here we will take a look
at a few examples of how we can expect fiscal policy to
continue to adapt and flourish as a counterbalance to the
negative impact of rising interest rates.
THE TEN YEAR VISA PROPOSAL
In general terms, people are less likely to make large
capital investments if their time horizon is limited
to a two year period. With property being an illiquid
asset, there is a tendency for people to only consider
investment decisions with a medium to long-term time
horizon in mind. The significant capital investment
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JOHN LYONS
Head of Sales and Leasing
Espace

« The UAE is aspiring to become a
knowledge-based economy and by
creating more flexible visa regulations,
will be likely to attract a younger,
more highly educated, multicultural
generation. This demographic will
be encouraged to settle in the UAE
for the medium to long-term and
induce an increased level of real estate
investment activity. »
inherent in buying residential property is much more
likely to occur if the buyer is assured of their ability to
remain in the UAE.
Many nationalities living and working in Dubai don’t
have the comfort of knowing that they will have their
visa renewed at the end of a two year period. The
proposed reforms and the introduction of a new ten
year visa will have the effect of removing that element
of uncertainty and as a result will encourage capital
investment.

The UAE is aspiring to become a knowledge-based
economy and by creating more flexible visa regulations,
will be likely to attract a younger, more highly educated,
multicultural generation. This demographic will be
encouraged to settle in the UAE for the medium to
long-term and induce an increased level of real estate
investment activity.
THE FIVE YEAR RETIREMENT VISA
From 2019 onwards, expats in the UAE who are aged 55
or over will be eligible to apply for a five year retirement
visa. This additional extension to their residence
entitlement will offer retirees increased options and
flexibility and will lead to the retention of existing capital
investment within the real estate market.
Not only will this be of benefit to the real estate market,
but it will also have a beneficial impact on other sectors of
the economy such as retail and the healthcare industry.
THE WORLD EXPO 2020
Very considerable sums of money are being invested
in Dubai’s infrastructure in order to prepare the city for
Expo 2020. This form of fiscal stimulus has had the effect
of creating employment, which in turn has been of benefit
to the wider economy. More importantly, looking to the
future, this investment in infrastructure will increase the
economy’s capacity which will satisfy an increased level
of demand, attract labour, fuel population growth, and
contribute to a broadening of Dubai’s economic base.
These economic fundamentals are inherently good for
Dubai’s property market.
Moreover, with millions of people from around the
world congregating in Dubai in 2020 to share ideas and
innovative aspirations, the emirate will be in the global

spotlight, the effect of which will continue to be seen for
many years to come.
REDUCED MARKET FEES
The government’s proposal to scrap aviation,
municipality and other “market fees” in order to attract
more foreign investment will cut the cost of conducting
business in the UAE and make the UAE the destination of
choice for investment across broad sectors of the market
in the Middle East.
CONCLUSION
Although many of these proposals and initiatives were
announced months ago (and in some cases years) there
will certainly be a lag effect before the true benefit is
realised or seen within the economy.
Big fiscal decisions offering a stimulus to the economy
rarely have an immediate beneficial effect beyond
the creation of positive sentiment. The true impact in
economic terms will evolve over the next few years and
will counterbalance the current negative conditions
associated with the externally imposed tightening of
monetary policy and rising interest rates.
With monetary policy currently tightening and interest
rates rising, this makes for a challenging property
market at present. However, we are fortunate in the UAE
that the government is willing to implement an expansive
campaign of fiscal stimulus which will have a lasting
benefit. In due course this will position the UAE as a
leading destination to work, live, and invest.
The positive and beneficial impact of the above proposals
on the Dubai property market is, in my view, both exciting
and encouraging.
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OUTLOOK ON
EDUCATION
The Dubai education sector at a glance and
what parents can look forward to as the sector
aims to satisfy their needs.
It’s no secret that the education sector in the UAE, and
particularly Dubai is as competitive as it’s ever been. It’s
also no secret that new operators entering the market
must have different expectations in all aspects of the
sector as result of the increased competitiveness.
Historically, education and healthcare were considered
‘defence’ or ‘safe’ sectors for their ability to withstand
economic downturns. This notion is currently being
tested as supply and demand in certain segments of
the market suggests that mid-market and affordable
schools are in high demand, and premium schools
have a surplus. It’s clear that nearly all parents are now
getting their first choice of school, which historically has
not been the case.
In 2018, fourteen new schools opened in Dubai and the
majority of these schools have fees that are considered
to be in the premium segment of the market. Certain
locations of Dubai are now competition hotspots and
these areas have seen a high number of schools open in
the past three years with a similar offering, price point
and curriculum.
One of the prevailing challenges that investors and
operators face is the length of time it takes to plan and
open a school. Business plans are often written two or
three years in advance, and in that time, the landscape
can change significantly. Investors need to be agile
and responsive to market conditions and be capable of
changing as they plan. Easier said than done.
A symbol of the new competitive climate is the school
advertising industry, which has reached an all-time
peak in 2018 with over $13,000,000 spent on traditional
advertising (radio, print, outdoor). This is a 26%
increase from the same period in 2017.
In 2018, we also witnessed the first “school fee freeze”
a new directive from the Dubai Executive Council that
stopped schools from increasing their fees for the
2018/19 academic year.
The amount spent on school advertising and the school
fee freeze are symbolic of a new, and uncertain period
that we are operating within.
Coupled with the challenges for schools, Dubai has
seen rental costs for apartments and villas decline by as
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SHAUN ROBISON
Director
Education Intelligence Group

« In 2019, parents’ satisfaction will be
the hot topic amongst educators, as
new schools ramp up their financial
incentives to attract existing demand
in the market. We are seeing parents
vote with their feet more frequently
and move between schools which
benefits new entrants. »
much as 10% in the last year. This decline is expected
to be a mid to long-term reality with more housing
coming into the market. For consumers, all of the
additional supply ultimately means they can be more
selective.
I like to say that 2018 has been the ‘Year of ParentPower’ and the ‘Year of Choice’ for both housing and
schooling. As we look ahead to 2019, choice and
purchasing power will continue as parents continue to
shape the sector with their decisions but there may be
other pressure points on the horizon that will become
magnified as the sector evolves.
Established schools in popular catchment areas have
historically benefited from the market conditions but in
the future, their ability to satisfy parents will become
a critical component of their success. A contentious
issue amongst educators is the notion of customer
service, as the term implies a corporatisation of
education.
In 2019, parents’ satisfaction will be the hot topic
amongst educators, as new schools ramp up their
financial incentives to attract existing demand in the
market. We are seeing parents vote with their feet
more frequently and move between schools which
benefits new entrants.
Certain areas of Dubai have seen a spike in their
population. As a city, there are many residential
developments launching in 2019, and the city is set to
expand again. With attractive rental conditions, and
incentives to move, families will have even greater

choice in the housing market. This may result in less
travel time for parents, and the localisation of schools and
communities.
THE FUTURE OUTLOOK OF SCHOOLS
With Expo 2020 around the corner, and a level of
uncertainty on the horizon, school operators need to find
new ways to satisfy their existing parents. Schools must
strike a balance between delivering on existing promises to
parents and recruiting new students.
In recent years, we have seen new schools enter the
market at much higher price points than their established
competitors, so in theory, they can circumvent the potential
implications of their inspection rating. Established schools
do not have this luxury, and schools that have operated
at mid-to-low level price points have only been able to
increase in-line with the educational cost index.
Affordable schools have seen a very big response from
parents in Dubai in the past year. GEMS Founders, Al
Mizhar, have fees ranging from AED 20,900 ($5,688) to
AED 29,000 ($7,896) per year, yet they opened with 1500
students in September, the most of any new school in 2018.

For new operators entering the market in 2019, it has to
be the ‘Year of Agility’ as the market will demand new
approaches to HR packages to retain teachers, new
recruitment strategies to at attract the best international
talent, and new ways to use technology as resource within
schools to support the curriculum.
In 2019, we may also witness the ‘Year of Parent
Satisfaction’ as schools and parents re-evaluate what it
means to belong to a community. Loyalties will be tested in
the new competitive climate and teachers must be equipped
with communicative tools to meet and greet parents in ways
that acknowledge the prevailing power of their position.
In the next two years, parents in Dubai will have choice at
every price point, and mid-priced schools might be the
choice that enables expatriate parents to plan for a longer
future in Dubai. This does, however, mean even greater
competition is on the horizon and parents will have the
capacity to move seamlessly between price points and
curricular in every location within the city.
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TOP SEARCHED
BUILDINGS / AREAS
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
1. Burj Khalifa DOWNTOWN DUBAI
2. Index Tower

DIFC

3. Marina Gate 1 DUBAI MARINA
4. Al Bateen Residence JBR
5. Burj Vista 1 DOWNTOWN DUBAI
FOR SALE
1. Burj Khalifa DOWNTOWN DUBAI
2. Marina Gate 1 DUBAI MARINA
3. Burj Vista 1 DOWNTOWN DUBAI
4. Index Tower

DIFC

5. Nikki Beach Resort
and Spa DUBAI PEARL
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VILLAS
FOR RENT
1. Jumeirah 1
2. Jumeirah 3
3. Victory Heights
4. Umm Suqeim 2
5. Al Barsha 1

FOR SALE
1. District One
2. Sidra Villas
3. Saheel

MOHAMMED BIN
RASHID CITY
DUBAI HILLS ESTATE

DUBAI HILLS ESTATE

4. Garden Homes PALM JUMEIRAH
5. Victory
Heights

DUBAI SPORTS CITY

Based on the number of searches conducted through Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
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TOP SEARCHED
COMMUNITIES
DUBAI
1. Dubai Marina
2. Downtown Dubai
3. Palm Jumeirah
4. Arabian Ranches
5. Business Bay

ABU DHABI
1. Al Reem Island
2. Khalifa City
3. Al Raha Beach
4. Yas Island
5. Al Reef
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SHARJAH
1. Al Taawun
2. Al Majaz
3. Al Nahda
4. Al Khan
5. Muwaileh

AJMAN
1. Ajman Downtown
2. Al Naemiyah
3. Al Rawda
4. Al Sawan
5. Ajman Corniche Road

RAS AL
KHAIMAH
1. Al Hamra Village
2. Al Marjan Island
3. Mina Al Arab
4. Al Nakheel
5. Ras Al Khaimah Waterfront

Based on the number of searches conducted through Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
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TOP SEARCHED
BEDROOMS
STUDIO / 1 BEDROOM
DUBAI

ABU DHABI

1 Dubai Marina

1 Al Reem Island

2 Downtown Dubai

2 Khalifa City

3 Jumeirah Lake Towers

3 Al Raha Beach

4 Palm Jumeirah

4 Yas Island

5 Business Bay

5 Al Reef

2 BEDROOM
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DUBAI

ABU DHABI

1 Dubai Marina

1 Al Reem Island

2 Downtown Dubai

2 Al Raha Beach

3 Palm Jumeirah

3 Khalifa City

4 Jumeirah Lake Towers

4 Al Reef

5 Business Bay

5 Yas Island

3 BEDROOM
DUBAI

ABU DHABI

1 Dubai Marina

1 Al Raha Beach

2 Palm Jumeirah

2 Al Reem Island

3 Arabian Ranches

3 Khalifa City

4 The Springs

4 Al Reef

5 Downtown Dubai

5 Yas Island

4+ BEDROOM
DUBAI

ABU DHABI

1 Arabian Ranches

1 Khalifa City

2 Jumeirah

2 Al Raha Beach

3 Meadows

3 Al Reef

4 Dubai Sports City

4 Saadiyat Island

5 Al Barsha

5 Yas Island

Based on the number of searches conducted through Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
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MOST IN-DEMAND
COMMUNITIES
To rank the most in-demand places to live, we put communities in order
of the highest percentage of total searches on Property Finder.

DUBAI

Dubai Marina

% TOTAL SEARCHES

% TOTAL LISTINGS

% TOTAL ENQUIRIES

15.9%
10.8%
9.5%

Downtown Dubai

9.2%
5.8%
6.4%

Palm Jumeirah

7.9%
4.3%
5.2%

Arabian Ranches

5.1%
1.7%
2.2%

Business Bay

4.6%
5.8%
5.5%

Jumeirah Lakes Towers

4.2%
5.4%
5.0%

Dubai Sports City

2.9%
3.5%
2.7%

Al Barsha

2.6%
2.5%
1.3%

Jumeirah

2.5%
1.3%
1.6%

Jumeirah Village Circle

2.5%
5.1%
5.5%
0%

5%

10%

15%

« For the second half of 2018, the most popular areas have not seen much of a shift. Dubai
Marina prevails as the most popular area for residents. Compared to the first half of 2018,
we have seen Downtown Dubai overtake the Palm Jumeirah for the number two spot, and
Arabian Ranches move from the seventh spot to the fourth. Jumeirah Village Circle fell out
of the top five to settle for last. Interestingly, we have seen Jumeirah and Al Barsha come
in this time around. »
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ABU DHABI

% TOTAL SEARCHES

Al Reem Island
Khalifa City
Al Raha Beach
Yas Island
Al Reef
Saadiyat Island
Corniche Road
Al Khalidiya
Al Bateen
Eastern Road

5.2%
4.1%
8.2%
4.4%
1.3%
3.6%
3.9%
4.2%
3.1%
3.0%
4.5%
2.1%

Al Majaz Ajman
Al Hamra Village RAK
Al Marjan Island RAK
Al Nahdha Sharjah
Al Khan Sharjah
Al Naemiyah Ajman
Muwaileh Sharjah
Al Qasemiya Sharjah

« For Abu Dhabi, Saadiyat Island has
moved up from the ninth spot to sixth
spot as demand has increased. Al
Bateen and Eastern Road have come in
due to new residential and retail space
in those areas. »

1.9%
1.8%
1.2%
1.8%
0.6%
0.9%

NORTHERN
EMIRATES
Al Taawun Sharjah

% TOTAL ENQUIRIES

25.1%
17.0%
22.2%
18.1%
21.0%
19.3%
15.1%
4.4%
8.3%
6.3%
3.0%
4.8%

0%

Ajman Dowtown Ajman

% TOTAL LISTINGS

5%

10%

% TOTAL SEARCHES

15%

20%

% TOTAL LISTINGS

25%

% TOTAL ENQUIRIES

17.7%
8.2%
7.1%
11.8%
11.7%
14.4%
10.2%
7.5%
4.7%
7.7%
3.3%
7.0%
6.4%
1.4%
2.6%
6.2%
15.4%
14.4%
4.6%
4.4%
5.2%
4.6%
4.5%
4.7%
2.8%
8.0%
4.7%
2.8%
3.1%
1.5%

« The Northern Emirates has
seen Ajman overtake Sharjah
in popularity as more residents
migrate out of Sharjah. »

0%
5%
10%
15%
Based on the number of searches, enquiries and listings (properties listed) on Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
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COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT
DUBAI
SPOTLIGHT DUBAI
Al Barsha
Apartments & Villas
BUY

RENT

10%
Al Barsha
South
MOST EXPENSIVE

90%

Al Nahda
Apartments

The most sought-after subcommunity is Al Barsha
South, it is also the most
expensive for villas for sale as
the median price per sqft is
more than double the price of
the same for Villa Lantana.

This area is dominated
by searches for familyfriendly accommodation
with the most searches
being for 3-bedrooms.

“new”

The most-searched
keyword in Al Barsha
is ‘new’.

SINGLE-FRIENDLY
On the Dubai-Sharjah border,
Al Nahda caters to renting
commuters without large
families.

13% of searches are for
‘chiller free’. In our last
issue of Trends we noted
20% of searches were for
‘metro’, while now only
11% of searches are for
‘metro’.

%

13

LESS EXPENSIVE

%

20

Al Furjan Apartments
Those looking in Al Furjan are searching for
something brand new, yet only 212 units have
been completed since June 2018.

BUY

38%

RENT

62%

Asking prices to rent an apartment have gone
down more dramatically here than in most other
communities. It has gotten 20% less expensive over
the last 24 months, as Al Nahda - an industrial zone
up until a few years ago - has seen rapid residential
development.

AZIZI Berton AED 1,287
AED 288
East Village

/ SQFT

/ SQFT

East Village offers the cheapest apartments for sale,
while the most expensive are still at AZIZI Berton.
Buy and rent percentages are based on search volume.
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Barsha Heights
Apartments

Al Sufouh Apartments
BUY

RENT

15%

BUY

85%

RENT

6%

94%

SINGLE-FRIENDLY
The majority of searches are
for studios and one beds.

“maid’s room”

Al Sufouh 2

Although not much stock goes
up for sale here, the cheapest
sub-community to buy is Al
Sufouh 2 at AED 1,000 per sqft.

AED 1,000 / SQFT

“pool”
%

20

8%

20% of keyword searches are for
a pool, and you’re in luck as every
building in Al Sufouh has a pool!

The majority of searches
are for studios and one
beds.

Business Bay
Apartments
BUY

RENT

57%

71%

The Opus

Family-friendly! Millions
of searches are for villas
3-bedrooms and above.

Polo Homes
CHEAPEST FOR SALE

RENT

29%

43%

AED 806 / SQFT

The most searched keywords in
Barsha Heights were ‘pets allowed’
and ‘chiller free’, now they are
maid’s room (22%) and pool (8%).

SINGLE-FRIENDLY

Arabian Ranches
Villas
BUY

22%

AED 4,324 / SQFT

Zaha Hadid’s The Opus, overtakes The Volante as
being the area’s most expensive at over AED 4,000
per sqft.

MOST EXPENSIVE FOR SALE

AED 1,341 / SQFT

Al Reem

Downtown Dubai’s residents
are busy people as every other
keyword is either for a maid or
for a furnished unit.

Affordability is in-demand in the Ranches, 8 subcommunities are under AED 1,000 per sqft.
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DAMAC Hills
Apartments & Villas
City Walk
Apartments
BUY

24

RENT

76

City Walk has mixed
appeal for family-friendly
users and couples love it
too.

Building 20

AED 2,095 / SQFT
MOST EXPENSIVE

MOST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

NAIA Golf AED 1,411
Promenade
AED 856
Queens
Meadow
/ SQFT

LEAST EXPENSIVE
TO BUY

BUY

RENT

69%

Palazzo Versace
MOST EXPENSIVE

12

Those living in DAMAC Hills aim to
stay cool by the pool - 12% of searches
are for a pool.

DIFC
Apartments

Culture Village
Apartments

31%

%

/ SQFT

‘Driven Properties’ is specifically in-demand for the
City Walk area. 17% of potential residents look for
this agency’s listings.

BUY

44%

“pool”

%

From H1 2018 to H2 2018, there was
a 6% swing from buyers to renters.

AED 885 / SQFT

56%

RENT

3% swing in those buying than renting

6%

%

3%

BUY

AED 2,479 / SQFT

Dubai Wharf

LEAST EXPENSIVE

RENT

21%

79%

Sky Gardens
Lighthouse Tower
Sky Gardens and Lighthouse Tower are the most
single-friendly searched locations in DIFC. Overall
Gate Boulevard has the most building searches.

Index Tower
DIFC Tower LEAST EXPENSIVE
MOST EXPENSIVE
TO BUY

LOCATION
Within minutes of the Palazzo
Versace’s pools, waterfront and
Burj views and a short ride away
from Downtown Dubai, Culture
Village has attracted a fair amount
of buyers.

TO BUY

“balcony”
Keyword Searches: DIFC dwellers want
balconies more than anything else.

A
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Discovery Gardens
Apartments

BUY

RENT

14%

MOST SEARCHED SUB-COMMUNITY

SINGLE-FRIENDLY

Mediterranean Cluster

Affordability is the name of the game
here; over half of the sub-communities
here cost less than AED 700 per sqft.

If you’re a landlord in Discovery Gardens,
think about covering chiller costs as 25% of
potential residents look for this.

Downtown Dubai
Apartments

86%

BUY

RENT

38%

TOP 5 MOST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

62%

TOP 5 LEAST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

1

The Lofts

AED 4,525 / SQFT

1

Elite Downtown

AED 1,267 / SQFT

2

Burj Vista

AED 4,360 / SQFT

2

Burj Al Nujoom

AED 1,386 / SQFT

3

The Address
BLVD Sky

AED 4,143 / SQFT

3

The Grand Boulevard

AED 1,432 / SQFT

4

The Residences

AED 3,764 / SQFT

4

Mada Residences

AED 1,439 / SQFT

5

The Address
Downtown

5

Burj Views

AED 1,440 / SQFT

AED 3,697 / SQFT

X

5

“Burj Khalifa”
15% of searches are for the Burj
Khalifa - people either want to live
here or see it from their home.

15%

SEARCHING SINGLES
Downtown sees 5x more
searches for single-friendly and
couple-friendly accommodation
than families. It remains
the most expensive rental
apartment community for the
third year in a row.
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Dubai Investment Park
Apartments

Dubai Hills Villas
BUY

RENT

98%

BUY

2%

25%
Ritaj Tower

Sidra Villas

PRICES NOW LOWER

5

This is the first community we have seen this time
around with searches for ‘off-plan’ and also ‘postpayment plan’.

%

Dubai Marina
Apartments

Three’s a crowd - residents are
looking for space for their maid’s and
pets while also preferring studios.

BUY

SINGLES & COUPLES

Just down 5% in asking prices over the
last two years, Investment Park has
proven just that: a steady investment.
SINGLE-FRIENDLY

Sidra Villas are the most sought after in Dubai Hills
Estates, especially for families as 3-bedrooms and
above dominate the searches.

3

75%

MOST SEARCHED BUILDING

MOST SEARCHED SUB-COMMUNITY

X

RENT

26%

10%
10% swing from those buying to renting

RENT

74%

Despite the Marina’s massive appeal, 3x more searches are for
single and couple-friendly accommodation over family sizes.

TOP 3 MOST EXPENSIVE FOR RENT

TOP 3 LEAST EXPENSIVE FOR RENT

1

Le Reve

AED 2,667 / SQFT

1

Zen Tower

AED 849 / SQFT

2

The Address

AED 2,110 / SQFT

2

The Belvedere

AED 899 / SQFT

3

No, 9

AED 1,980 / SQFT

3

KG Tower

AED 895 / SQFT

“sea view”
“marina view”
A
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The Dubai Marina is for dreamers
as 30% of keyword searches are
for a ‘sea view’ or ‘marina view’.

Dubai Silicon Oasis
Apartments

BUY

22%

5%

RENT

78%

5% swing from buying to renting

TOP 3 LEAST EXPENSIVE FOR RENT

TOP 3 MOST EXPENSIVE FOR RENT
AED 1,071 / SQFT

1

Liwan

AED 626 / SQFT

Binghatti Horizons

AED 949 / SQFT

2

Silicon Heights

AED 644 / SQFT

Platinum Residence

AED 921 / SQFT

3

University View

AED 647 / SQFT

1

SP Oasis

2
3

“new”

27% of the keyword searches are for something
‘new’ and potential residents have 692 new
apartment units to choose from.

Dubai Sports City
Apartments & Villas
BUY

Greens Apartments
BUY

RENT

34%

28%

66%

MOST EXPENSIVE

72%

Al Alka AED 1,272
Al Jaz AED 1,077

MOST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

Hub Golf Towers AED 1,877
AED 628
Hera Tower

RENT

/ SQFT

/ SQFT

LEAST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

/ SQFT

/ SQFT

CHEAPEST

MOST SEARCHED BUILDING

Onyx Tower

IMPZ Apartments
BUY

RENT

27%

“balcony”
“lake view”

PETS ALLOWED

73%

A third of searches are for
pet-friendly properties.

A third of keyword searches were
for ‘balcony’ or ‘lake view’.
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International City
Apartments
BUY

2%

25%

Jumeirah Beach
Residence Apartments

MOST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

32%

75%

2% swing from renting to buying

Lawnz by DANUBE
AED 436
Phase 3

AED 776 / SQFT

LEAST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

RENT

BUY

RENT

68%

1 JBR

/ SQFT

In H1 we noticed that singlefriendly accommodation
dominated, but JBR has grown
up as couples and families now
dominate the search size.

10x the number of searches are
for single-friendly accommodation
rather than couple or family sizes.

NOW

AED 700 / SQFT

Dragon
Views

“sea view”
Dubai Marina has competition when it comes to a
view. 56% of keyword searches in JBR are for a
‘sea view’.

Dragon Views, the most expensive in H1 2018 at
AED 982 per sqft drastically declined between
August and September to AED 700 per sqft.

Jumeirah Village
Circle Apartments

AED 2,732 / SQFT

FAMILIES & COUPLES DOMINATE

SINGLE-FRIENDLY

PREVIOUS PRICE AED 982 / SQFT

MOST EXPENSIVE

10%

BUY

42%

10% swing from buying to renting

RENT

58%

VALUE APARTMENTS

PRICIER APARTMENTS

District 18

AED 898 / SQFT

Cappadocia

AED 598 / SQFT

Shamal Residences

AED 946 / SQFT

Al Dana Tower

AED 711 / SQFT

Masaar Residence

AED 725 / SQFT

Viceroj JV

“new”
A
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AED 1,337 / SQFT

Potential residents are aware of
how many more options there are
in JVC now as 25% of keyword
searches are for something ‘new’.

Studios and one-bedrooms also
dominate the search size as they
account for more than 3x than
those for 2-bedrooms.

Jumeirah Lakes Towers
Apartments

Meadows
Villas

29%

45%

71%

The Residences JLT
MOST EXPENSIVE

7X

AED 1,817 / SQFT

Jumeirah Village Triangle
Apartments & Villas

“upgraded” “pool”
“maid’s room”
Life is good in the Meadows - top keywords are for
‘maid’s room’, ‘pool’ and ‘upgraded’.

Mohammed Bin
Rashid City Villas

RENT

10% swing from buying to renting

BUY

72%

20%

The Royal
Gardens

The Imperial
Residence

39
“pets”

RENT

80%

MOST SEARCHED BUILDING

%

55%

is the only sub-community under
AED 1,000 per sqft.

Almost a quarter of keyword
searches are for a balcony.

28%

7% swing from buying to renting

Meadows 9

“balcony”

10%

RENT

A very family-friendly area - almost
no searches for single living here.

7x more single searchers
than families.

BUY

7%

BUY

RENT

BUY

MOST EXPENSIVE

AED 2,065 / SQFT

Fitting for the community that bears His Highness’
name, keywords includes:

39% of searches are for ‘petfriendly’ accommodation, and
another 39% is for brand new
housing.

“Arabic” “contemporary”
“new”
“modern”

“new”

Despite this community being
predominantly villas, the majority
of searches are for single-friendly
accommodation.

Size-wise, 3-bedrooms
and up, are the most
sought after.
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Motor City Apartments
& Villas
BUY

30%

Old Town Apartments

RENT

70%

The most evenly distributed community when it
comes to searches for single-friendly, couple-friendly
or family-friendly sizes.

MOST EXPENSIVE

1

Oia Residence

AED 1,139 / SQFT

2

Barton House

AED 911 / SQFT

3

Bennett House

AED 903 / SQFT

1

Dubai Autodrome

AED 590 / SQFT

2

Foxhill

AED 729 / SQFT

3

New Bridge Hills

AED 737 / SQFT

Mudon Villas
%

59

RENT

%

41

RENT

30%

70%

Homebodies rejoice - 50% of keyword searches are
for a ‘study’ and a ‘garden’.

“study” “garden”

Palm Jumeirah
Apartments & Villas
BUY

LEAST EXPENSIVE

BUY

BUY

39%

RENT

61%

Palm searchers are discerning as nearly every
keyword is for a specific type. Mainly couple-friendly.

MOST EXPENSIVE

XXII Carat

AED 4,108 / SQFT

The Palm Tower

AED 3,702 / SQFT

The Water Villas

AED 3,667 / SQFT

LEAST EXPENSIVE

Golden Mile

AED 883 / SQFT

Is totally family-friendly. Similar to Dubai Hills Estate,
nearly all searches are for 3-bedrooms and up.

Marina Residences

AED 1,084 / SQFT

DEALS

Shoreline Apartments

AED 1,150 / SQFT

The Arabella community within Mudon offers some
amazing deals when it comes to payment plans from
the developer.

A
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Reem Mira Villas
BUY

Town Square
Apartments

RENT

52%

48%

BUY

42%

Family-friendly, as nearly all searches
are for 3-bedrooms and up.

OFF-PLAN

RENT

%

UNA Apartments

%

15

58%

Town Square is a community that has seen some of
the highest overall yields for the city, yet has also
received thousands of new units.

Remraam Apartments
BUY

RENT

85

MOST EXPENSIVE

Sama Townhouses

COUPLE-FRIENDLY

LEAST EXPENSIVE

The Lakes Villas
BUY

38%

VERY FAMILY-FRIENDLY!

Hattan

The Views Apartments

AED 1,655 / SQFT

BUY

REMAINS THE MOST EXPENSIVE SUB-COMMUNITY

76%

TOP SEARCHED BUILDINGS

The Fairways22%
The Links 22%

RENT

33%

RENT

24%

The Springs Villas
BUY

AED 574 / SQFT

All keyword searches are for a specific type here
and you better know what you’re looking for as Town
Square is expected to get thousands of units more by
the end of 2019.

RENT

62%

AED 1,088 / SQFT

67%

(as a % of specific building/sub-community searches)

A majority of searches in this area are
for couple-friendly accommodation. As
the name denotes, nearly all keywords
are for a view.

All but two of the sub-communities in The Springs are
under AED 1,000 per sqft now.

4e

“canal” “greenery”

most searched for type.

“golf course”

Families dominate the search size here.
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COMMUNITY
COMMUNITYSPOTLIGHT
SPOTLIGHT
ABU
ABU DHABI
DHABI
Al Ghadeer Apartments

Abu Dhabi Gate
City Villas

BUY

BUY

7%

RENT

93%

three communities in
% OfAbutheDhabi
Gate City, Officer’s

25

MORE
EXPENSIVE

16%

90

%

City is about 25% more
expensive than Mangrove
Village and Seashore.

84%
Almost 90% of searches are for
smaller properties, studios or
one-beds and this is a leading
apartment community with villas
only comprising less than 20% of
the residential supply in this area.

“waterfalls” “pets”

This is a villa community that
is family-friendly as majority of
searches are for 3-bedrooms+.

30%

Pets! Our furry friends account for 30%
of keyword searches. ‘Waterfalls’ are
also pretty important as they make up
another 24% of searches.

Al Khalidiya
Apartments

Airport Road
Apartments
BUY

RENT

RENT

100%

For less expensive apartment-living,
Airport Road is your spot.

New Emi
State Tower
HM Tower
MOST EXPENSIVE

BUY

1%

RENT

99%

The searches for single-friendly
apartments are almost as many as
for larger accommodations. Even
across sub-communities the share of
searches for studio - 1 bedroom vs
larger apartments is almost equal.

LEAST EXPENSIVE

Over a third of keyword searches.

“maid’s room”
A
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“maid’s room”
“balcony”

Al Mushrif
Villas & Apartments
BUY

Al Reef
Apartments & Villas
BUY

RENT

4%

RENT

30%

96%

Al Mushrif is a mixed community with residential
supply being 60% villas and 40% apartments.

70%

This is another mixed community
with about 60% of residential
supply being villas and 40% are
apartments.

Palm Oasis
Al Dhafrah Street
“one-bedroom”
MOST EXPENSIVE FOR RENT

LEAST EXPENSIVE FOR RENT

60%

The Arabian style with a balcony and a
private pool is the most sought after home
in this community.

Al Raha Beach
Apartments
BUY

Al Reem Island
Apartments

RENT

19%

81%

BUY

Comprised almost entirely of apartments with villa
communities consisting of Al Zeina and Muneera Island.

20%

“sea view”

3.5x more searches for single and
couple-friendly apartments.

RENT

26%

Muzera

80%

This is a predominately apartment community.
If you’re looking for a villa on Al Reem Island
look to Al Nalaya.

Al Raha Gardens Villas
BUY

RENT

74%

FOR BOTH RENT AND SALE

Yasmina
Residence

MOST EXPENSIVE

MOST EXPENSIVE FOR RENT

Al Ward
Yasmin

MOST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

LEAST EXPENSIVE TO BUY

“balcony”

While the median price per sqft is AED 801, these
spacious villas mean that it will cost at least AED
2.5 million to own here with properties in Al Ward
reaching over AED 4.2 million.

Most popular keyword
by far is ‘balcony’ and
a sizeable amount
of people also want
kitchen appliances
included.
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Khalifa City
Apartments & Villas
BUY

RENT

4%

96%

Khalifa City A is by far the most popular
with nearly 83% of searches.

Golf Gardens

Saadiyat Island
Apartments & Villas
BUY

RENT

44%

56%

Saadiyat Beach and the HIDD Al Saadiyat account
for more than 83% of searches.

MOST EXPENSIVE

Most expensive villas for both rent and sale are in
Golf Gardens. The cheapest villas for rent are in Al
Forsan Village and for sale in Khalifa City A.
LEAST EXPENSIVE

Khalifa City A

The cheapest apartments for rent are also in Khalifa
City A. The most expensive apartments are in Al
Rayyana.

Mohammed Bin
Zayed Apartments &Villas
BUY

6%

HIDD
Al Saadiyat

MOST EXPENSIVE

HIDD Al Saadiyat has the most expensive villas
for sale. The least expensive villas for sale are in
Saadiyat Lagoons or in Soho Square if you are looking
at off-plan.

Saadiyat
Lagoons

LEAST EXPENSIVE

RENT

94%

Top area - Mohammed Bin Zayed Centre with 59% of
searches. It’s also the most expensive area. The least
expensive is Mazyad Village, which is one of the least
searched, highlighting a key demographic element.

Mohammed Bin
Zayed Centre
Mazyad Village

MOST EXPENSIVE

LEAST EXPENSIVE

“maid’s room”
60% of keyword searches

A
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Over 30% of residents want to
be near the pool or beach.

Hydra Village Villas
BUY

RENT

60%

40%

80% of the searches are in Zones 7 & 8.

Zone 5

MOST EXPENSIVE

TOP AMENITIES:
• Parking
• Balcony
• Pets allowed
In that order!

Corniche Road
Apartments

Al Salam Street Villas
BUY

RENT

26%

74%

RENT

100%

About 80% villas and
20% apartments.

MOST EXPENSIVE

MOST EXPENSIVE

Bloom Gardens
“balcony”

Etihad Towers
Baynuna Tower 2
Nation Towers
Capital Plaza

AED 205,000

Bloom Gardens is the most popular sub-community
for properties for sale, and the most popular keyword
is ‘balcony’.

Yas Island
Apartments & Villas
BUY

LEAST EXPENSIVE

Al Souq Tower
Golden Beach Tower

RENT

44%

56%

Silver Tower

Most popular buildings are Ansam and Mayan 1.
Given the beachfront location, the most searched for
keyword is for a ‘balcony’.

VILLAS FOR SALE

West Yas

MOST EXPENSIVE

“balcony”

APARTMENTS FOR SALE

Yas Acres

MOST EXPENSIVE

“brand new”

‘Pets’ are really important to these
residents. So is that ‘sea view’, of course.

“pets”
“sea view”

“maid’s room”
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COMMUNITY
SPOTLIGHT
COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT
NORTHERN
EMIRATES
NORTHERN EMIRATES
Al Hamra Village
Ras Al Khaimah
Apartments

Ajman Downtown
Apartments
BUY

RENT

21%

79%
Searches and listings volume
for single-friendly properties
is around 2x more than for
family-sized units.

Al Nakheel
CHEAPEST

CHEAPEST

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

Al Rashidiya
Towers
MOST POPULAR BUILDINGS

Ajman Pearl Towers
Horizon Towers

“balcony”
“sea view”

“gym”
A
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BUY

RENT

31%

69%
2x more searches for
single-friendly units.

Marina
Apartments

38% OF THE
TOTAL SEARCHES

Al Hamra
Palace Beach FOR RENT
Resort
Golf
Apartments
MOST EXPENSIVE

LEAST EXPENSIVE

FOR RENT & SALE

Falcon Island
FOR SALE

MOST EXPENSIVE

“sea view”
“furnished”

Al Marjan Island
Ras Al Khaimah
Apartments

Al Khan Sharjah
Apartments
BUY

RENT

15%

BUY

85%

RENT

28%

72%

2 BEDROOM DEMAND
Majority of the listings (96%) and
searches are for single-friendly
apartments.

Search demand is highest
for 2-bedroom, or couplefriendly, apartments. 2x more
than single-friendly and 4x
more than family-friendly.

MOST POPULAR AREAS

Pacific
69%
Bab Al Bahar
27%

MOST POPULAR SUB-COMMUNITY

Al Khan Lagoon
70%

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

“new”

“beach”

“sea view”
Al Mamzar
Sharjah Apartments
BUY

Al Mwaihat Ajman
Apartments &Villas
BUY

RENT

7%

RENT

79%

93%

21%

MOST POPULAR AREAS

Searches for couple and singlefriendly properties are double that of
family-friendly accommodation.

Al Mwaihat 1
48
Al Mwaihat 2
%

“pets”

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

“central”

40%

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

“new”
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Al Naemiyah Ajman
Apartments
BUY

RENT

15%

85%
Mainly single-friendly community
- the searches for single-friendly
apartments are about 2x more
than couple-friendly.

MOST POPULAR TOWER

Al Nahda
Sharjah Apartments
BUY

RENT

5%

95%

MOST POPULAR COMMUNITIES

Sahara Complex
34% OF THE SEARCHES

increase of 13% since our last issue!

Al Naemiya
Towers
46%

Al Nadha Residential
Complex 12% OF THE SEARCHES

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

“studio”

Golden Sands
Tower
FOR RENT

MOST EXPENSIVE

Al Rayyan
Complex

Al Qasemiya
Sharjah Apartments

FOR RENT

RENT

%

100
MOST POPULAR COMMUNITIES

Al Mahatta
30% OF THE SEARCHES
Al Nad
19% OF THE SEARCHES
a 22% decline since our last issue!

“studio”
“central a/c”
A
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MOST EXPENSIVE

Gulf Pearl
Tower

LEAST EXPENSIVE

FOR RENT

“pets allowed”
“chiller free”

Al Taawun
Sharjah Apartments

Al Rawda
Ajman Villas
BUY

RENT

81%

BUY

19%

RENT

2%

98%

MOST SEARCHED SUB-COMMUNITY

Very couple-friendly: most
searches are for 2-bedrooms.

Al Rawda 2

73

%

MOST SEARCHED SUB-COMMUNITY

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

Al Taawun Street 56%
OF TOTAL SEARCHES

“balcony”

Mina Al Arab
Ras Al Khaimah
Apartments & Villas
BUY

“chiller free”
Emirates City
Ajman Apartments

RENT

31%

69%

BUY

Family-friendly searches are
highest, but the volume for 1 and 2
bedrooms compiled is higher.

44%

MOST SEARCHED SUB-COMMUNITY

56%

Single-friendly and couple-friendly
dominate the searches

Flamingo Villas 51

%

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

MOST POPULAR SUB-COMMUNITY

Paradise Lakes
Towers 46%

VILLAS FOR SALE

The Beachfront MOST EXPENSIVE
LEAST EXPENSIVE
Flamingo Villas

“private beach”
“beach access”

RENT

OF TOTAL SEARCHES

APARTMENTS FOR SALE

Pearl Tower

MOST EXPENSIVE

Rainbow
Tower

LEAST EXPENSIVE

ICON LEGEND
FOR
SINGLES

FOR
COUPLES

FOR
FAMILIES

NUMBER OF
BEDROOMS

CHILLER

PETS
ALLOWED

POOL

LUXURY
PRICE TAG

AFFORDABLE
PRICE TAG

TOP
KEYWORDS
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HAVE YOU
BEEN NOTICED?
Your best tool might be your worst enemy. In
other words, how not to self-brand yourself.

Let’s face it, for many people if you don’t exist on social
media you don’t exist at all.
Every morning, the first thing I do is reach out to my
phone, open my email and waste fifteen minutes on
Instagram, Facebook and LinkedIn... my daily dose of
unhealthy voyeurism. I’ll generally repeat the same
ritual a few times throughout the day.
My commute to work is the time where I tend to most
consume online content about the real estate industry in
the region. And while a few years ago it perhaps lacked
substance and depth, in the past twelve months I have
found myself really enjoying some of the output from
leaders of the industry. In fact, I’m realising that a lot of
CEOs are almost becoming journalists, actors, directors
and producers!
Some brokerage companies now have an in-house
studio. Some have full-time videographers. I even heard
that one CEO has hired a guy whose job is to capture
‘moments of wisdom.’ Yikes.
I truly understand the need to stand out in people’s
feeds. As a CEO, you’re probably competing against
someone’s younger brother who lives thousands of
miles from Dubai, childhood friend, the mother-in-law’s
birthday party and so on. Getting noticed isn’t easy.
So if you want to get a few minutes of my attention and
get me to push the ‘Like’ button, you need to know what
you’re doing.
The below are a few tips/observations based on my
years of helping brands get people to sit up and take
notice...
WHAT’S THE INTENTION?
Why do you one day decide to go on social media and
open up to the world? Some would say “to help younger
entrepreneurs avoid the mistakes I’ve made in the
past’ or “to share insights about the industry” or “to
contribute to growing the brand.”
Sure, that’s all fine. But reason number one why we do
it is because we want recognition. We want people to tell
us how amazing and successful we are, and that’s fine
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HAMZA CHAOUI
Chief Marketing Officer
Property Finder

« In the context of self-branding,
you need to be thinking of
yourself as the ‘format‘ rather
than ‘the channel‘. One way of
looking at it is the following: If
you were to do a national TV
campaign and associate your
brand to a celebrity, who would it
be and why? »
too. As long as you don’t mess around with the brand
you’ve built up. By putting yourself at the forefront of
your company’s social media presence you become a
channel and a message. You become part of a media
plan. So when doing this be as demanding as you would
be with any other marketing channel, and ask for results
– real results. Not just ‘Likes’ and comments from your
own employees.
ARE ‘LIKES’ YOUR BEST ‘ROI’?
I’ll make it short. They’re your worst enemy. ‘Likes’
mean you’re popular. They don’t mean you’re building a
strong brand. So here are two things you want to look at.
If you’re promoting your brand/company using yourself
as a channel, you would expect to increase your share of
voice in the ‘intellectual’ market of your industry.
Ask yourself the following: Since you’ve started your
YouTube channel, how many journalists have contacted
you? How much PR did you generate? How many
mentions in the news did you get? PR mentions are a
great KPI to look at, along with earned media.
The second thing to look at as a metric is CVs received.
If you’ve done a good job at conveying your brand,
you should probably have made your company a more
attractive place to work. So, how many CVs do you
receive per month, compared to last year, before you
started posting?

DON’T “KARDASHIANISE” YOUR CONTENT
Are you giving tips while showing off your Dubai lifestyle?
Don’t get me wrong, If you want to use social media to
promote yourself please feel free to build on any hook
you can find, there’s no rule. But if you’re doing this to
positively impact the way your company is perceived by
your target audiences, then you need to be a bit more
careful. A good starting point is your brand values; as a
representative of your brand on social media you need to
be a conveyor of these brand values. You can not stand for
‘transparency’ if you refuse to give numbers.
In the context of self-branding, you need to be thinking of
yourself as the ‘format’ rather than ‘the channel’. One way
of looking at it is the following: If you were to do a national
TV campaign and associate your brand to a celebrity, who
would it be and why? Same applies to yourself. You’ve
decided to associate yourself with your brand. So make
sure that your brand, and your better self, are constantly
aligned.
Think of this. The words you’ll use to describe Virgin might
be the same words you would use to describe Richard
Branson. The words you will use to describe Apple are the
words you’ll use to describe Steve Jobs’ personality and
style.
DON’T BE BIGGER THAN YOUR BRAND
We identify ourselves with people more easily than we do
with brands. It’s more natural to like a post from a person
than a post from a brand. A brand is intangible, a person
is relatable. If you have control of your brand, you can
somehow outgrow your brand. And if you’re not careful
this could be very detrimental.
If you become the ‘face’ of your company, and if you
become the number one contributor to your content, you
will at first contribute in strengthening your brand

personality as you’re bringing to it a very relatable aspect.
The risk here is that the more you do it, the stronger the
association. In the short term that’s great.
But what would happen if tomorrow you want to exit?
What would happen if tomorrow there’s a new CEO? The
brand you’ve built will become an empty shell that lacks
substance.
So be careful about the frequency with which you feature
yourself, and don’t be the sole face of your company.
Identify other people from your firm that can be
contributors, and make it a team thing!
GIVE ME THE MEAT
Another thing I’ve noticed is that most videos are poorly
structured. Most seem to invest 20% of the content asking
the viewer to watch until the end. 10% is about asking the
viewer to like or subscribe. 20% is about referring to your
previous post, and 50% is the ‘meat’.
I understand how ‘engagement’ can be addictive. I
understand that feeling of seeing a post going viral. The
truth is you don’t need to do this. You’re not giving a
makeup tutorial, and you’re not doing this to generate
revenue. So focus on delivering your message in the most
efficient way, and build your community base on solid
ground, acquiring one viewer at a time.
We might be in an era where CEOs are the biggest brand
asset you have in your hand, but it’s also the era where a
song about pineapples and a pen gets over a billion views.
Social media is undeniably a blessing and a curse. It’s in
our hands, and in your hands, to demonstrate that the best
part about self-branding is the ‘branding’ part, not the
‘self’ part.
If you like this article, please share! #joking
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PRODUCT
Q&A
YI-WEI ANG
VP Product
Property Finder

Tell us a bit about yourself...
I just moved to Dubai in October 2018. My past jobs
at IBM, Microsoft, and TradeGecko (a startup) have
taken me all over the world; Dubai is the eighth city
that I’ve lived in. In the past, I have lived and worked in
Singapore, Seattle, Vancouver, Toronto, Beijing, Hong
Kong, and Kuala Lumpur.

What made you move and join Property Finder?
I was introduced to the Property Finder team in April
2018 when I coached them on experimentation design
and user-centered product development. It was during
this trip that I got to know the highly talented and
passionate group of Property Finder employees. We
have a hungry and eager product development team that
really cares about the customers and users they serve –
this is really fantastic to see.

What products are you most excited about?
A few months ago we launched Lead Tracker, a mobile
app that gives our agents the ability to manage their
work on the go. It’s really great to see how we’ve been
able to let agents respond to potential customers more
quickly. When agents can work better the net effect is
that we’re able to serve the house-hunting consumer so
much better.
I also love that we’re finally able to give consumers and
agents data about their property search (or sale) that
they never had visibility into before. Our House Prices
page has given house hunters (myself included!) the
ability to feel like we have all of the information we need
to make an informed decision.

« A few months ago we launched Lead
Tracker, a mobile app that gives our
agents the ability to manage their work
on the go. It’s really great to see how
we’ve been able to let agents respond
to potential customers more quickly. »
You are house-hunting yourself right now, how
has that experience been?
I love the fact that I’m able to use my own product in my
house-hunting process. It’s a great chance for me to
“dogfood” our product to see what works and what we
can improve on. I also get to speak with many agents
and get their feedback on how we can serve their needs
better.
While I’ve been generally pleased with the househunting process, I would love to see Property Finder
facilitate the end-to-end user journey more. I’m asking
myself questions like:
• How can we make it easier to contact an agent and
schedule a viewing?
• How can we make it easier for agents to remind
themselves of follow-ups?
• How can we ensure that consumers have the right
data to ensure that they’re getting a good deal?
• How can we give agents the capabilities to inform
landlords and sellers of the market trends so they
can price accordingly?

What are the latest trends in tech that you think
are super exciting?

Can you share with us one thing you want to
focus on moving forward?

While not new, I believe that mobility will continue to be
a trend. Coming from the tech world in Asia, I’ve really
seen the wave of mobile-first experiences that have
overtaken the growth of traditional web experiences.
Being able to design experiences that allow agents and
users to connect on the fly is really exciting.

One of my product philosophies is to be truly customer
obsessed. And I mean that in the nicest, most
professional, non-stalkerish way. A team that puts the
user and customer at the heart of their work is one that
can truly commit to solving problems the right way. I’d
like to see the product development team be so deeply
intertwined with our agent and consumer workflows
that they feel the pain that our users go through when
they’re buying, selling, or renting out property. So don’t
be surprised to see our team members out and about!

It’s amazing to observe how augmented reality and
virtual reality experiences have taken over in the real
estate space as well. Interior designers of today can
actually showcase the full rendering experience of a site
which can really bring things to life.
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If you’d like to get in touch, feel free to reach out to me
at yiwei@propertyfinder.ae

Exclusive and free to Property Finder clients
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TAKE
THE LEAD
Property Finder has developed an exciting
new app that gives real estate agents
everything they need to do their job
efficiently – and it fits right in their pocket.
When buying or selling a property in the UAE, it’s
essential to work with an agent who can get you the best
deal. Great agents are highly specialised in your area,
they know what price a property should be sold at, and
they know how to attract buyers.
Agents are constantly on the go and our job at Property
Finder is to help them deliver an excellent service
from wherever they happen to be. When we develop
new products, we speak to our clients and listen to
their stories to better understand the pain points they
experience in day-to-day work. Based on this we
identify what kind of products to develop.
In this article, I will tell you some of the stories we’ve
heard from our customers and how that resulted in
launching our new app ‘Lead Tracker’. In short, this app
is designed to empower agents in providing the best
possible property search experience to consumers,
while on the move.

ANNE-SOFIE WEGGE
Product Manager
Property Finder

« The Price Finder tool on Lead
Tracker takes the subjectivity out of
the discussion. Find details on all
recent transactions in Dubai, see
how prices have developed over time
and share this information with one
tap via WhatsApp. »
REAL ESTATE AGENTS: NEVER MISS A LEAD
It’s 8am and the alarm goes off. You check your
WhatsApp messages and email on your way out the
door. You jump in the car. On the way to a viewing a call
comes in. You pick up and qualify this is a buyer who is
looking to buy a property now, is clear about their budget
and what areas they are interested in. You let them know
you will send some properties for them to review in an
hour. You get to the viewing. As you leave, you check
your phone. Three missed calls. You remind yourself
that before calling them all back you should share some
listings with the buyer you spoke to earlier... now what
was his budget and location preferences again?
If you are a real estate agent, I am sure this scenario
sounds familiar to you. If you are a buyer, most of you
will recognise the experience of calling agents who never
call back. Staying on top of every lead is not an easy task
for an agent when running around town. Lead Tracker is
designed to help agents manage leads more efficiently
and make sure that no enquiries fall through the cracks:
• Get notified instantly when a new lead comes in
• Track all your leads in one place
• Listen back to the voice recording of your call from
earlier in the day to remember key details such as
the clients budget, location preferences and move in
date
• Make a note so you don’t forget
• Follow up with your clients through WhatsApp,
phone or email
• Share listings that fit your clients preferences
directly through WhatsApp
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WIN MORE BUSINESS AND GET EXCLUSIVITY
You meet with a seller who is looking for an agent to
advertise their property. The seller wants the property to
be sold fast and is unsure which agent to chose – or if they
should work with several agents at the same time. You
explain how you specialise in the seller’s area and have
sold many similar properties recently. The seller says they
spoke with five other agents who said the same thing.
Most sellers want to find an agent they can trust. Someone
who will be transparent and give advice on how to price the
property, knows how to attract buyers properly and will
keep their interests at heart during a negotiation. As an
agent you don’t want to be one out of ten agents advertising
a property. The chances that you will sell a listing are much
higher when you are the only agent advertising it.

buyers and sellers their biggest anxieties are also around
price – “Am I getting a good deal or is the agent’s advice
blurred by an upcoming commission cheque?”
The Price Finder tool on Lead Tracker takes the subjectivity
out of the discussion. You can find details on all recent
transactions in Dubai, verified by the government. You can
also see how prices have developed over time and with one
tap share data with your clients over whatsapp or email.
It empowers agents in building trust with their clients and
giving the transparency they need to come to an agreement
both seller and buyer is happy with.
With the launch of Lead Tracker we found agents embracing
the product faster than any other launch before and has for
many become ingrained in their lives.
WHY DO AGENTS RECOMMEND LEAD TRACKER?

With Lead Tracker, agents can show sellers how they
compare to competing agents in any area. Show factual
evidence verified from Property Finder that states you
are the agent attracting most customers and closing
most transactions. This gives you the leverage to win the
instruction, and might even give the seller the confidence to
advertise with you exclusively.

“Lead Tracker is one of the most useful apps I’ve ever come
across. It’s great when you are having a busy day and have
got a lot of meetings and calls; you can go to the app and
keep track of all the details. It helps you keep on top of your
work and provide the best service to your clients,” says
Ryan Hudson, Assistant Branch Manager at Allsopp and
Allsopp.

CLOSE DEALS FASTER THAN EVER BEFORE
Now you have a seller and a buyer. You know the area
inside and out, and know exactly the price these types of
properties go for. The seller is afraid to lose money on their
investment, having bought the property four years ago and
the market currently dropping. They are understandably
reluctant to sell at a lower price. Meanwhile, the buyer is
looking to make a great deal and wants to make an offer
below market price.
Real estate agents state that price negotiations are some of
the most challenging aspects of their job. When do you push
or hold back? How do you attain credibility and trust with
your clients when advising them during this process? For

“Nowadays our mobile phone is our best friend, our
secretary and our relative, so it’s very common for agents
to use apps. However, it’s difficult to use many different
applications for different tasks. Lead Tracker has all the
tools together and linked to each other, which is very
helpful for real estate agents to manage our time in the best
possible way,” says Marina Berdnikova with One Broker
Group Real Estate.
“If you are not utilising Lead Tracker you will fall behind
and give other brokers the opportunity to close deals before
you. Get it in your life and you cannot lose as a broker in
Dubai,” says Riccardo Scala, Sales Consultant for haus &
haus.
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IN BLOCKCHAIN
WE TRUST
Hailed for its transformative powers, yet not truly
understood, let’s shed some light on blockchain
technology and explore its capabilities for the real
estate industry.
Blockchain. Arguably one of the biggest buzzwords on
people’s lips these days, across multiple geographies
and industries, yet we have little understanding of the
technology aside from its obscure power to transform.
With the Internet speckled with anecdotes about
its ability to revolutionise sectors, businesses and
sometimes even lives, it is necessary to question
whether this revered technology actually lives up to its
hype.
WHY BLOCKCHAIN?
Simply put, blockchain has the potential to bring about
Internet 2.0.
The existing Internet architecture is essentially a
database on a centralised server, controlled by a central
authority. Due to this central control, the data on the
server is susceptible to destruction or corruption by any
user with sufficient access. Additionally, because users
depend on the administrator, trust between parties also
becomes an essential requirement.
Blockchain, on the other hand, built on addressing
the shortfalls of the previous architecture, is a
decentralised, digital ledger controlled by a consensus
mechanism. Due to the decentralisation of control, it
eliminates the risks faced by the aforementioned clientserver network. Apart from being able to operate in a
trustless environment, information on the blockchain
is verified near real-time, irreversible, as well as
censorship resistant.
REAL ESTATE APPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN
Because of its unrivalled advantages over client-server
architecture, the use of blockchain in real estate can
terrifically change the way transactions have long
been conducted globally. In fact, I expect blockchain
adoption in our sector to be faster than most, due to the
extent of its efficiencies. In addition, I anticipate that
implementing the technology will lead to unprecedented
growth for our industry, thus allowing a new wave of
investors to enter the market.
While the convergence of blockchain and real estate can
happen in a multitude of ways, I will be focusing on the
integrations that are currently underway.
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ALI TUMBI
CEO & Founder
Aqua Properties

« With the Internet speckled with
anecdotes about its ability to
revolutionise sectors, businesses
and sometimes even lives, it is
necessary to question whether this
revered technology actually lives up
to its hype. »
1. TOKENISATION OF REAL ESTATE PROPERTIES
By means of the blockchain, it is possible to break up
or tokenise real estate properties to allow for partial
property ownership. This also creates an efficient and
transparent way to crowdfund the purchase of assets,
thus allowing for returns on investment to be easily
distributed based on an individual’s level of ownership.
What this means is that investors with limited funds,
or those who want to limit their risk, can now enter
the real estate space and enjoy the rental returns and
capital gains of property investment through partial or
co ownership.
The tokenisation of real estate assets also increases
the liquidity of real estate investment. Generally,
buying a property is one of the most illiquid forms
of investment, as it can take significant time and
effort from multiple parties in order to find a tenant
or a buyer. This is known to be one of the major
drawbacks in purchasing real estate assets as an
investment, and blockchain technology greatly helps
minimise this issue. This is because when real estate
assets become tokenised, these tokens can be sold
privately to anyone, without the need of the new
buyer to invest a large amount to acquire the entire
property. Furthermore, if these tokens are listed on
a cryptocurrency exchange, they can be traded easily
with the simple click of a button.
This can also help in the scenario of an asset having
a corporate owner who is seeking a partial exit. The
asset can be broken up into tokens and the desired exit

percentage can be sold in the open market. Similarly, if
an asset has multiple owners, some of whom are seeking
an exit, the asset can be tokenised and the owners who
want to sell can do so easily to multiple buyers.

Therefore, it is clear that the flexibility and liquidity that
blockchain tokenisation of real estate assets cannot be
ignored.
2. DIGITAL TITLE DEEDS AND SMART CONTRACTS

The proof of concept is one of my newest ventures, Global
REIT, which has been modelled on this integration. Global
REIT is a blockchain-based REIT, which provides the
investor two tokens – one which is the fund manager
income (GREM) and another which is the asset-backed
property income (GRET). What is unique about Global
REIT is that the entity is designed in a way that it
overcomes the hurdles of the traditional REIT model,
such as jurisdictional dependence, difficulties in dividend
distribution, barriers to investment, amongst others.
Additionally, since Global REIT is based on an established
REIT business model with income rooted in the real
world, we’ve also been able to mitigate the risks of a
typical crypto such as volatility and unstable returns.
Global REIT generates returns for our investors by
purchasing income-generating assets around the world
and distributing the rental income and capital gains to our
investors. Our first asset under management is a hotel in
Dubai called Mysk by Shaza, valued at AED 275 million
located on the trunk of Palm Jumeirah.
Global REIT has not only proved this merger of real estate
and blockchain feasible but also highly successful, as our
AED 51 million Initial Coin Offering raise demonstrates.

The Dubai Land Department (DLD) certainly hit the nail
on the head with their plan to transfer all title deeds and
conduct all transactions on the blockchain.
I’m pleased to see them spearheading the global initiative
to create a paperless and efficient digital ledger of real
estate ownership. The end result will be a decentralised
store of information which includes records of ownership
as well as details of all real estate transactions.
Similarly, one of the biggest advantages that the industry
can reap from blockchain is through the creation of smart
contracts. These are contracts which are automatically
executed depending on the fulfillment of a set list of
requirements. I foresee all real estate transactions in the
near future taking place on the blockchain. For instance,
once the payment clears and all required documents have
been submitted, the smart contract will automatically
transfer the title deed in the name of the new owner and
the proof of ownership information is automatically and
securely stored on the blockchain.
These contracts will eliminate the need for third parties
such as a notary public, escrow accounts, banks, lawyers
and others, thus speeding up transactions and minimising
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the risk of disputes. The increase in ease of doing
business should result in a greater number of property
transactions, lifting the market to new heights.
3. INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY TRANSACTIONS
I also predict an increase in the globalisation of real
estate investments, as parties no longer have to be
physically present or rely on the cumbersome power of
attorney documents in order to conduct transactions.
Using the blockchain, property, and money can change
hands quickly and legally worldwide, which once again
will increase the number of transactions, benefitting the
whole economy.
Furthermore, investors will be able to purchase
properties globally using either FIAT or cryptocurrencies
and have the title deed transferred to their name
instantly. Instead of seeing only local property listings,
we will soon have access to property listings worldwide
with consumers being able to own whole or partial real
estate worldwide. Blockchain transactions based on
smart contracts can be safely conducted without the
need for building expensive and bureaucratic institutions
to instill trust, without the need for parties to interact,
know each other, or go through trusted third parties.
Therefore, the nature of blockchain transactions leads
to a greater number of transactions between all types of
parties, on a global scale.
Since blockchain transactions can be viewed by
anyone through a blockchain explorer, large amounts

of transparent and valuable information will be available
for users to access. This information can also include
recent property transactions, as well as current sale
prices and rental figures. Access to this information will
help all parties make informed and efficient investment
decisions and can also be a factor in contributing to an
increased number of real estate transactions. While
anyone can access the information, the anonymous nature
of blockchain means that identities and sensitive personal
information stay protected.
Clearly, blockchain can be a tremendous disrupter in
all segments of the economy, not just in real estate.
We will see the roles of institutions change and we will
see these institutions either adjust and thrive or face a
downturn. However, greater implementation of blockchain
is required across all industries in order for it to truly
fulfill its potential for positive change. This depends on a
mutually supportive relationship between governments
in creating thoughtful and supportive regulations and
legislation with regards to blockchain use, and blockchainbased companies being vigilant with regards to KYC
and customer information in order to prevent fraudulent
transactions.
Despite what appears to be a boom, the blockchain
industry is still in its cradle. We have just experienced
the beginning of the sea change that this technology will
uncover for our economies, and I’m thrilled to be part of it
with Global REIT.
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THE CREAM
OF THE CROP
In an industry where its public-facing professionals
all too often get a bad rap, let’s hear it for those real
estate agents who show ingenuity and true dedication
to their clients.
One part of my job that I genuinely enjoy is meeting new
people – specifically, meeting great agents. Friends
of mine are always very quick to share horror stories
of their dealings with brokers in the UAE, but I hear
a lot less about the many great agents out there. Not
surprising, as according to a recent article I read (on
groovehq.com) one happy customer will tell nine people
(referrals), however, one unhappy customer will tell 16
people (non-referrals).
Being a good agent requires effort, focus, and skill,
much like being a good salesperson but it’s certainly not
rocket science. When I arrived in Dubai three years ago
and was looking for my first flat I met seven agents from
a variety of different real estate companies and had a
very mixed experience.
Despite being asked my requirements numerous times,
several agents kept showing me really unsuitable
apartments and when I questioned them was told I was
being “too fussy” or “my expectations were too high”
and that I had to understand this was Dubai and the
quality was not good. I disagree. There are so many
great quality homes here. One agent failed to turn up
for viewings – twice. One told me “the key is under
the matt” and one said there was no point showing me
anything until I had my Emirates ID so I should book into
short-term accommodation and call him back when I
had everything ready, but not before.
But I also met a great agent. I ended up taking an
apartment in Marina in one of the Trident blocks which
I’m still living in three years later. Why? The agent had
really listened to me in terms of finish, location, price,
being pet friendly and even to the point that my journey
to work only involved three sets of traffic lights which
was impressive (I’d told him I get frustrated with the
lights along JBR).
At Property Finder, my team advises clients how
to stand out from the competition and maximise
their return on investment every day. Of course,
the competitiveness of the real estate sector is our
opportunity to sell additional products to our clients,
but it’s not just about that. I’m always really pleased to
launch new tools, features, and products, many of which
are included as part of the subscription, that really help
agents do their job. Lead Tracker, Price Finder and
House Prices are all added-value products launched in
the second half of 2018 that are designed to save agents
time and help them make money.

PAUL SPARGO
Commercial Director
Property Finder

« If I see three agents and they all offer
the same service, same exposure and
similar advice, the only thing I can go on
is the likeability of the agent – who do I
like the most? »
I often ask agents: “If I was looking to sell or let my place,
why would I choose you?” Or, “I’ve met several agents
today, what can you offer me differently that may help me
sell quicker?” You would be surprised how many can’t
quickly and succinctly answer this question. How can
someone not know their unique selling point? Offering
great service and doing more than other agents is what
makes people decide which agent to appoint. If I see three
agents and they all offer the same service, same exposure
and similar advice, the only thing I can go on is the
likeability of the agent – who do I like the most?
For me, it’s about value and feeling like I’ve got the best
exposure. Community Top Spot, one of Property Finder’s
products, is an excellent tool to help win new instructions
which more and more companies are realising. To say to a
vendor: I can place your listing here at the top of page one,
above all other listings on the Property Finder desktop and
mobile sites when it matches a user’s search criteria, is
unique and pretty awesome.
The other tool I find really useful to help win new
instructions is our Find Agent directory. An agent can take
a vendor to this section and filter by Featured, Listings and
show them they are one of the best placed agents to sell or
let their property. Consumers want as much information as
possible, now more than ever, and they also want to know
they are going to maximise their return.
I know many agents who offer vendors to list their
property as a ‘Premium’ or ‘Featured’ listing in return for
exclusivity, which I think is really smart. Those agents also
have no hesitation requesting signatures and passport
copies in order to get the listing verified on Property
Finder as the boost in ranking, exposure, leads and
consumer engagement is massive.
I genuinely believe that any owner needs expert advice if
they are to achieve the best price and quickest transaction
for their property, and I also believe that any agent who
can’t quickly explain their USP should consider a career
change and leave the professional brokers to it.
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PROPTECH UPDATE

GET ARMED
AND READY
As an agent, your current CRM system should help
you make money off every lead. Meet the next
generation of proptech that is changing the game.

I’m no fisherman, but I understand the basics: if you
want to catch a good fish you need a good fishing rod.
Likewise, I’m no longer a real estate broker but I meet
with many every day and one thing is for sure, if you
want a good lead you need a good property.
However, whilst the rod (the property) is important, it is
the fish (the lead) that should take centre stage as only
one of these will feed you. (I promise that I’ll try to keep
the fishing analogies to a minimum from this point on.)
So, what is a ‘lead’? For the purposes of this article, a
lead is anyone who contacts you expressing any interest
in either renting or buying a property from you, the
agent. Maybe they called about a specific property; they
might not end up buying or renting that exact one but at
least you have them on the hook (sorry!).
Once you have a lead, it is absolutely imperative that you
record their details somewhere that is searchable, and
therefore useful, in the future. Tomorrow, next week,
next year, whenever, really. Just because they didn’t
buy something from you right now, does not mean they
won’t buy something from you in the future.
Therefore, mission number one should be to get
their name and contact details, but really the more
information you can get the better. Things like how they
found your contact details (the lead source), which areas
they are interested in, how much they have to spend,
when they are thinking of buying, are they buying with a
mortgage, are they pre-approved – and so on.
The good news is, if they are not pre-approved, you
can refer them directly from myCRM to Mortgage
Finder without any additional steps. This will pay you
commission for a successful referral.
The more information you are able to collect, the more
myCRM can assist in making relevant matches and
reminders. Also, in addition to helping you remember
and find every lead you ever spoke to, it is great to have
peace of mind that your colleague could pick up the
trail and help you should you be on vacation, sick, or
otherwise indisposed.
It is also worth considering that the lead might not want
to give you this information. They don’t know you, why
should they give you their email address right now,
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TOM DICKSON
Sales Manager
myCRM

« One of the hardest parts of any
salesperson’s job is doing what they
said they were going to do when they
said they were going to do it. »
for example? They don’t have to give it to you, but
you’ll get it soon so don’t worry about it. If you focus
on the relationship part of CRM (Client Relationship
Management) they will have no problem letting you
have it in good time.
Where to start with the relationship building? Try being
helpful. If you have similar stock, you should show it to
them. Would you not like to be able to say: “I know you
want to view this property, and I promise you that we
will look at it today, but I also have three other similar
properties available that I think you will really like,
would you mind if I emailed them over to you? With
myCRM you can easily find and select properties that
you think they might be interested in.
Who would ever say “no” to a question like that?
Remember that lead who refused to give you their
email address? Well, it’s probably not an issue
anymore. Plus, if the email line fails you can always
send the listings from myCRM via WhatsApp.
Now that mission one (getting their contact details and
anything else you can) is accomplished, now it is time
for mission two: make some money!
A scenario where someone likes the property that you
showed them and bought/rented it right there and then
may happen every now and again, but it’s not worth
relying on this as a strategy for the long run.
So, you’ve sent the lead the properties you think they
will like – now follow up and check if you were correct,
but just make sure you remember to record what
they say in the Notes section for that lead on myCRM.
If the lead tells you they don’t want to live in a pink
house, then write it down so you don’t forget and,
for goodness sake, don’t show them any more pink
houses.

One of the hardest parts of any salesperson’s job is doing
what they said they were going to do when they said they
were going to do it. If the lead asks you for a call-back next
Tuesday simply make a note, and within myCRM you can
also set a reminder. Then your phone and computer will
make sure that you don’t forget to call them back. Before
you call them back, be sure to check their section in the
system as maybe some more property matches have
dropped-in since you last spoke. Diarise, follow-up, meet,
and repeat.
Be sure to use all of the tools in your chest to secure that
lead exclusively; if you are their agent, although they might
not buy or rent the property that they originally called for,
you can still secure your company a healthy 50% (which is
a great-deal better than 0%) of the commission.
Even if you have exceeded all expectations with your lead
and demonstrated beyond any reasonable doubt that you
are the best and most professional agent in town, that is
still no guarantee that the lead will definitely buy or rent

from you. They might still go to your rival down the road
and do the deal.
This is the game we play! Dust yourself off, and onto the
next. However, whatever you do, don’t forget this lead as
they will certainly be buying or renting (or have friends that
are doing the same and can be referred to you) again in the
future.
All is certainly not lost as you still have their contact
details, you know which areas they like and what budgets
they have – myCRM will continue to match properties to
their requirements and match them to your listings and
those within Property Finder. Keep in contact, make notes,
set reminders and, most importantly stay useful and
relevant to them.
If you would like to know more about how myCRM can
assist in ensuring every lead makes you money, get in
touch at tom@mycrm.com

Join the myCRM
Champions Club.
By joining our Champions Club, yoU’ll be invited
to exclusive Masterclasses at our Dubai
Headquarters, and receive tips on how to make
the most of the system, and more.

Are you smart,
driven and ambitious?

Plus, our dedicated team will not only give you
support to meet your full potential, you’ll be the
one sharing your knowledge to help your
colleagues meet their full potential, too.

If you’d like to step up,
now’s the time.
Email us at
championsclub@mycrm.com
to sign up.
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AGENT SPOTLIGHT

RELATIONSHIPS
MATTER
A look at the role of the property agent in the
lifecycle of a Dubai resident, and why a strong
personal connection is worth its weight in gold.

Dubai is an international, transient hub. A large
proportion of the people who live and work here only
intend to stay for a short period of time to serve a
specific purpose: either to save enough money to clear
a mortgage at home or a student debt from a time gone
by, or perhaps experience an expatriate lifestyle, live the
dream and return home with sunny memories.
However, there are those of us who have endeavoured
to stay short-term but are clinging to the sunshine and
beach life after a decade, maintaining that the end is
nigh (perhaps) soon. Plans change, both timelines and
waistlines expand, and the Dubai addiction strengthens.
In reality, this land of sand is a wonderful springboard
to explore the world from; a third of the world’s
population is within a four hour flight of Dubai. It’s great
for establishing a network and creating a work-life
balance that is not easy to replicate in other major cities
worldwide. Dubai greets us with a heat-hug every time
we step off the plane and allows us to provide a fabulous
holiday destination for friends and family who need a
dose of vitamin D. Dubai is a land of opportunity, and
now is the time to invest in your new hometown. I heard
a wise investor recently state ‘I make money when I
buy,’ and never has there been a better time to invest in
an asset to call your own.
People move around Dubai a lot. It is reported that 35%
of us have moved once in the last six months to one year
and that 34% of the people that have moved, have done
so to save money, choosing to opt for more affordable
accommodation.
Once we’ve committed to a one-bedroom in a high rise,
to sharing our lives with a plethora of small rescue
animals, to a membership at a beach club, golf club or
gym, the months roll into years. And because it is dry
for over 90% of the year, (including cloud seeding days),
the seasons fly by!
Perhaps people are moving to save money because,
for the first time ever in Dubai, a variety of options are
readily available. For AED 100,000 per year you can rent
four bedrooms in Nshama, two bedrooms plus a study
in Arabian Ranches, or a two bedroom property in Dubai
Marina.
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KATIE SAVAGE
Director
The Urban Nest

« Tell them absolutely everything
about your future dream home and
then focus on your top five musthaves. The perfect real estate agent
will listen and digest. Let them guide
you; you are trusting them with one of
your biggest decisions ever. »
To throw money away on a rental property goes against
the grain, let’s be honest no one’s mother is in favour
of this. Why pay someone else’s mortgage and not
your own? Especially if your company offers a housing
allowance and an opt-out scheme to put to good use.
This is a poignant point. The painful reality of paying
huge sums of rent in one or two cheques every year for
four to five years is heartbreaking. Converting this cost
into your home currency makes for a rather depressing
spreadsheet session, especially when we came here to
save, right?
So, what next? Every search starts with an Internet
hunt to research the latest products and deals
available. This helps to funnel the possible options
and eliminate specific areas. There is, however, no
substitute for using a qualified professional that has
the experience and knowledge to guide you through the
options and find you the best deal. Your time and money
can be saved and your sanity can remain intact. The
options are endless, but we are finding that the shift
from a beachside apartment to a villa for a young family
or people upgrading to a larger space to accommodate
a brood of teenagers is where patterns are emerging,
and long-term tenants are becoming the buyers looking
to commit to their future. These demographics are
looking for a ‘concrete’ asset rather than continuing
to help someone else optimise the return on their
investment.
Find the right person for the job. The need for an
impartial, knowledgeable real estate consultant is key;
buyer expectations need to be aligned with a seller’s
perceptions and this process must be managed by an
experienced agent with the support of an established
company. In this market, a seller will capture a

buyer by leading the market in terms of price – price is
key. A property that does not sell within 21 days of being
presented to market will become stale.

option for families. The appeal here? The sports facilities
in Dubai Sports City, access to parks such as IMG World of
Adventure, Global Village and all the schools.

Villa communities offer fantastic value at present. They are
a safe environment for families and often offer a community
hub, a place to socialise and meet up with friends such as
gated parks, a golf club, or communal pools.

There’s a variety of choice for all budgets in this area, such
as Town Square and Mira, for up to AED 2,000,000 and
Mudon, Arabian Ranches, Victory Heights, Sustainable
City for the mid-range, and the luxury end in Al Barari
and Jumeirah Golf Estates, although there are pockets
of opportunity within each development that cater for a
different audience such as Jumeirah Luxury Living in
Jumeirah Golf Estates, which starts at AED 2,300,000 for
a golf course development townhouse SMART home with a
contemporary edge.

Victory Heights is a fabulous example of a dynamic
community that has corrected enough in price to encourage
people to consider moving to an area once considered
a suburb. The Dubai boundaries are being pushed and
communities along the Sheikh Mohammed Bin Zayed Road
are offering value for money and are still only 25 minutes
away from the beach. Arabian Ranches has reduced in price
by up to 30% in the last year making it a very affordable

So, how do you choose your property guru, your agent of
choice?

HERE ARE MY SEVEN HOT TIPS:
1. FIND AN AREA SPECIALIST

Most agents concentrate on a specific area and
focus on knowing everything there is to know. Their
knowledge is often infinite regarding community
service charges going back to the time the project
was launched and what is being built in the
surrounding area imminently.

2. FIND A PROFESSIONAL YOU CAN TRUST
This should be reflected in their knowledge,
expertise and enthusiasm. Subsequently, their
client testimonials, credentials and ties with the
community should all align with their corporate
identity. You need someone who can manage your
timelines and guide you through the signing of
legally binding documents.
“If people like you, they’ll listen to you, but if they
trust you, they’ll do business with you,” Zig Ziglar

3.FIND A PROPERTY WIZARD WHO LISTENS

Tell them absolutely everything about your future
dream home and then focus on your top five musthaves. The perfect real estate agent will listen and
digest. Let them guide you; you are trusting them
with one of your biggest decisions ever. Think of
them on the same level as your chosen dentist,
lawyer or doctor. Let them do the research based on
your answers to their questions, let them qualify the
potential properties and showcase the best of the
bunch to you. Dealing with multiple agents will result
in an owner believing there are multiple buyers for

their property when in reality it is only you! The
seller will subsequently expect a higher price.

4. INTERVIEW A COUPLE OF AGENTS TO FIND

THE BEST FIT
Ask for testimonials, meet them before you view any
properties and establish a relationship – the real
estate agent who is fully committed to you will work
hardest for you. If they can negotiate the best deal
for you their interview technique at the start will be
tip top and they will negotiate hard to engage you as
a client.

5. REAL ESTATE IN DUBAI IS AN INDUSTRY A
LOT OF PEOPLE FALL INTO
Sometimes customer service is not a priority and
it absolutely should be, this is paramount, along
with listening skills, honesty and integrity. Your
agent must use leverage to maximise the property
potential to get the best deal within your budget
parameters.
6. ENSURE YOU ARE CLEAR AND HONEST WITH
YOUR REAL ESTATE AGENT
The house you live in is an asset, an investment
property purchase follows a different question
pattern. Be clear about what you want!

7. Finally, ”Don’t wait to buy real estate, buy real
estate and wait.” Warren Buffett
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PROPERTY FINDER
REAL ESTATE AWARDS 2018
The Property Finder Real Estate Awards ceremony has improved year on year to
become the most anticipated and credible event in the real estate calendar.
2018’s ceremony saw Stephane Deheselle, world
champion of experimental dance, open the Property
Finder Real Estate Awards with a unique dance act,
but it was Allsopp & Allsopp that stole the show.
Taking home four trophies; 2nd place Highest Lead
Scoring Brokerage, Best Agent, 1st place Charlie
King and 3rd place Ryan Hudson, and taking home
the most coveted award, 1st place Best Brokerage.

« The Property Finder Awards is an event we look
forward to each year. It is so inspiring to be in a
room full of so many real estate success stories
who all share the same passion for the industry.
Property Finder is our biggest lead generator and
we believe that this is down to the excellence of
their service. Top quality listings are recognised
and highly encouraged. Agents lives are made that
little bit easier with the structure and organisation
that Property Finder provides. To be named as Best
Brokerage of 2018 by one of the most respected lead
generators in the region truly is an honour. There are
over one thousand real estate companies in Dubai
and we are delighted to have been acknowledged
as the best. As a company, we always strive for
excellence and keep our standards high to offer our
clients the best service - our main aim and focus,
so to be acknowledged is further recognition of our
successes. This year will be a big year for Allsopp &
Allsopp. We are looking forward to evolving our close
working relationship with property finder as we plan
to move the Dubai property market ahead by injecting
innovation and technology.The judging process this
year was more in depth than ever, with rigorous site
and office visits, presentations and videos submitted
by nominees and Property Finder looking far deeper
into the data behind what is making these brokerages
stand out. »

Lewis Allsopp, Allsopp & Allsopp Real Estate
1st place Best Brokerage
2nd place Highest Lead Scoring Brokerage

« The Property Finder Awards are extremely valuable to
brokerages across Dubai. Property Finder quality control
is of the highest standard to ensure the service they
provide to our clients is exceptional. With the calibre of
nominees in the category for Best Agent, I truly wasn’t
expecting to come away with the title. Each and every
agent in the category deserved to be there and I am
humbled to have walked away with the award. It is always
a privilege to be recognised for hard work and to have this
acknowledgement from one of Dubai’s biggest property
portals is an honour. »

Charlie King, Allsopp & Allsopp Real Estate
1st Place Best Agent
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« We were very proud to be awarded the Best Boutique
Brokerage for 2018. We have already seen an uplift in interest
in the services we provide as a result of the award and
together with some exciting corporate developments on the
horizon we see 2019 as being a landmark year for Exclusive
Links. Our team has gained from both the participation and
the recognition and we will continue to drive forward as a
company that provides a very special tailored service. »

Zarah Evans, Exclusive Links Real Estate Brokers
1st place Best Boutique Brokerage

« We are extremely pleased and honored to be receiving
this award from Propertyfinder for a second year. Winning
the Most Outstanding Northern Emirates Brokerage award
means a lot to the whole team. We would like to thank
Propertyfinder for recognising and appreciating the value
that our agency brings to Ras Al Khaimah. The awards
themselves are a brilliant opportunity to meet fellow real
estate professionals in a fabulous setting. It’s fantastic
that the best people in the industry are recognised for their
contributions to the UAE real estate industry. There is no
room for complacency, so it certainly pushes these agencies
to stay on top of their game for the following year. »

Neema Kataria, Hunt & Harris Real Estate
1st place Most Outstanding Northern Emirates Brokerage

“We were absolutely thrilled to win the award. This is
no small award, to be given by such a prominent and
inspirational company as Property Finder with huge
competition from other brokerages in a challenging
marketplace. I am very proud of what we have built in
Henry Wiltshire International and thank all the valuable
members of my team for their invaluable contributions.
Many try and take the short cut and reap short term gains
but we try and do the best for our clients for the short,
medium and long- term and are determined to change the
face and image of real estate in this region through quality
marketing, good attitude and a professional service.
Thank you Property Finder!” »

Andrew Covill, Henry Wiltshire International
1st place Most Outstanding Abu Dhabi Brokerage

For a full list of winners, go to awards.propertyfinder.ae
Congratulations to all our 2018 winners and keep checking awards.propertyfinder.ae for when you can enter for
the 2019 Property Finder Real Estate Awards.
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THE LEAGUE OF
OUTSTANDING AGENTS
The Outstanding Agent Award is our monthly initiative that recognises and promotes the
best agents in the industry. It’s a platform for winning agents to share their achievements
with industry peers and give them the opportunity to shine. Here are our winners for the
second half of 2018, sharing their tips for property seekers as well as fellow agents.

DUBAI
JULY 2018
Daniel Garafoli
Luxhabitat

AUGUST 2018
Matthew Montgomery
Espace

Specialises in Jumeirah Beach Residences, Dubai
Marina and Burj Khalifa areas

Specialises in Emirates Living, The Meadows,
Lakes and Springs areas

« I always endevour to build very close relationship with
both parties, buyers and sellers. It’s about creating a
good feeling and environment for the deal. »

« It’s all about consistency and repetition, follow the
same format for every sale and always provide feedback
to the client. »

SEPTEMBER 2018
Osman Syed
Springfield

OCTOBER 2018
Fabricio Saltini
For Est Real Estate

Specialises in Al Qudra Road, Dubai Hills,
Arabella and Town Square areas

Specialises in Emirates Hills areas

« I always endevour to build very close relationship with
both parties, buyers and sellers. It’s about creating a
good feeling and environment for the deal. »

NOVEMBER 2018
Tom Moon
HMS Homes
Specialises in Palm Jumeirah area

« My advice to property seekers would be: pick an agent
whom you like and trust - they are more likely to make or
save you a lot of money. Listen to their advice as they›ll
know what you can expect to achieve for your property. »

« If you’re looking for a property, select three to five
agents to work with, make sure they are good agents by
asking them to tell you about some of their sales and test
their market knowledge. »

DECEMBER 2018
Andrew Cummings
LuxuryProperty.com
Specialises in Emirates Hills, Palm Jumeirah,
Jumeirah Gold Estates and Al Barari areas

« If you’re looking to sell your property, make sure that
you’ve thought about the market where your property
positions in it. And if you can of course give it a bit of spruce
up, make it clean, people want to walk in something they
can just throw their bags down and live in. »

Do you have what it takes to win? We want to hear from you! Share your success with us by visiting propertyfinder.ae/league
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ABU DHABI
JULY 2018
Mahmoud Emam
Global 99 Investment

AUGUST 2018
Tarek Bou Assaf
A to Z Properties

Specialises in Al Reem Island, Al Ghadeer, Yas
Island and Saadiyat Island areas

Specialises in Reem Island, Khalifa City, Raha and
Mohammed Bin Zayed City (MBZ) areas

« If I had 2 million dirhams to invest in real estate, I would
buy four studios within an off-plan project in Abu Dhabi
and rent them out on completion, as returns are quite
high and satisfactory. »

« If you’re investing, I’d suggest buying one bedroom
apartments or studios. These have the quickest turnaround and highest rent out rate. The area would be
Business Bay, it’s in demand and it’s central. »

SEPTEMBER 2018
Abdulla Al Shammari
SAFWA Properties

OCTOBER 2018
Ahmed Masmoudi
Royal Lounge Properties

Specialises in all of Abu Dhabi and Dubai areas

Specialises in Saadiyat areas

« The property market is very competitive, we face
challenges constantly but, we always come up with
the most astonishing ideas that eventually surpass any
negativity. Nothing is impossible for one who believes. »

« Working with people and getting to help them find their
dream home is an amazing feeling. I get to meet so many
different people from different walks of life, I think of
myself as very lucky. »

NOVEMBER 2018
Charmaine Flores
ADCP

DECEMBER 2018
Mohammad Sarwar
Glorious International Property Broker

Specialises in Khalidiya and Corniche areas

Specialises in all of Abu Dhabi areas

« Daily, I make sure to have that vision of making an
impact and difference to someone else’s life and that’s
my road to success. »

« My approach is to understand the client, his background, budget and lifestyle in order to offer them the
right property. Build trust and you will maximise your
chance of getting the deal. »

NORTHERN
EMIRATES
JULY 2018
Mohammed Shameem
Future Homes Real Estate

AUGUST 2018
Moshin Rashid
Al Haramain,

Specialises in Ajman areas

Specialises in Al Naumiyah and Al Jurff (Ajman) areas

« The market will influence my negotiations. If it is a
seller’s market, I negotiate with the seller, and if it is a
buyer’s market, then I negotiate with the buyer. »

« The market has become very competitive. I believe
transparency is the key to keep and gain your buyers’ and
sellers’ confidence. »

SEPTEMBER 2018
Samantha Webb
True Blue Real Estate

OCTOBER 2018
Waqas Abdul Hye
Blue Zone Property

Specialises Al Hamra village, Al Marjan Island
(Ras Al Khaimah) areas

Specialises in Dubai Al Nahda and Sharjah areas

« The market will influence my negotiations. If it is a
seller’s market, I negotiate with the seller, and if it is a
buyer’s market, then I negotiate with the buyer. »

« The market has become very competitive. I believe
transparency is the key to keep and gain your buyers’ and
sellers’ confidence. »

NOVEMBER 2018
Kenny Ogunleye
Yas Properties

DECEMBER 2018
Noel Mathews
Julfar Real Estate

Specialises Al Hamra, Al Jazeera and Al Marjan
Island (Ras Al Khaimah) areas

Specialises in Mina Al Arab and Al Nakheel
(Ras Al Khaimah) areas

« Before I sell anything to anybody, first of all I have to
want to buy this product myself. I have to put myself
in the condition of the buyer, I have to understand the
market, the environment, the demand and what is the
desire of the buyer. »

« You need to understand your customer, step into their
shoes, engage them in conversations so that they get
comfortable with you and trust you. Adding a little humor
does help me quite often in breaking the ice. »
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GETTING READY
FOR BUSINESS - page 122
Angela Gegg, Edwards and Towers
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COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL
MARKET ANALYSIS
MARKET
ANALYSIS
OFFICES
OFFICES
DUBAI
Business
Bay

Jumeirah Lakes
Towers

Sheikh Zayed
Road

Deira

Barsha
Heights

% OF TOTAL ENQUIRIES

40.8%
32.9%
17.6%
21%
7.4%
7.3%
5.4%
4.6%
4.7%

MEDIAN PRICE PER SQFT

4.8%
2.5%

Dubai
Silicon Oasis

2.3%
2.4%

DIFC
4.1%
Dubai
Media City

Bur Dubai

2.3%
3.0%
2.1%
1.6%
2.0%

Al Barsha

% OF TOTAL LISTINGS

1.6%

World Trade
Centre

1,262,236

Dubai
Festival City

1,169,515

Dubai Airport
Freezone (DAFZA)

824,979

Green Community

786,743

Downtown
Dubai

746,033

Downtown
Jebel Ali

711,975

Old Town

694,391

Jumeirah Beach
Residence

664,050

IMPZ

632,625

Dubai Hills
Estate

585,144

« Business Bay is a central business district in Dubai, and was designed to
have upward of 240 buildings, commercial and residential alike. The entire
development covers an area of 46.9 million sqft with a gross leasable area of
78.5 million sqft. Based on these figures, it’s clear to see why Business Bay is
in high demand and has dominated office enquiries, at 40.8%. »
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« Al Reem Island is a waterfront community located on the north-eastern
coast of Abu Dhabi. Boasting approximately 70 million sqft of overall
dimensions and having a mixed-purpose community with both residential
and commercial buildings, there is no doubt that the commercial use
popularity is at an all-time high. »

ABU DHABI
Al Reem
Island

Mussafah

% OF TOTAL ENQUIRIES

% OF TOTAL LISTINGS

19.6%
24.2%
14.5%
5.9%

Corniche
Road

Al Khalidiyah

Muroor
Area

Hamdan
Street

Al Bateen

9.1%
8.1%
6.9%
7.5%
6.6%

Between Two
Bridges

1,300,000

Al Raha
Beach

1,114,080

Madinat
Zayed

909,468

Al Maryah

624,400

Marina
Village

550,000

Mina
Zayed

500,000

Eastern
Road

385,740

Al Markaziyah

352,000

2.8%

Mohammed Bin
Zayed City

352,000

8.3%

Al Reef

300,000

6.0%
4.6%
5.9%
3.1%

Electra
Street

Airport
Road

Mohammed
Bin Zayed City

MEDIAN PRICE PER SQFT

4.6%

5.1%
3.9%
3.5%
3.6%

Based on the number of leads and listings (properties listed) on Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
Commercial commentary provided by Angela Gegg, Head of Commercial, Edwards and Towers.
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COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL
MARKET
ANALYSIS
MARKET ANALYSIS
RETAIL
RETAIL
DUBAI
Jumeirah
Lakes Towers

Deira

% OF TOTAL ENQUIRIES

10.3%
7.2%
10.2%
8.0%

Dubai
Marina

Business
Bay

Sheikh
Zayed Road

International
City

Jumeirah

8.5%
8.2%
8.3%
10.3%
7.7%
5.9%
6.7%

MEDIAN PRICE PER SQFT
Mudon

1,680,000

Al Muhaisnah

970,000

Meydan

896,500

Umm Hurair

876,660

Al Safa

738,496

Palm
Jumeirah

735,885

Greens

699,697

World Trade
Centre

655,720

Sheikh
Zayed Road

645,211

City Walk

627,100

6.4%
5.5%
4.4%

DIFC

4.1%
4.9%

Bur Dubai

3.9%
2.8%

Al Barsha

3.6%
3.7%

66
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% OF TOTAL LISTINGS

« Looking at the figures for both Dubai and Abu Dhabi, it is important to
remember that different markets can be in different phases simultaneously.
So while commercial offices show a steady and dominant leader, the retail
market shows more diversity amongst the figures. Retailers generally
capitalise on higher demand in multiple locations proved to be true by the
figures in the graphs below and collected data. »

ABU DHABI
Mohammed Bin
Zayed City

Al Reem
Island

Mussafah

% OF TOTAL ENQUIRIES

% OF TOTAL LISTINGS

28.7%
9.2%
18.2%
23.3%
12.0%
5.8%

Muroor
Area

Al Khalidiyah

7.1%
4.6%
5.4%

MEDIAN PRICE PER SQFT

4.9%
Al Raha
Beach

Electra
Street

Zayed
Sports City

3.5%
0.5%
3.1%
2.1%
2.9%

Al Bateen
3.2%
Airport
Road

Marfaq
Industrial Area

2.4%
8.3%
2.1%
1.2%

1,725,000

Abi Dhabi
Gate City

662,500

Mussafah

616,722

Danet
Abu Dhabi

585,833

Al Salam
Street

535,750

Corniche
Road

527,039

Hamdan
Street

523,700

Khalifa
City

476,733

Al Falah
City

475,000

Al Khalidiya

472,788

Based on the number of leads and listings (properties listed) on Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
Commercial commentary provided by Angela Gegg, Head of Commercial, Edwards and Towers.
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COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL
MARKET
ANALYSIS
MARKET ANALYSIS
WAREHOUSES
WAREHOUSES
DUBAI
Al Quoz

Dubai
Investment Park

Ras Al Khor

% OF TOTAL ENQUIRIES

% OF TOTAL LISTINGS

31.5%
30.9%
20.0%
30.2%
16.4%
8.5%
14.0%

Jebel Ali

Al Qusais

14.6%
6.2%

MEDIAN PRICE PER SQFT

3.5%

Technology Park

2.8%

Umm Ramool

Dubai South
(Dubai World Central)

2,310,243
1,940,752

3.0%
Nadd Al Hammar

2.1%
1.4%

Al Khawaneej

Deira

1.3%
2.1%

Sheikh Zayed
Road

832,746

Dubai Silicon
Oasis

448,800

Al Jaddaf

349,235

Dubai Industrial
Park

345,742

Dubai Airport
Freezone (DAFZA)

335,084

Karama

250,000

Al Warsan

247,741

1.2%
1.2%

10
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927,203

1.6%
0.4%

Dubai
Industrial Park

IMPZ

« While there has always been a steady demand for warehouses in the Emirates,
the demand has significantly increased due to the surplus of e-commerce trade.
Over the past 10 years, across the Middle East, there has been an increase of
1,500%. Furthermore, the Emirates is expected to generate 50% of e-commerce
sales in the region. It’s no understatement to say that this has changed the way
consumers shop, and warehouses are crucial to accommodate this new era of
business. »

ABU DHABI
Sharjah Industrial
Area - Sharjah

Ajman Downtown
- Ajman

Ajman Industrial
Area - Ajman

Emirates Modern Industrial
- Umm Al Quwain

Al Sajaa
- Sharjah

New Industrial
Area - Ajman
Al Ain Industrial
Area - Al Ain

% OF TOTAL ENQUIRIES

52.5%
25.8%
19.4%
36.1%
10.5%
13.1%
6.9%
15.3%
3.7%

MEDIAN PRICE PER SQFT

1.5%
3.3%
3.1%
1.0%
0.3%

Old Industrial Area
- Umm Al Quwain

Al Qusaidat
- Ras Al Khaimah

Hamriyah Free
Zone - Sharjah

% OF TOTAL LISTINGS

0.8%

Al Suyoh
- Sharjah

715,000

Hamriyah Free
Zone - Sharjah

700,000

Al Sajaa
- Sharjah

670,019

Khuzam
- Ras Al Khaimah

420,000

Al Dhahir
- Al Ain

250,000

0.6%

Sharjah Airport Freezone
(SAIF) - Sharjah

0.6%

Sharjah Industrial
Area - Sharjah

135,296

0.9%

Al Qusaidat
- Ras al Khaimah

132,200

0.5%

Al Nouf
- Sharjah

126,500

Al Nakheel
- Ras Al Khaimah

125,000

0.2%

168,977

Based on the number of leads and listings (properties listed) on Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
Commercial commentary provided by Angela Gegg, Head of Commercial, Edwards and Towers.
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COMMERCIAL

GETTING READY
FOR BUSINESS
Key points to consider when buying an
office in Dubai.

There are a lot of factors to take into consideration when
buying an office in Dubai. As a commercial specialist
with over six years of consistent work in the commercial
market, I have gained the insight and knowledge which
allows me to guide you in the exciting process of buying
an office and owning a commercial space.
Below I have outlined some key points to take into
consideration.
ARE YOU BUYING AS AN END USER OR AN
INVESTOR?
There are two scenarios for investing in a commercial
space, one being you’re the end user and the other
you’re an investor. An end user is simply the ultimate
consumer of a finished product; in real estate this
applies to the person or organisation that occupies the
space. One of the most important decisions that you
have to make as a business owner is whether to buy or
rent an office, and if you choose to buy, then looking for
the perfect home for your business is imperative.

A
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ANGELA GEGG
Head of Commercial
Edwards and Towers

« One of the most important decisions
that you have to make as a business
owner is whether to buy or rent an
office, and if you choose to buy, then
looking for the perfect home for your
business is imperative. »
As a business owner, it is essential to know and
understand factors such as turnover, marketing,
staff satisfaction, market forecast, feasibility, and
more. If you have been up and running for a while the
process will probably be a little bit easier for you. If
you are working on a start-up then you should have the
money to invest in your business as well as the office
purchase.

According to the Dubai SME Finance study, a majority of
SME’s (80%) had to use their personal money/savings/and
or equity as a primary source of finance to start a business
in Dubai. Businesses also largely tend to reinvest profits
rather than resort to bank finance to expand the company’s
operations. Only 23% of SME’s had access to finance over
the last five years (compared to 25% of firms in the MENA
region, 45% in South Asia, and 57% in Eastern Europe).
With these figures in place, one must be aware of the
personal cost to SME owners.
You will also need to plan ahead for potential growth as
there is no point in moving into the small office space and
in a year’s time you may need more room, and ultimately
have to upgrade to a larger office. Some other things to take
into consideration are: how convenient the location is for
you; is it easy to get to, are there bus stations and/or Metro
stations nearby, are there adequate parking facilities in
the commercial tower, are there any retail facilities within
walking distance...
You will also need to consider the fact that offices can be
purchased as fitted or core and shell and decide which is
right for you, along with the license to operate in Dubai,
the number of visas allowed etc. Be sure to do your due
diligence and choose an office space and zone accordingly.
As an investor one must commit money in order to earn
a financial return. Real estate investors buy property for
numerous reasons, the primary reason though is to have
a return on investment (commonly known as an ROI) on an
asset. Savvy Investors know that it is important to expand
their business profits into more than a mere savings
account. Being a real estate investor may not always be

glamorous, but it is one of the easiest ways to build wealth
on a long-term basis, so the benefits are indeed rewarding.
When you invest in real estate, your goal should be to put
your money to work and watch it grow so that you secure
your future. You should have enough profit (return) to
cover the risk you take. Investing in commercial offices in
Dubai is particularly worthwhile; not only is the rent paid
on an annual basis, but you also have long-term leases on
commercial so can lock in a rental contract from 3-10 years
(plus or minus) with PDC’s paid upfront by the end user/
lessor, thus giving a long-term ROI and a seamless income
generator.
SHOULD YOU BUY A SHELL AND CORE OR FITTED?
At this point you have made the decision to purchase either
as an end user or an investor. Now it’s time to move on to
deciding one of the most important decisions you will make:
whether to purchase shell and core or a fitted office.
Shell and core (also known as base build) is a term used to
describe the developer’s scope of works as the design and
construction of the base building, while a range of other
construction and fit-out works are left to be completed
before the office is occupied. The concept of shell and core
originated in the United States, where it was applied mainly
to office buildings built by developers for rent. American
developers initially fitted out offices, installing floors,
carpet tiles, ceilings, air-conditioning, and lighting on the
basis of a notional layout for prospective tenants. However,
in many cases the actual tenant’s ideas often differed
from the developers, so money was wasted modifying the
fit-out. Over time the majority of developers started to
leave their projects at the shell and core state, therefore
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allowing tenants to complete their own fit-out to their
own specification. Purchasing a shell and core office will
generally comprise of the structure, cladding, base plan but the actual building itself includes fit-out of the common
areas, main reception, lobbies, staircases, toilets, lift
shafts, basements, loading bays, car parking, and external
building works etc.
Fitted along with the term “fit-out” is a term used to
describe the process of making interior spaces suitable
for occupation, a usable fitted office space. We have two
classifications of a fit-out: Cat A and Cat B. Purchasing a
Category A (Cat A) office will commonly mean that the level
of fit-out that the tenant’s own space is completed to by
the developer. There is no standard definition, but a Cat A
fit-out may include: raised floors and suspended ceilings,
distribution of mechanical and electrical services, internal
surface finishes, blinds, and so on.
Purchasing a Category B (Cat B) is a more advanced fitout and may include: final finishes, installation of office
partitions, installation of specialist facilities in meeting
rooms, board rooms, conference rooms, toilets, pantry,
and installation of special lighting. The building itself
will include fit-out of the common areas, main reception,
lobbies, staircases, toilets, lift shafts, basements, loading
bays, car parking, and external building works etc.
If you decide to purchase a shell and core office then my
advice is to do the research accordingly. You will need
to prepare yourself for developer approvals and all the
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necessary approvals from government authorities in order
to complete the office fit out.
Each zone will have a fit-out guideline which must be
followed. This contains information, processes, steps,
technical requirements, health, safety & environment
regulations, and so on, which have been established
by each zoning authority in Dubai to assist building
owners, tenants, designers, fit-out consultants and
fit-out contractors to efficiently plan all activities. This
guideline will apply to the commercial premises within
the jurisdiction of the zoning authority responsible for
undertaking new fit-out works, fit-out additions, and/or
any fit-out modifications. The following scopes are usually
covered in each guideline: architectural & partitioning,
structural (if applicable), MEP (Mechanical, Electrical and
Plumbing), installations, health, safety & environment
regulations, and more.
With an office purchase in Dubai, it is clear the shell and
core options are generally the most price sensitive and
this can be a key factor in your decision making. However,
it is important to also know and understand that doing
the fit-out can take time and money – as outlined in the
above paragraph. This can take anywhere from two to six
months to complete. While purchasing a ready fitted office
is an uncomplicated process, one of the main setbacks is
that you may not find an office that specifically meets your
expectations.

WHICH LICENSE IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
Now we can move on to understanding the licensing
process. As a commercial agent, my job is to understand
what my client’s business activity is. If they haven’t already
taken a pre-approval (initial approval) or yet have a trade
license of a certain zone, then when it comes to a purchase
I must use my skills and guide them appropriately. When
opening a business in the UAE one must be aware of the fact
that Dubai operates on both mainland commercial license
(normally referred to as DED) and free-zone commercial
licenses.
A mainland company is an onshore company licensed by
the Department of Economic Development (DED) and is a
Limited Liability Company structure (LLC) of the related
emirate which is allowed to do business in the local market
as well as outside the UAE without any restrictions. Having
a UAE National as a local partner or local service agent is
mandatory in all mainland commercial licenses with the
shares being split to 51% being held by a UAE national
and 49% shares going to the expat partner. DED licenses
only operate within certain areas in Dubai, all classified as
onshore zones, some examples of these areas are Marina,
Business Bay, Barsha Heights; etc.

same free-zone or outside the UAE. Free-zone licenses
are 100% owned by the expat partner and with more than
twenty free-zones in Dubai, you have the option to choose
the best trade license and set up in that specific jurisdiction
that is right for you.
Once you have established which zone you would like
to operate from, we can make the right purchase within
that designated zone. For example, a DMCC (Dubai Multi
Commodities Centre) license can only operate in Jumeirah
Lakes Towers, therefore we can only purchase an office in
JLT; a DSO (Dubai Silicon Oasis) licence can only operate
in the DSO, so we can only purchase an office in this zone;
a DHCC (Dubai Healthcare City) license can only operate in
DHCC so again we can only purchase in this particular zone.
One of the things I have encountered on numerous
occasions is a client making a purchase outside of the
zone because they found a “good deal”, but this only ended
up costing them in the long run as operating in that zone
was not possible, therefore it is important to do your due
diligence before making your purchase.

A free-zone company is an offshore company which is
incorporated within a designated jurisdiction of the emirate
where the company is allowed to do business inside the
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RESEARCH, ASSESS, INVEST - page 129
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Richard Larmer, IMKAN
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OFF-PLAN DATA SPOTLIGHT
Here’s a quick snapshot of the most transacted communities for off-plan
in 2018 as well as transactional volume.

OFF-PLAN TRANSACTIONAL VOLUME
YEAR

Off-Plan Transactional Volume

2017

25,079

2018

18,120

% change

-27.7%

MOST TRANSACTED OFF-PLAN PROJECTS
APARTMENTS
1 Azizi Riviera

1 Villanova (Amaranta)

2 Lawnz by Danube

2 Dubai Hills Estate

3 Dubai Creek Harbour*

3 Mudon

4 Dubai Hills Estate

4 Akoya Oxygen

5 Vera Residences

5 Serena

*multiple buildings
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VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES

RESEARCH,
ASSESS, INVEST
The pros and cons of investing in Dubai’s
off-plan and secondary property markets.

A real estate investor often struggles with deciding
between primary (off-plan) investments versus
secondary (resale) investments. This difficult choice
becomes compounded in growing markets where
primary sales are a significant portion of the volumes,
as opposed to economies where the majority of the
volumes are in the secondary space due to few new
developments. For example, a market like Dubai has
significantly geared towards primary sales in the last
three years.
						
A larger number of primary transactions is usually a
sign of vibrant economic activity as it indicates new
developments are required for the demand of a growing
city, which could be led by either better job prospects –
as is the case with Dubai (shown in the chart below) –
or increasing urbanisation in a country such as India.
Similarly, a healthy secondary market is also required
as it is a sign of a balanced supply and demand market.
Apart from the greater share of primary transactions,
the current Dubai market can also be characterised
along the following parameters:
• Stable rental yields
• Significant new launches
• New catchment areas being developed for future
growth
• Post-possession payment plans
• Aggressive offers in price by developers
• DLD waivers, free property management services
• Secondary market prices trading at a discount to
primary market
In a healthy property market, there should be a minimal
price difference between the primary and secondary
segments; however, aggressive offers available in
the primary market indicates a weaker demand as
compared to supply, making the current Dubai scenario
a buyers’ market.
The following are the key characteristics of both primary
and secondary investments:

RABIAH SHAIKH
Principal Partner
Square Yards

« Both primary and secondary
investments have their pros
and cons, and the decision
should be a function of multiple
factors. »
• The secondary market, however, adds the
component of rental yields to the overall returns, and
rental yields in Dubai are equal to or exceed
mortgage rates (cost of capital)
• Since equity outflow is staggered in the primary
market, capital appreciation may give a much higher
ROE (Return on Equity) as compared to the secondary
market
• Multiple developer offers can make primary
transactions cheaper than the secondary counterparts
(i.e. DLD waivers)
Primary market purchases are easier to research due to
significant data available on similar transactions in the
same catchment area (as it’s a homogenous product), while
secondary market transaction research needs significantly
more data-points in a particular hyper local market.
A buyer does not pay brokerage fees on primary market
purchases, whilst in secondary market transactions the
buyer does.
Both primary and secondary investments have their pros
and cons, and the decision should be a function of multiple
factors such as: the state of the market, available liquidity,
investment versus end use, pricing differential, developer
and mortgage offers, etc.
					
We believe that in the current scenario, investing in the
primary market in Dubai is far more lucrative due to factors
such as staggered payment plans, and discounts, which
should result in much higher returns for the investor, as
shown below.

• Equity outflow is staggered in the primary market,
making it relatively easy on affordability and budgets
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THE MILLION
DIRHAM QUESTION
When is the right time to invest in off-plan
versus ready built?

In the first six months of 2018 off-plan residential
transactions in Dubai were down 20% from last year,
when compared to the same period.
On the ready property side, sales in the first six months
of 2018 held up well, with an increase of around about
6% year-on-year.
Does this mark the end of off-plan sales and a switch
back to ready units? Time will tell. But what’s worth
talking about is at what point in the real estate cycle this
change occurs, when should the savvy investor give up
off-plan and move into the secondary market?
Let us compare the two asset classes (as I really believe
they are two separate classes within real estate). What
are the pros and cons of buying off-plan compared to
built, and what do you need to look out for?
RISK
Off-plan is a risky asset, that is one of the reasons you
get a price discount (see below). In Abu Dhabi the 2015
Sales Law stated that each off-plan offering should
come with a full prospectus, similar to those shown
when investors buy riskier assets, to make sure they
have all the facts.
There is a chance your property may not be built, may
be built late, or not to the specifications you expect, so
be aware of your risk. The better known developers will
offer you less of a discount on market price because they
are less risky, you pay more for less risk. Buying a built
property has its own risks but the unit is there for you to
see and touch.
DOWN PAYMENTS
The off-plan market is very attractive to those expat
investors who don’t have the 25% deposit needed (or
20% for UAE Nationals). It is a way of paying for your
property in installments. Beware, however, if you
are using the off-plan purchase solely as a savings
plan – developers don’t often pay you interest on your
payments.
Look into saving the money in a savings plan and then
buying the property once it’s built, particularly if the
payment plan requires a lot before completion or there is
not much of a price discount given. It might be cheaper
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BEN CROMPTON
Managing Partner
Crompton Partners

« Opportunity cost” is where built
product kicks off-plan out of the
park. If you buy tenanted property
then your money is “put to work”
realising its earning potential and
generating you a return from day
one. »
earning interest on your money (see “opportunity cost”
below).
SALES PRICE
Price for off-plan is king. As mentioned above, this
is a risky asset class so to take the risk you need to
be paid for it. You will also expect a discount due to
the opportunity cost of your funds (see ‘opportunity
cost’ below). The developer pays you by offering you a
much better price for off-plan than you can get in the
market for built. If there isn’t a discount then don’t buy
off-plan.
PRICE APPRECIATION
Again, a huge draw with off-plan is not only that you
are buying at a discount to current market value but
also that when the property is delivered it will be worth
even more, and here is where the timing matters.
Off-plan properties usually take three to four years
from initial launch to handover, so it is a good
investment closer to the bottom of the market (but
doesn’t have to be at the bottom), because if you buy
near the bottom of the market the project should be
delivered in a market that is already recovering. Offplan property is not a great investment in a booming
property market because these are typically near the
peak, so when the project is delivered prices are on a
downward trend.
You can’t easily sell off-plan property these days (they
are an illiquid asset) so you have little opportunity
to exit at the top, you need to hold it through to

completion. So it is better to invest in off-plan where the
market is bad but you can see an end in sight as opposed
to when it is roaring.
Built property is better to buy at, or near the bottom, of
the market as well – but because it is quite liquid you can
keep investing in it as the recovery gets older without
being too worried you will get stuck with it when the
market starts to fall.
UNIT
One of the great things about off-plan sales is that you get
to choose your unit from a wide range. You can select the
type, view and floor – some developers will even let you
customise it as you like. The downside is that you can’t
see the finished article, what you end up with might look
very different to what you thought.
With built property you may not be able to get the exact
unit you want, but you do know the general quality of what
you are buying.

OPPORTUNITY COST
Opportunity cost is something not enough real estate
investors understand or take into account when investing.
The opportunity cost of money is basically what would
this money be earning if you weren’t investing it into real
estate. Chartered surveyors often use at 5% return as a
benchmark, as though you were putting your money in a
high interest account.
We discussed above that when you make a payment
on off-plan property the developer doesn’t pay you
interest on that cash. Now, you might think it isn’t costing
you anything handing that cash over, but it does – it’s
an opportunity cost. You are losing the opportunity
to make 5% per year on that money. That is a cost a
professional investor takes into account when deciding
where to allocate funds, and over three years it is 15%
(uncompounded). Make sure the final expected value of
your investment takes into account opportunity cost, and
risk (read above for ‘Risk’ before taking it).
“Opportunity cost” is where built product kicks off-plan
out of the park. If you buy tenanted property then your
money is “put to work” realising its earning potential and
generating you a return from day one.
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PLACEMAKING: WHOLE
COMMUNITIES, HIGHER
RETURNS
Imagining a property as a home, rather than
a house, and the area that surrounds it as
an extension of your home is ultimately what
IMKAN, and other developers, should be
after as providing holistic spaces to buyers
enhances both the social fabric of society as
well as profits.
The textbook definition of placemaking – a multi-faceted
approach to the planning, design and management
of public spaces – may sound abstract. However, in
plain terms, placemaking is about leveraging assets,
inspiration and the potential of creating a vibrant
community that encourages public spaces that foster
health, happiness and well-being.
All too often, placemaking is confused with master
planning, although the two methods serve different
functions. Within a master plan, placemaking is the
tool that can transform a community into a place which
attracts residents looking for more than just a house.
Developers who are concerned with costs should keep
in mind the fact that placemaking has been known
to generate significant returns on investment. Take

RICHARD LARMER
Senior Development Director
IMKAN

« We as developers must invest
in the design of the public realm
as much as we invest in the
architecture of the buildings
because it amounts to being the
connective tissue that ultimately
turns a house into a home, an area
into a community, and a number of
communities into an entire place. »
for example, a study which appeared in “The Place
Economy” by Jan Gehl, which highlights walkability as
one of the main principles of placemaking - and to be a
key factor in generating substantial ROI within the real
estate industry.
This is evident all over the world, from Los Angeles,
where a refurbished bus stop sparked the retail rebirth
of a whole street. As well as in Miami, where 1111
Lincoln Rd redefined the typology of parking structures
by diversifying its use and making them fully accessible
to the community. This particular structure has become
a landmark in the city, and has increased property
values in adjacent neighbourhoods. Meanwhile, Bilbao,
Spain and Sydney, Australia have become world-famous
due to their iconic and high-concept buildings – the
Guggenheim Museum and the Sydney Opera House,
respectively.
ADDING EXTRA VALUE
Placemaking adds a new dimension to cities, giving
them the potential to become places that offer their
residents a sense of belonging. A space becomes a
warmer place when people relate to it differently from
others. They have emotions about it and feel a sense
of belonging towards it. Places instill memories within
people and make them long to come back. It’s not a
coincidence that all people have such places in their
lives.
Placemaking equips the planner with the principles to
create such environments and construct spaces with
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an authentic sense of place. This supports community
formation, and thus happy communities transform
developments into vibrant and soulful urban environments
that promote togetherness, well-being, pleasure, comfort
and inspiration. This, in turn, pushes property values up.
MORE THAN MERE FACE VALUE
Placemaking largely focuses on creating thriving
communities through public spaces – and these days,
most developers in the UAE say they are committed to
overall happiness. If that is indeed the case, investors
need to take a closer look at what is really on offer within
the development, and whether the public space has been
utilised in a way that makes residents truly engage with the
entire space.
Is the developer also taking into consideration attributes
such as the program mix, pedestrianisation, connectivity,
community, human scale, and the quality of the soft and
hard landscaping within the public realm? These are
important points that potential home buyers consider when
shopping for a property.
Buyers and investors alike would do well to check if the
design of the project, including whether the services
and utilities provided, are geared towards people’s wellbeing. This includes air quality both inside and outside
the buildings, water quality, access to natural light as well
as shade, nutrition, wellness of both body and mind, and
overall comfort – in short, a human-centric approach
to property development. In fact, these are the key

components identified by the International WELL Building
Institute.
IT’S ALL ABOUT PEOPLE
It is critical that projects respond to more than just the
basic human need for shelter. We as developers must invest
in the design of the public realm as much as we invest in
the architecture of the buildings because it amounts to
being the connective tissue that ultimately turns a house
into a home, an area into a community, and a number of
communities into an entire place.
A leading example of placemaking would be IMKAN’s
Makers District in Abu Dhabi, an 18-hectare mixeduse development designed as a waterfront community
that cultivates creativity through residential, hospitality,
commercial and retail spaces.
Based on a CBRE report we found that creative
placemaking provides bottom line benefits - social,
environmental, and financial - for all stakeholders. It has
been seen that communities enjoy enhanced health, wellbeing, and economic outcomes, as well as employment
growth and improved public safety when placemaking is
taken into account. Developers and their partners have
reported higher market values, increased community
buy-in, faster approval cycles, and enhanced branding and
market recognition. Ultimately, it is a win-win for both the
developer and those who have the privilege of occupying
such spaces.
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OFF-PLAN

WHAT’S IN
A NAME?
For investors and end users nervous about
taking a gamble on an off-plan purchase, a
branded residence could offer reassurance –
and guarantees a property with style.

I have been in the off-plan real estate industry in Dubai
for over ten years. The demand for off-plan properties
(early construction stage) was always there because
buyers benefit from capital appreciation and payment
terms. However, in the past few years most buyers tend
to take a lot longer to commit to an off-plan purchase
than they would on the secondary market.
I have observed a common concern among buyers
looking to purchase an off-plan property. Both investors
and homeowners, mainly based on previous experiences
that were unpleasant, often question the quality of the
finished product upon completion. Unfortunately, when
purchasing a property that is in the off-plan stage,
consumers will often face some risk of receiving a
product that doesn’t comply to the standards they were
initially presented with when signing the agreement.
This is exactly why buyers take their time researching
the right developer to go with.
Overall quality of a development’s finishing and
amenities have a direct impact on depreciation of the
property’s value and rental yield as well. The property
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ANNA SHEREMET
Head of Sales
Sweid & Sweid

« Recently, we have witnessed new
luxury brands like Bulgari, Armani,
Versace and Lamborghini lending
their names to developments. »
management of the development after the completion
also plays a big role.
Let’s use the new trend of the ‘sharing apartment’
concept in Dubai as an example, which you can
find even in some of the prestigious areas. Once
this concept is accepted within the development,
the property value drops due to a higher number
of residents using the common areas and facilities
and the maintenance team can’t keep up. Landlords
are affected by the rental yield decrease, while
homeowners have to face property depreciation and a
decrease in the standard of their living experience.
For off-plan, the delivered quality standard can
be affected by many factors such as: cost cutting,

developers trying to increase profit margins, large
overheads, incompetent contractors, and so on. These
issues cannot be predicted in advance.
However, there is one way where you can never go
wrong when buying a property if the quality value is
one of your main concerns. This is exactly where the
‘branded residences’ concept steps in and has been
taking the market by storm.
The first branded residential tower was launched in 1927
in New York, and since then the branded residences
sector has grown dramatically with over 400 residences
in more than sixty countries as of 2018. The concept
is already well established by global hotel operators
offering a variety of three to five star developments
tailored to a client’s financial requirements. Recently,
we have witnessed new luxury brands like Bulgari,
Armani, Versace and Lamborghini lending their names
to developments.
The traditional branded concept is a hotel development
combined with residences that take advantage of the
brand’s quality and luxury services. This gives the
owner the comfort of owning a home with the benefits
of a luxury five-star hotel. The brand involvement will
always increase a development’s value and can be easily
used as an assurance policy. Once the buyer sees an
advertisement for a Four Seasons, Marriott or Banyan
Tree residences, they already know that they are going
to get a high-quality product.
Whether it is a hotel development with integrated
residences, residential development with hotel
management, or remote hotel tie-in, the actual
developer of the project is contractually obligated
to follow the brand’s quality standards during the
construction period and the fit-out stages of the
development. The brand itself is heavily involved in

monitoring both processes to make sure their guidelines
are followed. Upon delivery of the development, the
brand is still involved in monitoring the project, placing
regulations, holding annual or semi-annual inspections,
and usually places a permanent director of residences
on site.
Dubai was already well known for the number of fivestar hotels saturating 13.5 million sqft. By 2018, Dubai
has the highest concentration of branded residences
as well. Today’s investors and buyers are both looking
for more sophisticated developments in Dubai that will
raise their living experience, not only by sheer luxury,
but by the benefits of resort style amenities such as spa
facilities, concierge and restaurants. Luckily Dubai has a
lot to offer from hotel integrated residences with private
beaches and Michelin star restaurants at places like The
Royal Atlantis Resort, to urban branded residences like
Banyan Tree – Hillside, where owners can enjoy 115,000
sqft of private resort style amenities without leaving the
city.
A downside of owning a branded residence is the
price point. Generally, they are more expensive than
apartments that are not branded. With that, the rental
yield is conservative, which current Dubai investors
are not used to as they still reminisce about the times
of unprecedented property returns during the ‘boom’
back in 2006. However, amongst global investors, the
branded residence concept has gained more popularity
over the years and is known to be a safe and stable
investment.
Considering that the global population of high-net-worth
individuals (HNWIs) is forecast to increase by 40% in the
next five years, branded residences will hold a strong
position in the property market, offering investors
hassle-free returns and the ultimate experience for
homeowners.
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WE ARE PROPERTY FINDER

OUR PERFORMANCE
Our mission is to be the fastest and easiest portal for finding property, as well as the
best marketing channel for agents. We continue to gain traction across all performance
metrics in the UAE.
With the largest market share, lowest bounce rate, highest number of pages per visit, and
the most visits per person than any other portal.

ORGANIC SEARCHES
“If you search for a 2 bedroom apartment in Dubai Marina” for example you’ll almost
always see propertyfinder.ae at the top. We work tirelessly to ensure that our clients’
properties are seen first and that users get the most accurate results according to what
they’re searching for.

65%

PROPERTY
FINDER

24% BAYUT
10% JUST PROPERTY
1% OTHER

BOUNCE RATE
Keeping users on our site; showing them relevant properties and consumer tools faster
than any other portal.

31%

PROPERTY 42% BAYUT
61% JUST PROPERTY
FINDER

VISIT DURATION
We’re the best at re-engaging our users, getting more visits per person than any other
portal.

8:30
in minutes

Source: SimilarWeb, H2 2018
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PROPERTY 6:00 BAYUT
2:45 JUST PROPERTY
FINDER

OUR EVENTS
Our events are multifaceted and designed to give us the opportunity to
interact with clients, of all levels, to understand, network and be the best!

MASTERCLASS
A weekly training held at Property Finder HQ
taught by our skilled in-house Client Trainers.
The sessions are designed to help agents and
admins become more knowledgeable in order
to get the most out of their daily use of Property
Finder products and features.
Go to propertyfinder.ae/masterclass to sign up

CEO BREAKFAST
We have the same concerns as any other
reputable business: CEO Breakfasts are for
a select number of CEOs, who are invited
to participate in a small roundtable forum,
alongside senior members of the Property
Finder team who will listen to feedback on
products and the market whilst discussing
macro topics that affect our industry.

BROKER TRAINING
Agents from across the UAE are welcomed for
networking and training sessions, which are
held in English, Arabic or Urdu. They provide
up-to-date information on relevant Property
Finder products and features. Presented by
key members of the Property Finder team, as
well as external professionals, our trainings are
designed to increase agents’ effectiveness.

Contact us at events@propertyfinder.ae or speak to your Account Manager for any event related enquiries.
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IN THE NEWS
As the leader market intelligence for the real estate sector, Property Finder is regularly
in the media when it comes to emerging trends, consumer behaviour analysis, and
industry statistics. Here is a selection of headlines from the second half of 2018.

“New Dubai school offers
Dh18,000 discount on
annual tuition fees”

“Middle East tech firms
eager to attract investments
from $15bn Chinese fund”

“Rent-to-own schemes
attractive to Dubai residents,
says Property Finder”

25/09/18

03/07/18

13/08/18

“Sports City: Dubai’s
lively, affordable
community”

“New online calculator
helps Dubai residents
decide to rent or buy”

“Expat retirement visas
expected to boost Dubai’s
property market”

13/09/18

18/09/18

“Property Finder’s New Price
Finder Tool a Game Changer
for UAE Real Estate”

“Retiree visas: wills and
property firms expect
surge in demand from older
residents”

“New UAE visa laws could
encourage more Brits to
retire in Dubai - experts”

07/08/18

19/09/18

“UAE Property Market –
Areas Bucking Downmarket
Trend Revealed”

“58% of UAE residents plan
to invest in property in the
next 12 months”

08/08/18

25/09/18

21/10/18

23/09/18

“Property Finder partners
with J. Walter Thompson”
19/09/18

“2018 Exceptional
UAE Real Estate
Award Winners”

“Property Finder eyes 50%
revenue growth as it deepens
Middle East presences”

06/12/18

27/11/18

“Dubai Developers turn to
rent-to-own schemes to
drive property sales”

“Here’s where property prices
in Dubai are looking up”

15/07/18

08/08/18

“Property Finder’s CEO Confident
in Dubai Property Market
26/11/18

“Property Finder looks to Saudi
Arabia and Egypt after $120m
fundraising”
28/11/18

“UAE firm unveils new tool
for faster property sale”

“Un nouvel investisseur pour
Property Finder”

04/12/18

08/08/18
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“Арендные ставки в ОАЭ
снизились больше всего в
крупных регионах”
08/08/18

28/11/18

For everything that’s yet to come

2 Bedrooms

Find

Where life moves
9
11

WE ARE PROPERTY FINDER

PROMOTING
BEST PRACTICE
Adam Hassan, Quality Control Manager
at Property Finder explains why adhering
to the correct property listing verification
process is essential.

Since Property Finder launched Verified Listings back
in October 2015, we have seen an overwhelmingly large
number of our clients participating in this initiative with
more than 250,000 listings submitted for verification.
It cannot be understated how beneficial this can be.
Verifying listings not only provide our clients with a
great way of promoting their listings and highlighting
themselves as market leaders, but it also gives
consumers peace of mind that the information within
the listing is genuine and that the agent in question has
direct access to the property owner and the property
itself. This is a crucial part of the negotiation process
than can often be overlooked by consumers.
With the growth of this initiative comes the need
for us as a company to constantly ensure there is a
level playing field. We’ve gone from 20-30 clients
participating upon our initial launch to 90% of our Dubai
clients today. As shown in the graph below, this has
seen a huge increase in the number of Verified Listings
since launch.

ADAM HASSAN
Quality Control Manager
Property Finder

« Verifying listings not only
provide our clients with a great
way of promoting their listings and
highlighting themselves as market
leaders, but it also gives consumers
peace of mind that the information
within the listing is genuine, and at
Property Finder, we value quality
over quantity. »

In a competitive market, especially one that is seeing a
decline in prices, there is always the need to find ways
to stay ahead of the competition. Whilst being inventive,
tenacious and committed are characteristics to be
admired, it’s important to ensure the integrity of the
verification process in the long-term – it’s essential for
consumers to continuing believing in it and for clients
continuing to experience success off it’s back.
With this in mind, I would like to take the opportunity
to highlight the importance of making sure the
documentation is 100% accurate and authorised by
the owner. Convincing owners to sign documentation
can be hard – I know that first hand – however, signed
contracts are the cornerstone of RERA’s recent
Trakheesi initiative and in many ways Verified Listings
complement this trend.
I understand a lot of business is done on the phone,
it’s to be expected, however when it comes to
documentation a verbal agreement does not suffice.
We cannot verify listings where the owners have not
expressly given written consent to advertise their
Source: Property Finder Data
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properties. This is a binding agreement between broker
and owner; it is what allows agents to go out and do
what they do best, and altering the details on these
forms is unacceptable.
We want all our clients to have the opportunity to benefit
from Verified Listings, but we need the support of each
and every one of them to make this happen. In short,
signing on their behalf, unless you are their attorneyin-fact and have a valid power of attorney, is absolutely
off limits – as is changing the dates or prices on forms
without the authorised signatory countersigning the
form to confirm they have given their consent to any
changes made.

We take a very firm approach when it comes to this, and
though it is fortunately very rare, we do prevent agents
from participating in this feature should we identify any
falsified documentation.
I for one am immensely proud of what Verified Listings
have achieved, both for our website and in some
respects the whole industry. I support our approach
to do everything in our power to maintain the accuracy
of the information on our site and Verified Listings is
a huge part of this. No client wants to see a listing be
more visible than theirs that doesn’t truly deserve to be,
and nor should they have to.
To all our clients who are involved with Verified

Listings, I would like to thank you for your support and
your dedication. Keep up the great work!
We all have a responsibility to ensure the information
presented to property seekers is genuine, accurate and
informative. This improves our credibility and that of
our clients in turn – this is what drives enquiries and
helps properties get rented and sold, quicker.
If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to reach out to
me or one of our team on verified@propertyfinder.ae.
If you’d like to know what our clients say about Verified
Listings, head over to:
propertyfinder.ae/success-stories/quality/
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WHAT SETS US APART
What we’re proud of, and what gets the Property Finder team
excited to show up to work each day.

FOREVER YOUNG
Property Finder Group is now 11 years “old”. In our Dubai
HQ, the average age is 32, with C-levels at an agile 41.
We speak more than 34 languages and collectively come
from over 50 nationalities. Those variables help us innately
understand the region we live in while applying Dubai’s
method of taking what works best from other markets. Our
space is open and dynamic, and our collective ambition is to
ensure we help the region unlock their potential.

HIGH-LEVEL DATA SECURITY
We have the same concerns as any other reputable business:
we all care about our employee data, our financial data
and especially our clients’ data. Across all Property Finder
platforms we offer two-factor authentication and encrypted
data protection - the same steps used by leading banks and
security operators. “We take this very seriously. No-one at
Property Finder or myCRM, our CRM system, can access
your data, your logins are yours exclusively, and we cannot
log in to view your data.” Paul Stewart-Smith, COO

WE LISTEN TO FEEDBACK
When we develop new products, we speak to our clients and
listen to their stories to better understand the pain points they
experience in their day-to-day work. Based on the feedback, we
identify and prioritise products to develop. “Our agents shared
with us that their average day is hectic; running between
appointments, keeping on top of negotiations, all while trying
to maintain a high level of service by attending to every call
and message they get. This is how we came up with the Lead
Tracker App.” Anne Sofie Wegge, Product Manager

WE INNOVATE
Whether it’s our new brand, new app, new product or
new colour of a button, we never stop innovating, never
procrastinate and always strive to be the best. ”Our House
Prices page has given house hunters (myself included!)
the ability to feel like we have all of the information we
need to make an informed decision.” Yi-Wei Ang, VP
Product
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WE RECOGNISE TALENT
Our annual “Property Finder Awards” and monthly
“Outstanding Agent” awards are unique opportunities to be
recognised by your peers and to really stand out from the
crowd as the best of the best in the business. Our intention
in rewarding talent in the sector is to celebrate successes
and show the industry, and beyond, how much talent,
dedication and hard work agents put in, each and every day.

#HACKATON
We regularly host hackathons. Stay calm! “Hacking”
actually means to build something, and a hackathon is a
competition where programmers, developers, designers,
product managers come together to collaboratively code in
an extreme manner over a short period of time. Each time we
see great teamwork and a plethora of innovative ideas, some
of which you’ll see live in the near future. This is part of the
routine in being a leading technology and data company.

WHERE LIFE MOVES
After its huge success in 2018, we brought our brand
platform ‘Where life moves’ to life in an outdoor campaign.
Covering all UAE with over 13 locations, it portrays the
emotional journey that ALL of us go through at different
stages in our lives. “As a brand, we believe that the more
we seek inspiration from real life examples, the more we
will be able to inspire property seekers in the region to
get living the life they deserve.” Hamza Chaoui, CMO

MORTGAGE FINDER
If you’re a Property Finder client, you get access to exclusive
rates and terms available only through Mortgage Finder.
Contact your dedicated Account Manager for more details
about the perks you get exclusively with us.”As the most
trusted and largest mortgage consultancy in the UAE,
Mortgage Finder has access to market leading exclusive
finance options. We do everything to ensure the buyer’s
journey is an efficient, smooth and transparent one, while
they secure their new home.” Negar Assadi Razzaghi,
Regional Sales Manager - Developer

ADDED VALUE PRODUCTS
Of course our clients’ first priority is to receive enquiries, but
we are here to offer so much more. Added value products
such as Price Finder, Pricing Reports and other agent tools
such as the Lead Tracker, app, myCRM, Call Tracking, and
trainings, are designed to ensure we are your preferred digital
marketing partner and will ultimately give you the best ROI
you can get.
#PFTRENDS
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INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
SNIPPETS
QATAR
Gewan Island
Already one of the country’s most impressive
neighbourhoods, The Pearl Qatar has added over 32
kilometres of extra coastline and just under 19,000
homes for about 45,000 residents.
Gewan Island, the newest project by United Development
Company (UDC), will see the addition of a brand new
island as an extension of The Pearl. A mixed-use
development, Gewan will offer waterfront and beachfront
villas, as well as apartment buildings, retail outlets
and exclusive private-island villas. You can expect
unique experiences at Gewan, with an aquarium-style
waterpark, an air-conditioned boardwalk, an eco-friendly
park, and a waterfront retail boulevard all planned for
this exciting location.

BAHRAIN
Kooheji Golden State
The Bahrain Bay is becoming one of the
country’s most vibrant and commercially active
areas. The Kooheji Golden Gate, which aims at
being the highest residential tower in Bahrain,
will consist of two towers, be home to 746 luxury
apartments, and is located in the heart of the
bay.
The towers, which will be 45 and 53 storeys tall,
will offer investors and residents an unparalleled
lifestyle and stunning views, as well as access
to a number of exclusive amenities. Kooheji
Golden Gate is one the county’s most anticipated
projects, and will cover more than 140,000
square meters.
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LEBANON
Beirut Souks Department Store
Beirut Souks officially opened its doors in 2009,
nevertheless, it still has room to grow. A new
department store designed by Zaha Hadid &
Samir Khairallah & Partners is taking shape
at this impressive commercial district with an
estimated cost of $40 million.
The new project consists of five storeys covering
26,370 m sq in area. The development features a
department store at the northern end, while the
southern end will hold retail space at ground and
lower-ground levels, with serviced apartments on
the upper Levels, as well as a rooftop restaurant.

EGYPT
New Alamein City
Located on the north-western coast
of Egypt near the Marsa Matrouh
governorate. Spreading over 50,000
feddans (210 million square metres), it is
designed to reduce population density and
accommodate a booming population of
three million residents. It is, also, divided
into a historical, tourist, and residential
segments.
You will find a tourism center on 20%
construction rate, beachfront platforms
and 3 towers in the coastal area built upon
39,000 meters with 34 floors and a floor
area of 150 thousand meters. Properties
there an average price of 170,000 EGP
and will be delivered by the end of the first
phase.
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MOROCCO
The big theatre of Rabat
The ‘big theatre of Rabat’ project was launched
by King Mohammed VI in 2014, and will be ready
towards the end of the first quarter of 2019. This
future emblem of the Moroccan cultural scene is
the last masterpiece of Zaha Hadid, the famous
English architect of Iraqi origin, who died in
March 2016.
The impressive theatre is characterised by its
contemporary architecture and futuristic design.
It includes a large auditorium with 1,822 seats,
a small auditorium with 127 seats, a restaurant
with a panoramic view of the marina, shops,
cafes and a bookstore. The ‘big theatre of Rabat’
reinforces the cultural infrastructure of the city
and will help develop urban heritage across the
country.

SAUDI ARABIA
Al Faisaliah District
Redevelopment Project

The Al Faisaliah District Redevelopment
Project is the redevelopment of Al
Faisaliah Mall and Khozama Hotel near
King Fahad Road and Olaya Road in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
The project has been undertaken and
renovated by Al Khozama Management
Company and includes an extension of
16,000 square meters of the Al Faisaliah
Mall, a hotel building, retail units, a
hypermarket, cafes and restaurants, a
fashion zone and parking. The project’s
estimated cost is $300 million and it is
expected to be completed in 2020.
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INTERNATIONAL TRENDS
BAHRAIN

Top 3 areas:
1. Al Juffair
2. Amwaj Islands
3. Saar

Top 3 areas:

EGYPT

LEBANON

1. New Cairo City
2. October 6 City
3. Sheikh Zayed City

SAUDI
ARABIA

1. Maarif
2. Bourgogne
3. Agdal

SEA VIEW

INCLUSIVE

BALCONY

BRAND NEW

Top keywords:

GARDEN

FINISHED

FURNISHED

POOL

INSTALLMENTS

Top keywords:

1. Beirut
2. El Metn
3. Kesrouane

FURNISHED

SEA VIEW

GARDEN

TERRACE

NEW

Top keywords:

BALCONY

UNFURNISHED

FURNISHED

POOL

FURNITURE

Top 3 areas:

Top keywords:

1. Al-Malqa
2. Jasmine
3. Al Haitan

SINGLES

Top 3 areas:

QATAR

POOL

Top 3 areas:

Top 3 areas:

MOROCCO

Top keywords:

RIYADH

FAMILIES

JEDDAH

FURNISHED

Top keywords:

1. The Pearl
2. West Bay
3. Al Sadd

BALCONY

GYM

POOLNEW

PETS ALLOWED

Based on the number of searches conducted through Property Finder in the period of Jul-Dec’18.
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BUZZ WORDS EXPLAINED
BLOCKCHAIN - page 100

an open, decentralised digital ledger in which exchanges
of value can be directly exchanged between parties
without the need of a trusted intermediary. “Using the
blockchain, property, and money can change hands
quickly and legally worldwide, which will increase
the number of transactions, benefitting the whole
economy.”

ECONOMIC MOATS - page 54
a business’ ability to maintain competitive advantages
over its competitors in order to protect its long-term
profits and market share from competing firms. “It is
challenging to achieve economies of scale the way
SABIC does. Therefore, this is a company with high
economic moats.”
EXPO EFFECT - page 44
the effect the Dubai 2020 Expo is likely to have on e.g. the
city’s population growth, disposable income of residents
and visitors, affordability of the UAE dirham and the
pricing of consumer goods. “A growing population is
the fuel of any property industry and it will be Dubai’s
population growth that bodes well for the market in the
next three years, particularly as a spike in population
growth is expected as the “Expo effect” takes hold.”
FISCAL STIMULUS - page 60
an increase in public spending or a reduction in fees
performed by a government in order to encourage and
support economic growth. “Very considerable sums
of money are being invested in the infrastructure of
Dubai in order to prepare the city for Expo 2020. This
form of fiscal stimulus has had the effect of creating
employment, which in turn has been of benefit to the
wider economy.”
MEDIAN - page 14

is not the same as an average. Finding a ‘median’ means
the number that falls in the middle of a set, whereas
an ‘average’ or ‘the mean’ is finding one number that
summarises all the figures. The stats you see in this
issue are all based on the median figure as that is the
most accurate depiction of a is not the same as an
average. Finding a ‘median’ means the number that falls
in the middle of a set, whereas an ‘average’ or ‘the mean’
is finding one number that summarises all the figures.
The stats you see in this issue are all based on the
median figure as that is the most accurate depiction of a
price rather than an average, which would group together
the highest and lowest figures. “The median asking price
for an apartment for rent in Dubai is now just AED 80k
per annum.”
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PLACEMAKING - page 132

placemaking is about leveraging the assets, inspiration
and potential of a local community to create public
spaces that foster health, happiness and well-being. “In
a master plan, placemaking is the tool to transform a
community into one that attracts residents.”

OPPORTUNITY COST - page 130
the loss of other alternatives when one alternative is
chosen. “The opportunity cost of money is basically
what would this money be earning if you weren’t
investing it into real estate.”
PROPTECH - page 3

is the acronym used to describe any technology for the
real estate space. “At Property Finder Group, 2018 came
to a close on a tremendous high, as the company closed
a historic $120 million funding round last November.
This is a major milestone, not only for our company, but
also for the PropTech industry in the region.”

PROPERTY WIZARD - page 108
a qualified, knowledgeable and professional real estate
agent you can trust and want to work with! “Find a
property wizard who listens. Tell them absolutely
everything about your future dream home - the perfect
real estate agent will listen and digest.”
ROE - page 129

Return on Equity - refers to the profitability returned in
direct relation to a real estate investment. “Since equity
outflow is staggered in the primary market, capital
appreciation may give a much higher ROE as compared
to the secondary market.”

SABIC - page 54
the Saudi Arabia Basic Industries Corporation. “The
Saudi Arabia Basic Industries Corporation enjoys
subsidised feedstock and government support.”
SHELL AND CORE - page 122

also known as base build, a term used to describe
the developer’s scope of works as the design and
construction of the base building, while a range of other
construction and fit-out works are left to be completed
before the office is occupied. “Over time the majority of
developers started to leave their projects at the shell
and core state, therefore allowing tenants to complete
their own fit-out to their own specification.”
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NOTES
PRICE TRENDS p.22
The prices displayed in this section either exclude the noted sub-communities/towers due to insufficient data
or are entirely based on the sub-communities/towers noted after each community due to other supply in the
area being too new, or priced too differently on Property Finder to be included in the analysis.
DUBAI APARTMENTS FOR RENT p.22
1. Al Sufouh: Excludes the sub-communities of Al Sufouh Road, Al Sufouh 2 due to having insufficient data.
2. Arjan: Is only based on the sub-communities of Lincoln Park, Platinum One and Syann Park.
3. Business Bay: Excludes the following towers: Volante, Residence 22, Al Habtoor City, Al Shafar Tower, Art XV,
Business Tower, DAMAC Majestine, DAMAC Towers, DAMAC Towers by Paramount, Manazel Al Safa, The Atria
and The Residences at Business Central.
4. City Walk: Excludes the following buildings A2, A4, 4B, 5, 6A, 6B, 7, 10, 11A, 11B, 12, 13B, 15, 18B, 24 and 25.
5. Discovery Gardens: Excludes Cactus, Contemporary Cluster, Ibn Battuta Gate and Discovery Gardens Pavilion.
6. Dubai Festival City: Excludes Intercontinental Residences.
7. Dubai Marina: Excludes Marriott Harbour, Grosvenor House, Le Reve and the Intercontinental.
8. Dubai South: Is based entirely on DAMAC Maison de Ville Tenora due to the newness of the community.
9. Green Community: Excludes East apartments, East community, Terrace apartments and Lake apartments.
10. IMPZ: Excludes Ghaya, The Centrium, MJM, Nasser Building, Zaki Building and Al Shaiba Tower.
11. International City: Excludes Warsan, Universal Apartments, Al Dana, Al Jawzaa, Dragon Views, Prime
Residency, Riviera Dreams, Riviera Lake Views, Russia Cluster, Phase 2, Phase 3, Indigo Towers, CBD and
Global Green View.
12. Motor City: Excludes Abbey Crescent, Easton Court, Eden Apartments, Green Community Motor City, Oia
Residence, Uptown Motorcity and Weston Court.
13. Palm Jumeirah: Excludes The Five and Royal Amwaj.
14. Town Square: Is a newer community so historical data is not available.
15. World Trade Centre: Excludes Apartments Dubai World Trade Centre.
DUBAI APARTMENTS FOR SALE p.23
1. Al Sufouh: Excludes Al Sufouh 1.
2. Arjan: Is only based on Lincoln Park, Platinum One and Miraclz Tower by Danube.
3. Business Bay: Excludes Al Habtoor City , Business Tower, DAMAC Towers, Elite Towers, Executive Bay, J One,
Mag 318, Marasi Business Bay, Marasi Riverside, Marquise Square, Tower, Millenium Binghatti Residences,
Millenium Tower, Moon Tower, Ontario Tower. Paramount Tower Hotel, Park Central, Park Lane Tower, RBC
Tower, Reva Residences, Scala Tower, The Atria, The Court, The Opus, The Residences at Business Central,
Vera Residences and Volante.
4. City Walk: Excludes the following buildings 1, 2A, 5, 6B, 7, 10, 11A, 11B, 20 and 21A.
5. Discovery Gardens: Includes all sub-communities.
6. Dubai Festival City: Excludes Marsa Plaza.
7. Dubai Marina: Excludes LA Residencia Del Mar and Le Reve.
8. Dubai South: Is based entirely on MAG5.
9. Green Community: Is based entirely on Green Community West.
10. IMPZ: Excludes Oakwood Residency, Qasr Sabah and The Centrium.
11. International City: Excludes Warsan, Universal Apartments, Al Dana, Indigo Towers, Dragon Mart, Dragon
Views, Lawnz by Danube, Phase 2, Riviera Dreams, Riviera Lake View, Riviera Residence, Phase 2, Phase 3,
Global Green View and CBD.
12. Motor City: Excludes Barton House, Bennett House, Green Community Motor City, Oia Residence and Uptown
Motorcity.
13. Palm Jumeirah: Excludes Palme Couture, Alef Residence, The One, Club Vista Mare, Garden Homes and The
Royal Amwaj.
14. World Trade Centre: Excludes Apartments Dubai World Trade Centre.
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DUBAI VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT p.24
1. Arabian Ranches: Excludes Polo, La Avenida and Reem Community.
2. Arabian Ranches 2: Excludes Reem Community, Samara, and Yasmin.
3. DAMAC Hills: Two-year data is not available due to recency of this community.
4. Dubai Sports City: The data is based on Victory Heights.
5. Green Community: Excludes Green Community East.
6. Jumeirah Golf Estate: Excludes Al Andalus.
7. Jumeirah Islands: Excludes Costa Del Sol, The Mansions, Tropical Clusters and Contemporary Cluster.
Is based on the Marina Residences, Palma Residences, Garden Homes and Canal Cove Villas.
8. Mohammed Bin Rashid City: Is entirely based on Villa District One.
9. Palm Jumeirah: Is based on the Marina Residences, Palma Residences, Garden Homes and Canal Cove Villas.
10. The Lakes: Excludes Hattan, Deema and Forat.
11. Town Square: Is entirely based on the Zahra Townhouses.
DUBAI VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR SALE p.25
1. Al Barsha: Is entirely based on Villa Lantana and properties that may be unclassified.
2. Arabian Ranches: Excludes Golf Homes, Polo Homes and Reem Community.
3. Arabian Ranches 2: Excludes Camelia and Reem Community.
4. Dubai Sports City: The data is based on Victory Heights.
5. Green Community: Excludes Green Community East and Bungalow Area.
6. Jumeirah Golf Estate: Excludes Al Andalus, Jumeirah Luxury and Hillside.
7. Jumeirah Islands: Excludes Costa Del Sol, The Mansions, Tropical Clusters and Contemporary Cluster.
8. Mohammed Bin Rashid City: Is entirely based on Villa District One.
9.Palm Jumeirah: Is based on the Marina Residences, Palma Residences, Garden Homes and Canal Cove Villas.
10. The Lakes: Excludes Hattan and Forat.
11. Town Square: Is entirely based on the Zahra Townhouses.
ABU DHABI APARTMENTS FOR RENT p.26
1. Al Reef: Excludes The Villas.
2. Hamdan Street: Is entirely based on the Dalma Residence and Golden Falcon Tower.
3. Muroor Area: Is entirely based on Al Mamoura, Al Muroor Tower and Hadbat Al Zafranah.
4. Yas Island: Two-year data is not available due to recency of this community.
ABU DHABI APARTMENTS FOR SALE p.26
1. Al Reef: Excludes Park View and Soho Square.
ABU DHABI VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR RENT p.27
1. Al Raha Golf Gardens: Excludes Gardenia, Khuzama, Orchid and Lilac.
2. Yas Island: Two-year data is not available due to recency of this community.
ABU DHABI VILLAS/TOWNHOUSES FOR SALE p.27
1. Al Raha Golf Gardens: Excludes Gardenia, Jouri and Narjis.
N. EMIRATES APARTMENTS FOR SALE p.28
1. Al Bustan: Two-year data is not available due to insufficient information.

SALES TRANSACTION DATA p.32
Please note that the average prices do not consider the number of bedrooms and some size types such as
studios and 1-bedrooms transact far more than 3-bedrooms, for instance. This will typically pull the average
lower. These figures are not derived from a set ‘basket of goods’ and therefore may include outliers that would
otherwise be excluded in more in-depth analysis.
		
1. Downtown Dubai has seen the handover of thousands of units in 2018, which will have a greater effect on prices. Excluded
super luxury/prime properties from Downtown Dubai to obtain a fairer average.
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